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suggestions that cost pennies to implement to sophisticated computer
controls cr the construction of new buildings which incorporate
alternative energy sources. Generally, the ideas. are simple and they
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energy-saving approaches reported are those that involve educatj,On,
sanagement, using waste energy, improving lighting practices(
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the piocsdure followed,bl a summary of costs and resulting benefits.
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location. Also provided are names, addresses, and phone numbers of
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Preface
Education managers 4t colleges and universities will long remember

the decade at ran from the late 1960s to the late 1970s as a time filled
with frustr ting problems. Among the most frustrating that landed on the
desks of fro ice administrators was the question of how to cope effi-
ciently with the energy situationat a time when energy costs were jump-
ing 25 to 50 percent a year, AU *f a--sudden-4tvenyane-reelieed-that-the '
biiildings on college or university campuses had been designed when
energy was cheap antwas expected to remain cheap. Now maintenance
budgets were tight. Building reconstruction or new equipment was usual
ly out of the question. Energy conservation became a ligh- priority item
On the president's agenda Lin the tri-state area around Pittsburgh (where
the Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation has allocated the major
portion of its resources) as well as elsewhere iiithe country.

This handbook summarizes nearly 500 ideas and practices that colleges
and universities actually put into,operation during the past few years to
meet the energy conservation challenge. The handbook is a testimonial to
the ingenuity, inventiveness, Ad persisterte, of plant engineers, physical
plant managers, and administrative leaders on campus.

Most of the ideas in this handbook are relatively inexpensive, as higher
education budgets go, and most of the institutions reco vered their cash in-,
vestment in a relatively short peril:a. Generally, the ideas are not compli-
cated nor do they require persons with special training to put them into
effect. Many can pr9bably be replicated on other campuses without diffi-
culty.

The Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation is pleased to hear of the
successes teat have been achieved and to have played a small part in the
nation's energy conservation effort by funding the Academy's study. The
distribution of the handbOok will bring examples of successful ideas to the
attention of college and university administrators across the country. We
must point out, however, as we have on other occasions, that neither the
Academy for Educational Development northe Benedum i=on ation is
providing a prescription for any particular institution, nor e vte offer-
ing any specific advice. All we are saying to you,, the e cators and
Managers in highveducation, is: v

live are ideas that are working at real colleges and univer-
sities. They reduce energy consumption and save on energy

. costs. Takea look at these ideas. If they fit your situations feel
free to adopt or adapt them at your institution.

We wish you..every success as you tlickle a problem that we all know is+
not going to go away very soon.

Paufll, Jenkins
Executive Vice President .
Claude Worthington Penedum Foundation
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FOreWord
A bask point in education that stands out in my mind now as it did a

o. generation ago is that different people learn in different ways, at different
speeds, and in a variety of different circumstances. No one wa9of learn-
ing or teaching is the best for evepbody. IZople have individual differ-
ences and this affects their learning patterns.
one wayway petriglelearn is by sfu ng eitilrigeitiriii her Firif:01-Er

cess. For nearly a century the field services of the land grant colleges and
universities have promoted and fine-tuned fix farmers a particular pro- )
cess of learningliktis, by studying exajnples of ski preferably near-
by. This approach to educationone oithe real highlights in the develop-
ment of the pation's educational systemhelped millions of Americans
learn about nen ideas in agriculture.

In the preparation of the handbook the Academy took a parallel ap-
proach by undertaking to show that much can be learned about energy
conservation by studying successful examples. Incladed here are nearly
500 examples of programs on energy conservation and education re-
portedoby colleges and universities across the country. These institutions
can hele everyone understand better what coin be done everywhere by
telling:

r
,

what is already being done
how it is-being done
when it is being done, and
what the resula.hee been.

Some of the examples in this handbook are ideas that are pretty good:
some are hetterrhan that: some are terrific. There is one common denom-
inator that runs through every page. Each idea listed is% working now at
some college or university. This handbook not only tells where, tut also
provides a telephone number of the person to all and the address to write
to for further, information.

This handbook of eiamples is the result of the Academy's request to the
-- Claude Worthington.Benedum_Foundation foi_thesuppint of a feet/W-

ing project that would summarize the ways institutions of higher educa-
tion are 'meeting the energy crisis. When the Foundation agreed to this
proposal, the Academy invited educational institutions to send in up-to-
the-momentinformation. To give recognition to thmost noteworthy ef-
forts repqrted, if only in a modest fashion, the Academy awarded certifi-
cates of achievement to twelve institutions from among those submitting,
information. The Atlantic Richfield Foundation ptovided funds to back
up each certificate of achievement with a $10.000 grant.

Selection of the institutions which received certifkotes of achievement
was made by a small panel assembled by the Academy. The members
were:,

'George Ougliarelto. President of the,olytechnic Institute of
New York e

" iii 7
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..
John'G. Kemeny, President of Dartmouth College
John D. Millet!, Executive Vice President of the Academy fOr
Educational' Development
James A. Perkins. Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the
international Council for Educational Development

In screening the information submitted, the panel gaVe special consid-
etation.lo innovattc ideal .Pii.P.P....ctice.s.that....could 'at or.- L.,
adapted by other institutions oihigheriducation.

The Acadetfty appreciates tht support of the Claude Worthington
Benedum Foundation and the AtiAntic, Richfield Foundatios, We are
grateful alst to the hundreds of admic;strators'and faculty.members who
sent in information about ideas that wea.ed. Their efforts are imptessive
indeed.

/

Aiwa C. Eurich, President
Academy for Educational Devtlopment

8
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oduction
ast seven years,. as long as the energy crisis has been critical on

orld scene, the subject of conservation and the better use .of the
countr)1:4energy resource* have been matters of national concern.
Numerous articles. reports, studig, books, and analyses on the matters
brave betirrprepitIttvublilhed, -and distributedYet, todarihrUniWd
Staies is momdependent on foreign oil supplies than it was seven years
ago, has still to develop a comprehensive national energy policy,,and hal
taken relatively few steps toward the goal of assuring the adequacy of the
country's energy supply for as little as e to ten years ahead.

'There is nothing that one re.retiort can do which will solve or even
ameliorate the big, energy problems facing .the nation and the world.
These problems will have to be dealt.with by the President, the Congress.
the executive branch of the government, the energy departments of the
various states, and the captains of industry in energy and energy-related
fields. The problems will have to be dealt with also by the leaders of the
OPEC countries and of other politically active nations.

$

What this report can do, however, is to say to the administrators of
colleges and *versifies: imaginative and persistent steps cart reduce
energy consumption at a small out-of-pocket cost and with a quick pay-
back period. In itself this observation is not a new thesisit runs through
many recent publications, particularly those distributed by government
agencies. But this report takes a different approach. It makes its points by
the use of examples from the here and now. It shows colleges and univer-
sity administrators that other institutions much like treks. and possibly
located near them geographically, have undertaken successfully to save
on energy consumption or have proceeded to educate othels to do so.

this report describes examples of successful energy savings or energy
education projects reported tothe Academy during the first quarter of the
calendar year 1980. Appendix Table A provides an alphabeticallist of the
institutions reporting, along with the names. addresses, and telephone
numbers of persons in charge of the projects. These persons can furnish
further informalion on what they did and how they did, it. Appendix
Table B reclassifies the list by the major approaches taken by the various
institutions. Appendix Table C classifies the list geographically. Appen-
dix Table I) describes institutions given the Academy's certificate of
achievement am] the $10.000 cash Sward.

in reviewing the examples sent in by the colleges and universities reply-
ing to the Academy's questionnaire. the'Academy's staff was interested to,,
note that a number of small steps taken by some of the institutions report-
ing are resulting in substantial energy savings, and. in many cases, reduc-
tion in casts even after inl lation.:,As we read the entries it occurred to us
that similar conservation steps could be taken in our homes, by large
manufacturing corporations. by office buildings, by hospitalstand health
centers. and by many other types 01 institutions. Any small group of

.
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peoplei4ould mobilize a small number of associates to spread ideas about
ways and means to spnserve energy.

The staff also observed that the list of examples includes many from
small colleges as well as from taige universities; some simple systems as
well as some sophiiticated computer control operations; and number of
low cosrapproaches to energy conservation which a number of institu-
tions had to take because of their own financial problems. Obviously, no
one has a monopoly on new ide4or on innovative twists to old ideas that

.can contribute to energy savings. The fact is that whenever there is a "will
to conserve," the results that can be achieved in even a year or two are
truly astonishing.

Sidney G. Tickton
Academy Vice President
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Now to, Users
of 'This Handbook

The examples of .ideas in practice included in thlhandbook are tbase
that educators chose to submit. The Academy makes no claim, therefore,

asdb*okisall-indusive-nor has it attempted todocument aRthe
information submitted by the institutions - reporting.

Descriptions are brief rather than comprehensive. The material re-.

ceimed was atibreviatedfor use in the handbook. The purpose was to pre--
sent ideakin terms of their impact on an institution's well-being and to
provide The means for interested, people to follow up on those ideas they
think might proveuseful at their own institutions.

While the ideas contained in this handbook have bean reviewed for ac-
curacy, neither the Academy for Educational Development nor the foun-
dations supporting this study nor the colleges and universities reporting
can be held liable ifthe reported potential of savings in energy and costs is
not actually achieved. The Academy for Educational Development does
not recommend air endorse any specific brand of equipment which may
be described in the handbook. Questions about any specific application
of an idea in the handbook should be addressed to the reporting institu-
tion.

The Academy is conducting asupplemental survey of colleges and uni-
versities to gather additional information on energy education and

"toward the end of 1980 will publish a complete as possible catalog of
energy education programs, courses, workshops, and related activities.

This handbook includes a mamba' of reports by colleges and universi-
ties that they conserved energy by going on a four-day week. An energy
task force of the Department of Energy has arrived at a contrary conclu-
sion, suggesting instead that higher education institutions lengthen the

4 work week and then send everybody home for longer vacations.

11
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IDEAS N

_Conducting_ antpusivide
ConservatiOn Activities

The Problem
Everyone knows that colleges and universities could save a good deal of
energy and fuel by takiiig a large number of small conservation steps on
their campuses. The problem at many institutions is how to develop and
operate a campuswide conservation plan that has high visibility. encom-
passes all sectors on the campus, and produces substantial results in
energy conservation in return for the time, money, and effort spent.

The Challenge to mobilize the cooperation of all the various
groups on the campus (such as students, faculty. adn4nistrative
staff. trustees. visitors, etc.) in a manner that will.reduce energy use
and cost in every possible way, and will auoid a substantial invest-
ment in renovation and new equipment.

The Ideas
Bentley College (Waltham. Masiachusetts) undertook a series of steps

to develop alomprehensivetampuswide energy conservation program.
The college Ca) installed a computer management system to reduce the
cost of heating, coolingand ventilating; (b) reduced lighting. (c) lowered
temperatures of rooms and buildings; (d) ran the sunnier program on a
four-day work week schedule, and (e) installed a solar energy system cur-
rently providing 60 percent of the hot water used by 700 students in two
dormitories, with a third dormitory under construction soon to be tied
into the solar system. -

Results: The comprehensive measures resulted in a cost avoidance
of $367.000. due in part to the elf ectiveners of the 5185.0.00 computer
system. The solar project cost 5500.000 and is already saving 510,000
a year net after debt service charges:

* Case Western Reserve University (Cleveland, Ohio) organized atom-
prehenswe energy conservation program at virtually no cost outside of
ate plant maintenance budget. Since 1973, each of the 86 buildings on the

* Certificate of Achievement
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campus has been involved. Every postible energy cut was made, from re-
arranging class schedules in order 0 use fewer buildings, lowering Best-
ing levels and hot water temperatures, and recovering heat That would
otherwise escape into the air, to turning off lights between 8:00 a.m. and
5:00 p.m. in rooms With windows, and cutting library, bookstore, and
gymnasium hours. Videotapes and conference materials were developed
and used as teaching tools by the school of engineering in its energy re-
search and education programs.

Results: In,six years the university reduced the energy consumed by
32 percale, using,544 million fewer BTUs of energy in 1979 than in
1973.

a

* Lincoln Land Community College (Springfield, Illinois) in 1976
started "Energy Commitment." a program covering alt of energy
conservationfrom resource management and planning to education of-
ferings. Management measures taken included an energy audit, installa-
tion of a computer to confrol the energy-use system, increased insulation,
reduced lighting, a four-day week summer schedule, and the building of
solar and wind generating systems on the horticulture building, Energy
education programs rariged from college courses to gasohol workshops
and energy forums for school administrators and government officials.
Car pooling and increased mass transit services were organized for the
campus community.

Results: Thy college used bond funds to provide most of the
$508.000 in capital expenses incurred. Other pr9grams were fi-
nanced mainly by small local and federal grants. private contribu-
tions, and registration fees for the energy forums, the college has1116,
already achieved $77,000 in direct savings. All capital expenditure Ww
projects are expected to pay for themselves over a period of time
ranging from one criqnth to 16 years.

II Penn Valley Community College (Kansas City,, Missouri) engaged in a
comprehensive program of savingenergYWIE ossible without in-
vesting new capital funds. Starting in 1976, thiprogram staged from
reducing lighting and resetting hot water anci, room temperattisreseuL,
accordance with federal guidelines to shutting down unoccupied facilities ".
at night, on weekends, and on holidays. Classes were reorganized to con-
solidate the occupancy.of buildings.

Results Since 1976 the college has reduced electricity consumption
by 62 percent with a cumulative saving in electrical costs of more
than $1 million. Gas consumption has been cut by 64 percent for'a
cumulative saving of $84,000.

, 13
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State University of New York at Oswego (Oswego. New York) is
developing a comprehensive conservation program that will use local
alternative energy source.: and recover wasted heat. A wind-powered
generator will capture the continuous winds in the regioiN to provide elec-
tricity. Water from nearby Lake Ontario will be used for cooling. Co-
gentration, the process of extracting useful heat from the production of
electricity, will be used to provide steam and air conditioning. Devices to

'recover heat otherwise wasted from boiler flues will be installed to pre-
heat the water usitd in the boilers. Boilers will in redesigned to bum waste
crank case oil. Controls will be added to three large boilers in order to in-
crease their efficiency by four to five percent.

Results: All projects are now under construction. Completion is ex-
pected in late 1981.

0

State University of New York at Stony Brook (Stony Brook, New
York) replanned thetruse of its entire heating and air conditioning system
in order to meet federal temperature level guidelines. The physical plant
staff ran the system "off-design" in order to determine how and what
could be changed, and then sought cooperation throughout the campus
for changes which included (a) shutting down one of two main refrigera-
tion units in the air conditioning system; (b) lowering thermostats and hot
water temperatures in the boilers; (c) recirculating warm return air;, (d)
closing down heating motors and fans at night; (e) monitoring boiler
operations; and (f) recovering heat wasted by boilers. Special arrange-
ments were made for laboratories that needed humidity control.

Results: This caimus conservation program involved no initial costs
beyond the regular budget. During the first year savings were as fol-
lows: air conditioning equipment-580,000 gallons of fuel oil valued
at $400,000; heating equipment-950,000 gallons of fuel oil, valued
at $700,000.

University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) established a
Department of Energy Management and Conservation as a separate unit
responsible for coordinating all campus operations involving the use of
energy. The department's projects have ranged from low-cost community
awareness campaigns and lighting reductions to the more costly installa-
tion of a central computer to control heating and cooling to the revamp-
ing of the insulation on all campus steam lines. The department works
with the academic Energy Management Committee to cooltdinate class
and activities schedules to achieve the most efficient arrangements be-
tweeikroom occupancy and energy use.

Results: The department has saved the university a total of $8.3 mil-
lion since operations began in 1976. The department's budget,
580,000 a year. has totaled less than $300,000 since the department
was formed.

3 14



i University of Texas Health Science Center (San Antonio, Texas) made
many in-house adjustments to its energy system using leftover parts from
construction, renovation of old buildings, and discarded equipment. Util-
izing the work and cooperation of faculty, students, and other personnel
on campus, the center ma4emproiements to the chiller and hot water
pumps, air units and chetfical fume hoofs, and cooling systems in the
laboratories while maintaining the environmental balance required in the
hospitals and exploratory health research facilities.

Results: Most improvements cost no anore than $1,000 out-of-
pocket because of the in-house desigii,- use of the regular work force
and the use of spare parts. The cost of all projects undertaken was
about $31,000. in 1979 aloae energy use was cut by 14.7 percent and
savings totaled $444,000.

Upsala College (East Orange, New Jersey) started a one-step-at-a-time
conservation program in two buildings that were wasting energy. The
heating systems were fitted with timers and clocks, fanpower was re-
duced, lighting was decreased, and insulation was applied to attic ducts.
The quick payback on these improvements provided funds and the im-
petus for additional conservation steps that included lightik replace-
ment, waterctemperature control devices, the shutdown of unused
buildings in-the winter, and a four-day week schedule in the summer.

Results: Since starting the conservation program in 1975 the college
has reduced energy consumption by 33 percent and achieved energy
savings of $324,000. The total cost of the program during the first
four years was S38,000.

III Utah Technica
committee to recom
improvements. These
occupancy needs, analy
in the energy system, re
tures, limiting the int
atures, reduang a
gams an a four-

College (Salt Lake City,, Utah) appointed an energy
d and oversee a series of technical energy saving
luded rescheduling the use of buildings based on
ing expenses, repairing and updating equipment
using lighting levels, lowering building tempera-

e of outside air during periods of extreme temper-
disconnecting fans, increasing boiler efficiency, a,

a eek summer schedule.

Results: The $5,700 cost of the project resulted in.savings of $92,800
in the first year. Energy consumption was reduced substantially;
electricity by 32 percent, gas by 45 percent, and fuel oil by 58
percent

15
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2
IDEAS ON

Using Computer Equipment
to improve the Efficiency

of Energy Systems

The Problem J-

The use of a computer system is an obvious way to manage,. control, and
evaluate the eiffectiveness of the lighting, heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning equipment on college and university campuses. However,
the cost of purchasing and installing a computer system that can provide

' comprehensive/results is relatively high in proportion to the budgets of
most institutions and in light of the financial savings that can be achieved,
particularly by smaller colleges.

The Challenge to develop creative solutions to overcome the 'relatively
high cost of the purchase 40d installation of a computerized energy man-
agement system that will operate effectively on college and university
campuse$. .

41.

1

The Ideas
t ,

. .
Note! A numberof large universities have found that their energy costs
areso high-and the control hinction so substantial that they have given?
top priority to installing ex tensive computerized management systems. A
number of smaller institutions also report the use of computerized equip-
ment for management and control purposks. The examples that follow
represent both the larger and the smaller ilstitutions. No attempt has
been made in this chapter to mention all the computeri _
programs resorted, which are described briefly in Appendix Table A and
are.listed in the appropriate categories.in Appendix Table B.

lissrger Institutkons
Duquesne University (Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania) made a "shared time"

contract with a large computer manufacturing company to provide com-
puterized energy management in eight large campus biiildings. As energy
savings from the system are achieved,, the university will expand the corn-

5



puterized system to manage heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
operations in all buildings on campus.

Results: Installation and operating costs of $93,500 were recovered
during 197,7, the first year of operation. By the third quarter of 1979
the accumulated amount of savings totaled $814.000.

Howard University (Washington, D.C.) developed a-networkof mini-
computh4to manage the energy equipment on its large and diverse cam-
pus; the iniversity has a range of buildings, types of equipment, and
operating environments and needs that are difficult to centralize and con-
trol. The network of mini-computers provides a better quality of con-
trolled service at a rgduced cost while cutting.total,energy use, and tan
operate alone or canoe controlled from the central plant. The system is
able to analyze the amour of energy used in each building and pinpoint
problem areas. The small computers are simple to operate and thesmain-
tenance staff can modify or expand the system without the help of profes-
sional programmers.

Results: The university, a federal institution, received an appropria-
tion of $3 million from Congress to set up and operate the network of
mini-computers. The project yields annual savings of $570,000, and
the university pects all of the investment to be paid back in about
four years.

Maricopa Coulnty Community College District (Phoenix, Arizona)
computerized the management of the energy systems at four of the col-
leges in the district in1972. In 1980 the system was improved and extend-
ed to all campuses in the district.

Results:. Cost of improvements and extension was $949,000. Energy
savings are expected to be 15 Percent of 'energy used valued at
$3-00,000 a year witli the new investment recoverable in three years.

4
fount San Antonio College (Valnut, California) installed a comput-

erized management system that controls 250 pieces of energy equipment.
The computer does not require a computer operator:does not require
knowledge of a computer language (English will do); and can be operated

. by a secretary, an electrician, or a mechanic.

Results: The system cost $164,000; net savings of $60,000 were
achieved during the first five months of operation; electrical con-
sumption declined by 20 percent;' natural gas consumption by 29 per-
cent. Higher energy decline percentagss are expected in the future.
The college found also that the computer can monitor alarms for the
security system and can identify breakdqwns in maintenance. When
put into operation'these functions will sale an additional $140,000a
year. .

17,
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Priitieton University (Princeton, New Jersey) installed a sophisticated-
computer system to control the heating, ventilating, and air conditioning
equipment and to monitor the energy consu tion in 40 buildings which
represented 45 Percent of the energy used on he main campus. The,sys-
tem involves a main computer faCility linked o microprocessors in each
building: The system is unique because it is designed to produce energy
savings in a large institution that had already optimized its energy opera-
t ions. 0

'Results: The computer system cost $3.8 million and went into'full
operation in January 1980. Its expected to save 900,000 gallons of
oil, 4.4 million KWH of electricity, and $800,000 during the fit st year,
of operation. The investment is expected to be paid back i+ than

4five years.

A

Other larger institutions saving energy by computerized management
include Anne Arundel Community College (Arnold, Marylan4) where
the computer equipment cost less than $24,000 and the savings amounted
to. $23,000 the first year; Northern Ariiona University (Flagstaff, Ari-
zona) where the central control

has achieved a 25 t 30 percent energy savings, during the past
system installed in 1978 and casting

years and the entire investment will be recovered by 1982; Rutgers,
The State University of New Jersey, (New Brunswick, New Jersey) where
the expenditure of $440,000 in-1975 for a, computerized energy manage-
ment sysfm has already saved more than $500,000; University of Louis-
ville where the installation of a computerized system costing $200,000 in
1977 saved $170,000 in electricity_costs _during thesucceeding two years;
University of Miami (Coral Gables, Floritla) where a computerized sys-
tem costing $500,000 installed in 1979 is estimated to be saving $278,000 i
year: and Western Illinois University (Macomb, Illinois) where a
$150,000 system funded br the State of Mini:is and starting operations in
April 1977 reduced electrical consumption during the fiscal year 1977-78
by 8.4 percent with a value of $265,000.

SinalGr inittitutions - .,,,,
Eoyola College of Maryland (Baltimore, Maryland) recently extended

a computerized energy management system established some years ago
. for the remainder of the campus to reduce energy consumption used to
.heat the gymnasium which is old and large.

Results: In-house installation of valves, thermostats, and control
parts cost $2,400. Savings are expected to be 48,000 gallons cif fuel

utoil the first year, valued at $24,000. '
elk
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Loyola Urliyersity (New Orleans, Louisiana) selected a system for
energy management that could use soft, low voltage telephone wire to tie
50 percent of the buildings on the campus into a computer which controls
temperature ana the periods of time heating and cooling units operate.
The telephone wire was easy to install and prevented disruption of achy
ities on campus due to construction. The system used by the university Is
produced by a local company and was in full operation within six months
from the date of purchase:

Results: The system saved $57,000 during the first eight 'months and.
is expected to pay back all costs within two and one-half years.

McNeese State University (Lake Charles, Louisiana) purchased com-
puterized energy management equipment to meet the university's precise
specificationswhich involved the ability to (a) perform a variety of con-
trol activities, (b) reduce equipment failures by reporting-romparatrve
performance data, and (c) monitor thg security of the entire campus with
only one employee on duty in a manner which will provide for the more
rapid repohing of fires and the reduction of vandalism and theft.

Results: The cost of equipment and insullation amounted to.
$240,000, funded by the state legislature. Metrical costs the first
year are expected to decline by 20 percent, a savings valued at
$104,000. Equipment failure rate is expected to be reduced by 25 per-
cent, saving an additional $25,000 per year. The entire investment is
expected to be recovered in two or three years.

Southwestern University (Georgetown, Texas) purchased a computer
to control gas and electrical use on the campus, using the lines of the uni-
versity's internal telephone system. The computer programs gas and elec-
trical use in a way which cuts out consumption for five out of each 20
mihu tekdriring the day.

Results: The computer cost.S340,000; savings the first year were
$160,000, with electricity consumption reduced by 1.7 million KWH
and gas consumption by 500,000 cubic feet.

Susquehanna. University (Selinsgrove,, Pennsylvania) installed a mini-
computer in 1977 to control and monitor its heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning systems. The university achieved better control over the

" operation of its air handlers by also tying them into the computer system,
Additional savings were made when campus fire and.security monitors
were added to thecomputer's control.

Results: In two years the computer system, which cost $55,000 in-
stalled in-house, saved $76,600 in costs and 8.2 million KWH of elec-
trjcity.
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Wellesley College (Wellesley, Massachusetts) installed a small micro-
, . processor energy management computer to monitor tilt 32 buildings on

the college's campus. At the. beginning, the computer controlled 50
points; another 100points of control are being added.

Results: Cost was $42,000, including mat dais and in -house labor.
Savings the first year amounted to $11,3, . ,,

Other smaller institutions saving energy by computerized management
- r jocluile Dean Junior College (Franklin, Massachusetts) where the

computer equipment cost $111,000, and savings were estimatedoat

(48;000
for tle first eight months; and Potsdam College of Arts and

Science, a division of the State University of New York (Potsdam, New
York) where a leased mini-computer control syitem costing $1,100 a
month automated outside air dampers and is saving 17 percent of the
natural gas used per ;ear.

9 20
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3
\ 'IDEAS ON

Conserving Eneigy Use by
Imaginative Planning

arid Management

The Problem
If colleges and universities` were able to use efficiently all the energy and

.ir,eer nte. ring into or generated on their campuses, they could (accord-
ing to the Department of Energy) reduce the amount of energy ?sed by 30
t6 50 percent. The problem is how to achieve these conservation results
on campuses which have farge physical plant operations, a variety of
building structures and problems, speciOl services creating fluctuating
energy needs, and in some cases, campus occupants who have individual
control over room temperatures and lighting.

The Challenge...to coordinate and incorporate imaginative energy
saving ideas, plans, and management approaches in'to all phases of
campus life and operation. 1

The Idles
Art Institute of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois) used a Computer to analyze

the various ways of providing a range of internal climates and tempera-
tures within the limitations of the institute's budget. Heating, ventilating,
and air conditioning system changes were /hen based on the computer's
analysis showing the best way to provide the heat and humidity needed to
preserve the many art objects, museum artifacts, and valuable library
inateri3flon disploe

Results: The cost of the changes was $678.000; savings amounted to
$346.300 during the first year of operation and a complete pa3Pback
of investment is expected in 1.7 years. Energy use was cut by 29 per-
cent.

) -

IR Central Piedmont Community College (Charlotte,. North Carolina)
saved gasoline costs for commuting stddents by making lecture portions
of classes available by telephone. Each studetit in the program is issuld a
telephone amplifier to make note-taking easier while listening to the lec-
tures by phone.



Results: The college estimates a 10 percent savings in gasoline con-
sumption, or the equivalent of 294,000 gallons of gasoline. At cur-
rent 'costs, this represents a savings to commuting students of
$350,000.

C.ty Colleges of Chicago AChicagoMlinois) updates all engineers °per-

"' sting buildings, in the system by atraining program, designed by ;faculty
. and outside cosultants, that emphasizes current practical energy saving

methods. - . e-
Results: The

.
specialized training results in mote efficient operations.

Creighton University (Omaha, NebrasKa) after being notified that its
natural gas energy source would be cut off by 1980 because,.of shortages
of supply, constructed a steam and water pipeline to the plant of a re-
gional energy supplier locoted next to the campus. 1 hg pipeline was fi-
nanced partly by a loan from the university's endowmcnt fund and partly
by,privatecontributioks to a fund-raising drive.

Results: The total cost of the pipeline $2,250,000; the invest-
ment is expe,cted to be paid back over a 20-year period. nnual sav-
ing's in 'energy costs are now about $106,000 and are expected to
escalate over the years.

. lows Wesleyan College (Mount Pleasant. Iowa) entered into an tin.

0
tual cooperative agreement with the local utility company in 1973 under

. Mich iliccorksipany sold municipal revenue bonds to raise funds to install
sufueled boilers in its plant foizgenerating steam for nine of the college's

uildings. The college pays the gas'bill and reimburses the company for
he principal and interest payments on ifie bonds. In 1979 the cone) e de-

cided to extend the team line to four otheg buildings where the boilers
needed extensive repairs. .,

Results: Construction will be cAleted in 1980. The critage expects'
. to recover the cost in three years. Added savings will come from

;:. eliminating boiler maintenance.

Lake Erie College (Painesville. Ohio) leases gas well drilling rights to a
local utility company in an agreemenethat gives the cane a percentage
of the,profttkirom the sale of the gas, _as well as a free supply of the gas for
its Own use. A 12-year supply of natural gas is located under campus land
owned by the college.

Results: The college;*receives $1,000 per month it revenue from the
sale of gas. Four additional wells., soon to be drilled, will increase
revenue and the supply of free gas to die college.
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Louisiana State University (Baton Rough, Louisiana) found that rather
than hiring outside contractors, it was cheaper to (a) train its three-person'
maintenance staff to do in-house boiler tune-ups and (b) buy the neces-
sary tools and equipment, With 52 gas-run boilers and hot water genera-
tors on an 800 acre campus, the university expects to save energy by hav-
ing a heating system that is always well maintained and efficient.

Results: The cost of the eight-hour training program was $500 with
an additional $3,300 spent on tools and equipmint. At the current
level of gas prices, net savings are estimated at $148,000 a year.

t

4 ,

Middlebur3 College (Middlebury, Vermont) took advantage of the
fact that the electric company based its set monthly service fee for the

. whole year on the energy consumed each year during the peak period be-
tween December 15 amMarch 31.

After determining that the peak was reached In the week prior to the
Christmas break due to short days and long hours of studying fol- final
examinations, the college mobilized students, faculty, aind other employ-

..

ees to reduce energy consumption during that week. Included were such
procedures as serving dinner by candlelight, closing offices and classes by
4:30 p.m., playing thesarillon earlier to signify the end of the day. plac-
ing strict controls on the use of equipment and appliances, and using
smaller, more efficient ovens in the kitchen.

Resulti: In 1978, the set monthly fee was reduced by five percent.
Although the college does not attribute cost-savings whbily to -peak.,
week," administrators were so confident of success that they orga-
nized a "peak month" in December 1979 and January 1980 and saved
another four and one half percent.

II Morton College (Cicero, Illinois) cuts cooling costs during the summer
by scheduling all classes in the evening; consolidating all classes and ad-
ministrative activities into one building; going on a four-day week sched-
ule, shutting down completely during three-day weekends, and operating
only two of the 18 air conditioning units on campus.

Results: During its first year of operation, the no-cost project cut
electriOty use by 27 percent, Savings were $14,000.

111!. I .

III Mount Marty College (Yankton, South Dakota) reduced energy use
during the Christmas vacation by shutting down its heating system, con-
solidating all workinist aff into one area, and asking members of the staff
to supply their own electric space heaters.

Results: The first year of operation resulted in savings of S2..800; in
colder weather the savings will be greater.

13
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North Carolina State University (Raleigh, North Carolina) tested the
cost effectiveness of installing a computerized energy management sys-
tem before purchasing it.

Results: By, running a test program on a microprocessor leased to
.. the computer science center, the university was assured,that the large

investment in the energy managements m would prcripace energy
savings within a reasonable paybac eriod.

Southwestern at Memphis (Memphis, Tennessee) organized an incen-
tive program, the "Student Energy Bonus," to complement the successful
energy reduction efforts made by its maintenance department. The stu-
dent government was awarded half of each dollar saved through practical
application of electricity conservation. Enthusiastic student support and
practices were achieved through posters, T-shirts, newspaper articles,
and radio broadcasts. j

Results! In 1977 thmprogram resulted in a 15 percent cut in energy
use and a net savings of $4,900. Ir11978.the net energy savings to-
taled $6,500. Increased awareness among students of the need for
conservation has been an additional long-range benefit.

Triton Colle4 (River Grove, Illinois) qualified itself under state regu-
lations giving special discounts on electricity bills to schools Beating at
least one building by electricity. The college, which does not use electri-
city to heat its campus, qualified for the discount by-installing an elictric
space heater in the ceiling of a building used as a storeroom.

Results: The cost of the space heater was $140, installed. Discounts
on electricity bills have amounted to $22,000 a year. 1

Wesleyan University (Middletown, Connecticut) gave the students
occupying 27 university-owned townhouses 26 percent of the savings
from reductions in their electrical consumption as an incentive toward
energy saving. An additional five percent of the savings was given to the
social fund of the townhouse complex.i Results: Eighteen students qu lified for remuneration during the

first quarter the program was in ration.

or

West Virginia University (Morgantown, West Virginia) is /eloping
an electric powered van as an alternative to the gasoline powered vans
now used in campus maintenance. The test vehicle was funded by a grant
from the Department of Energy.

Results: Although testing has not yet bt completed, the university
expects a 30 percent savings in operating costs.
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As indi4ted elsewhere in this handbook (see index after the appen-
dices), a number of other colleges and universities used good manage-
ment ideas to conserve energy. Included are the following that have not
been described in the text of this report.

Guilford College (Greensboro, North Carolina) which designed a
new fieldhouse with many energy savings features, then leased the
building to the local YMCA to assure maximum use.

Mary ealdwfu College (Staunton, Virginia) which reduced its
operating expenses by $975 for,each day of interim session by
shifting the session from January to May.

Middle Tennessee State University (Murfreesboio, Tennessee)
which established an Energy Conservation Task Force that holds

"monthly meetings between its maintenance department personnel
and energy conservationists to discuss and evaluate maintenance
and operation changes that could reduce energy use,

Pennsylvania State University (University Park, Pennsylvania)
which installed "roll up" windows made 9,1 clear vinyl; these raised
inside temperatures in the winter by 25 percent and reduced energy ,

loss by26 percent..

Randolph-Macon college (Ashland, Virginia) which appointed 21
students to conduct a thorough cap puswide energy audit in order
to qualify for federal matching grant funds and at the same time
increase student awareness of the energy problem. A similar pro-
cedure at the Univegslynif Maryland (College Park, Maryland)
had the addit al inefitof reducing the cost of the audit to one
cent per aqua of at time when an outside consultant would
have charged five to ten cents per square foot.

Taylor University (Upland, Indiana) which used voluntary and in-
expensive assistance from many of its academic departments to
develop an energy saving promotional campaign. "Kaptain Kill-
A-Wattf- a mythical Champion of energy conservation, was
create4'and used as the logo to promote, heighten, and encourage
conservation awareness and practices within the university com-
munity. Student "energy watchdogs:" light switch stickers,
posters, T-shirts, consumption comparison charts, and cartoons
were all part of the campaign to reduce energy use on campus.

University of Dubuque (Dubuque, Iowa) which conducted a
building utilization study and then made improvements to four
buildings and closed seven others to consolidate the campus and
cut energy costs.

University of Maryland at Eastern Shore (Princess Ann: Mary-
land) which established a supply storeroom on campus to reduce
the cost of daily auto trips for supplies. Travel costs were reduced
further Fry replacing standard automobiles in the motor pool with
subcompact cars and mopeds.
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I
Univer:sity of North Carolina (Charlotte. North Carolina) which

. bough mall electric vehicles for maintenancopersonnel travel on
camp cut costs as well as to increase the visibility of the uni-

. versit conservationonservation policy.

Univieisity of South Carolina (Columbia, South Carolina) which
gave 'rig students "hands on" experience with a solar sys-

.

teen by bui a passive solar systehi into a bus stop.

University of Wisconsin System (Madison, Wisconsin) which had
its central office write and distribute to all campuses copies of
"Kilowatt Kruncher Kookbbok," a manual' describing practical
how-to-do-it ways of cutting lighting costs.

Washington University (St. Louis. Missouri) which installed timer
switches in the bookstacks of the library so students can temporar-
ily light an area while searchinrfor materials; the lights go off
automatically in 30 minutes.

t

N.
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IDEAS ON

Providing iduCation 1

or Information on
the Energy -Problem

The Problein
The continuous national debate on the best way to tackle the energy
problem reflects the absence of a national policy on saving energy now
and on planning for long-range energy conservation. Although the public
is concerned about energy matters, the nation's leaders have not been able
o focus on a comprehensive plan to meet head-on the various issues in-

ved. Without skilled and knowledgeable leadership in energy conser-
va t and technology. slow progress will be made toward resolving the
proble

The enge. .. to educate as many people as possible on the nal
lure of the rgy problem; to inform people on what they can do
about energy c rvation in their hombs, schools, businesses, and
communities; and t ter nine how to train a large enough number
of professional speciah technicians, and managers in the various
engineering, science, and o technical disciplines required to meet
the country's future need for tra persomiel in the energy.field.

I

The Ideas
III Bre' yard Community College (Cocoa, Florida), Indiana University at
South Bend (South Bend, Indiana), Wisconsin Indianhead Technical In-
stitute (Shell Lake, Wisconsin), *arm; College (Corsicana, Texas), and
Piedmont Technical College (Ruxboro,, North Carolina) offer two- or
three-year associate degree credit programs for future technicians in ener-
gy conservation specialties. (These programs include solar energy tech-
nology, and the installation of solar energy equipment as well as the more
commnn programs in heating, lighting, ana air conditioning technology.)

Results:. These programs and parallel offerings at other colleges and
technical institutes (see index after the appendices) will provide the
labor market with a growing number of college graduates having as-
sociate degrees and trained to work On energy conservation prob-
lems, incluumg the new technical specializations required in solar

.0
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energy engineering. Some sources estimate that by 1985 the country
will need no fewer than 20,000 persons qualified as solar engineering
mechanics or installers of solar energy equipment.

* California State Universit y and CoRegesicoisortium headquartered
at Fullerton, California) pooled the efforts and ideas of faculty members
on 19 campuses to develop curricula in energy education in the California
elementary and secondary schools, to provide technical assistance to
those schools, and to conduct teacher education progranis, conferences,
and workshops on energy problems. Scientists, engineers, sociologists,
economists, and environmentalists participate in the consortium's ac-
tivities.

Results: Technical assistance provided by the consortium enabled
400 energy-related classes to be held in public schools and 52 contin-
uing education courses to be offered at the college level. The con-
sortium prepared a state sponsored manual of energy-efficiency
guidelines for builders and developers, and conducted a small grants
program for the United States Department of Energy to assitt. small
businessmen andlay people in energy conservation efforts.

Clark University (Worcester Massachusetts) established tit 1976 and
is still running the "MaSachusetts Energy Phone" which it sponsors joint-
ly with the state energy office. The project receives partial funding from
the United States Department of Energy. The Energy Phone is manse-'_ by
students who, with a background in energy studies, provide the general
public with telephone information and referral service on energy matters.
A manual developed by the ur:versity helps to answer common ques-
tions; a resource library is available for more complex problems.

Results: By February 1980 the Energy Phone operators had an-
swered 77,000 questions on topics falling into 30 specific categories,
and had mailed out 15,000 information packets to callers. A survey
showed that 80 percent of the callers took some conservation action
within two weeks after their questions had been answered.

College of St. Thomas (St. Paul, Minnesota) offers a masters of busi-
ness administration program with a specialization in energy manage-
ment. The program was established with the assistance of a small grant
from the Minnesota Energy Conference,

Results: Ten full-time students were enrolled in the energy manage-
ment specialization in the fall semester, 1979-80.

Certificate of Achievement
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II Governors State University (Pa Forest South, Illinois) created the
Midwest Energy Alternative Net , whose ptirpose is to describe ener-
gy conservation opportunities in on-technical language and to teach the
public that low cost ways of cutting energy consumption are indeed possi-
ble.

Results: The network organizes classes, c nferences, and seminars
on energy conservation and puts out a m nthly magazine to inform
lay persons on what is available and pons' kin energy conservation.
Energy-related internships are offered to tudents at Governors State
University whose work on special pro ects has built up an extensive
file of reports, books, and manuals on energy conservation.

II Harvard Business School (Cambridge, Massachusetts) faculty mem-
bers researched and wrote a book entitled "Energy Future" to provide the
public with an overview on the energy situation. The book concludes that
an intensive conservation effort, with government incentives to give con-
servancy a fair chance against conventional resources, could make the
largest single impact on reducing oil imports. Also, that the contribution
from solar energy can be tripled in the net decade by utilizing solar tech-
nologies already available rather than waiting for new big solar systems
to be developed.

Results: The book is now being used as an educational referenceand
guide by universities, business executives, and energy policy makers.
Sales have exceeded 100,000 copies. Many members of Congress
have copies. President Carter quoted from the book during a press
conference.

Kansas State University (Manhattan, Kansas) through its University of
Man (a community outreach program) constructed a building for use as a
working demonstration project to teach the public that solar energy is ef-
fective in the sunny but cold central part of the country. The building, a
combination greenhouse and community center, uses energy conserva-
tion approaches for heating the building and the water needed, the pro-
duction of food, and the recycling of waste produtts.

Results: The building, which saves 70 percent in energy consump-
tion over that of a conventional structure, will be used as a commu-
nity meeting center, a winter food production instruction center for
low-income elderly people, a workshop in occupational therapy for
handicapped persons, and a living laboratot for university students
in agriculture. horticulture, and sociology.

II New York Institute of Technology (Old Westbury,. New York) estab-
lished in 1976 an "Energy Hotline" to provide information to the general
public, to professional persons in the energy field, and to public officials.
However, after the first two years, the institute turned the operation of
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the hotline over to thelhew York State energy office and trained state em-
ployees to run the program.

Results; The state received a fully operating system with employees
trained to run it. The United Stales Department of Energy published
the final report on the project and distributed it to all state energy
offices as a guide.

Oklahoma State University (Stillwater,, Oklahoma) has offered to 40
elementary and secondary school teachers each summer for the past five
years a 3-credit-hour graduate course on energy problems and conserva-
tion possibilities. The course is free to the participants. Half of the course
time is spent in the classroom, the remainder in visiting energy produc-
tion and conservation activities in the southwest.

Results: Outside sponsors, including a number of energy-related
companies, provide the funds for the $25,000 annual budget of the
program. The universitLsontributes the faculty. Each year more
than 100 persons apply or admission; the 40 selected are chosen to
represent ali.regions of the state, all types of schools, and all areas of
education within the school system.

III Polytechnic Institute of New York (Brooklyn, New York) designed a
masters degree Program in science and coupled it with a certificate in
energy engineering and policy in nine separate engineering fields, in man-
agement, and in physics. The program covers all aspects of energy supply
and conservation, regional as well as vorldwide, and explores energy on
the technical, economic, political, social, and humanistic levels.

Results: From its inception until February 1980, this program had
awarded 200 certificates in energy engineering and policy, 112 of
which went to persons also earning a masters degree in science.

* University of California at San Diego (San Diego, California) devel-
oped an extension division course called "Energy and the Way We Live"
consisting of 15.weekly articles run in 540 newspapers and for which cred-
it is given by 342 colleges. The course xplores energy technology and
consumption. the impact of differing va es on energy policy, and var-
ious aspects of the worldwide energy dilem a.

Results: The ,course started in January, 1980, had an estimated
enrollment of 8.000 to 10,000 persons, and an estimated -readership_
of five million people. Course materials were used in 450 energy poli-
cy community forums being held all across the country, and for a
series of half-hour programs broadcast by National Public Radio.

* Certificate of Achsevement
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University of Miami (Miami, Florida) has provided an extensive grad-
uate program an atomic, hydrogen, nuclear, solar, coal, water, geo-
thermal, wind, and heat recovery produced energy. In 1974 the univer-
sity established a Clean Energy Research Institute in its school of engi-
neering and environmental design to be the focal point of the unierisity's
energy-related activities.

Results: The institute has received $4.5 million for energy research
and conferences from private sources, the federal government, and
foreign countries. Seminars and workshops attract scientists from
around the world. Graduates with energy backgrounds find posi-
thins in teaching and in energy research at other universities and col-
leges or research organizations.

University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) established a
graduate program in energy management for graduate students who are
interested in problem solving in the energy management field.

Resulte: The program has graduated ten students with Ph.D.. -

degreeand 31 students with masters degrees in energy management
and policy. A large proportion of graduates have found energy-
related positions. Enrollment in the program is being expanded in fall
1980 to 70 masters and doctoral degree candidates.

University of Rhode Island (Kingston, Rhode Island) encouraged two
Physics professors at the university toset out to remedy the lack of energy
education in the public schools. The ult was a univ 'ty-based Office
of Energy Education, which is acting a statewide. cen lbed energy
educltion resource center for Rhode Isla school teachers.

Results: Since August 1979 the five of Energy Education has
established five graduate courses o nergy education for school
teachers; has made 13 presentations to the public; and has held 27
meetings with educators in Rhode Island. The office also has distrib-
uted energy curriculum packets to high school teachers, s ;nsored a
State Senate Energy Commission public hearing on the university's
campus, and entered into working relationships with faculty mem-
bers at other higher education institutions the state.

West Vkginia University (Morgantown, West Virginia) established an
Energy ReAarch Center which is separate from the traditional academic
units. The center's goal is to produce graduates with advanced degrees in
a wide range of disciplines who also have had research experience in coal
and other energy areas important to Wot Virginia. *-

Results: During the academic year 1978-79. more than 230 graduate
students were in the renter's program. These students.were enrolled
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in 4fferent departments and units and participated in 176 energy
research projects funded at S12 million by federal and state agencies
and private donors.

West Virginia University (Morgantown. West Virginia) also under-7 .

took otherenergy education programs as follows:

A graduate course offered three hours of credit to elementary and
secondary school teachers participating inan intensive, one-week
summer study cf enerepal2,piris and curriculum, followed in the fall
by a curriculum development phase.

In a four-day workshop 90 professional workers in community
service centers from various parts of The state were taught how to
help people in their areas conserve energy.

Faculty members and students taught 25 workshops on energy
conservation in the home to about 2,000 economically depressed
people in rural, senior citizen, and community centers.

- .

As.indicIted elsewhere in this report (see index after the.4pendices),
energy edgcation activities have been concluded also at the following .
stitutionsr

4 College of Marin (Kentfield, California) which provides a training
program that 'eads to certification hy the California Energy Com-
mission and enables participants to conduct energy audits in the
state's schools and hospitals.

Indiana University at South Bend (South Bend, Indiana) which de-
signed "Energy for the Future" programs to train energy conserva-
tion technicians and educate the public about national energy
problems. 4.,
Morehead State University (Morehead, Kentucky) which includes
in its comprehensive energy education program energy arrant
training, alternative energy production, and seminars for home-
owners and developers.

New Mexico Highlands University (Las Veils, New Mexico)
which provides conservation workshops and follow-up assistance
to grade school and junior high school teachers as part of a teacher
training program,

Ramapo College of New Jersey (Mahwah, New Jersey) which has.
an undergraduate curriculum designed by faculty which takes a
cross-disciplinary approach to the social, political, scientific, and
technical aspects of the energy crisis.

St. Joseph College (West Hartford, Connecticut) which developed
an energy education program for the itates elementary schools.

. .32
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Southeastern University (Washington, D.C.) which offers a grad-
uate degree program in energy management that concentrates on
energy policy decision-making.

. .

As mentioned in the note in the front of this handbook, the-Ac.ademy is
conducting a supplemental survey of colleges and universities to gather
additional information on energy education and toward the end of 1988
will publish a complete as possible catalog of energy education programs,
courses, workshops, and other enicational activities.

*
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IDEAS ON

Saving Energy by Improving
the Efficiency of Boilers

in .Heating Systems

The Problem I
.. .

Although the cheapest method of providing the large amount of heat re-
quired by most colleges and universities is through the use of a steam or
hot water boiler, the very nature of a boiler operatic involves some heat
loss. Experts estimate that a good boiler operates at 80 percent heathig ef-
ficiency; the remaining 20 percent of the heat goes up the chimney and is
lost. Faulty valves and thermostats that control heat achy to the various
buildingeand rooms on a campus can also waste energy. Even small im-
provements in the efficiency of a boiler heating system can, therefore,
save energy.

The Challenge. . to increase the efficiency or reAuce the cost and
running time of the boilers used in the heating systems at colleges and
universities Without incurring major capital costs for new equipment
or reconstruction.

The Ideas
* Benedict College (Columbia, South Carolina) studied the heat reten-
tion qt alities and needs of each building on campus and then installed
storm windows and insulation where needed. Thermostats were set at
levels required by the government. Boilers were run on schedules to
match individual building occupancy needs and were started only when

.1 outside temperatures dropped below 40°F. and the relative humidity level
rose to above 70 percent. Boilers were never run for more than six hours
at a time. Boilernien were placed on flextime to eliminate overtime.

Results: The initial cost of the project was $28,900. Savings
amounted to $91,400 during the first year.

. Furman University (Greenville, South Carolina) installed a steam line
between the boiler in the women's dormitory and the library.. The line

v
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made it possible tp shut down the library's boiler during the summer and
eliminate at the sime time the heat that built up in the library because of
the boiler operating in the basement. The boiler in the women's dor-
mitory now provides all the steam needed on the campus during the sum-
mer.

Results: The cost of installing the steam line was $102.000. The uni-
versity expects that the entire investment will be recovered in four to
five years.

Green Mountain College (Poultney, Vermont) installed electric "side-
arm" water heaters in buildings needing hot water or kitchen steam dur-
ing the summer, and closed its central boiler plant. Using electric. hot
water heaters was cheaper than operating the boiler plant because the
local electric utility company required the college to pay penalty charges
during the summer when its peak use of electricity was below pre-
established demand peaks. The heaters consumed electricity at the estab-
lished rate and eliminated the penalty charges. The arrangement not only
saved the oil used to fire the boilers but also gave the plant staff time to
perform maintenance and repair work on the college's heating system.

Results: The purchase and installation of heaters cost $14,000. The
savings in fuel oil amounted to $19,700 during the first summer the
boiler plant was shut down. The net return from the investment is
expected to grow year after year.

Mars Hill College (Mars Hill, North Carolina) began a multiple phase
plan to make the heating system more efficient. In Phase 1, the college in-
stalled individual thermostat valves on each radiator on campus. In
Phase li the college modified each furnace and replaced parts that had
caused the furnaces to operate at less than peak efficiency. In future
Phases III, IV, and V, the college will replace a worn-out furnace, install

.additional building insulation, apply window glazing to the newer win-
dows, and replace all the single-pane windows.

Results: The total cost of Phases I and ll'(funded by small grants,
some funds from the operating budget, and some donated labor and
parts) was $34.300. During The four years, 1975 to 1979, the altera-
tions made in these two phases of the plan have saved 77,500 gallons
of oil per year, valued at $113,000.

* Middlebury College (Middlebury, Vermont) uses a new process for
burning oil in its central furnace. The process, called "Complete Combus-
tion Conditioner," works by mixing water and the fuel oil in such a way
that the resulting chemical reaction as thelo4ture enters the boiler'in-.

* Certificate of Achievement
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creases the surface area of the oil. This improves the burning process by
raising the burning temperature to over 3,000°F. and creates more effi-

. cient heat while using less oil.

Results: In 1979 the-process reduced the oil used by the college by
70,000 gallons, saving nine percent. The college avoided out-of-
pocket exptitse for new capital equiprrient by leasing the system from
the manufacturer for $615 a month.

State University of New York at Old Westbury' (Old Westbury, New
York) rented two mobile boilers to provide for the hot water and the air
conditioning needs of the campus during the summer in order to shut
down the heating system for repairs. The rented boilers with on-off con-
trols to be used as needed allowed the maintenance personnel to make
necessary repairs during the regular day and week shifts, thereby elimi-
nating overtime won. by the staff during the prime vacation season.

Results: Rental cost for the two boilers for three months was
$31,000; savings during that period were 99,000 gallons of fuel oil
and 322,000 KWH of electricity.

University of Maine at Bangor (Bangor, Maine) installed self-. controlled valves on radiators, a timer that operated the boiler on a
60-minute on-off cycle, and a "high limit" thermostat in two old buildings
where the oil consumption was very high, using about one gallon per
square foot of floor space. When the buildings were occuked the timer
permitted the boiler to operate only when the outside temperature
dropped below WE: when the buildings were not occupied the boiler
operated only when the temperature dropped below 25°F. The thermo-
stat shut the boiler off whenever the interior temperature rose above
70°F.

Results: The oil consumption in these buildings was reduced by 20
percent. Based on fuel prices in the spring of 1980 the university esti-
mates the cost of the proiect will be recovered in less than two years.

University of Maryland (College Park, Maryland) us( "trim controls"
and an "oxygen analyzer to iwrove the efficiency of The fuel combus-
tion in its boilers. Trim controls regulate the amount of air sent into a
boiler to insure the complete burning of the fuel: an oxygen analyzer con-

. tinually analyzes the exhaust gases from boilers to determine the most ef-
ficient air-to-fuel ratio, whicl) varies constantly. Working together, the
two devices provide the pro$er ratio of air-to-fuel needed for the maxi-
mum efficiency of the boilers.

$
Results: The trim cont rocs and oxygen anal ,'zer cost $43,000. Boiler
efficiency increased by five percent.

N
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University of Tennessee at Chattanooga (Chattanooga, Tennessee) re-
moved two gas-fired boilers which were h. poor condition, using exces-
sive amounts of fuel. The boilers were replaced with water-to-steam heat
exchangers which were tied into a high temperature water system that
served 60 percent of campus heating needs. That system used fuel oil for
the water-to-steam conversion. By combining the two systems, toe uni-
versity can now use either gas or oil to power its main steam heating
operation.

7itults: The conversion cost $207,000 and has resulted in an annual
's ing of $37,000. The entire investment is expected to be recovered

hin five to six years.

Wellesley College (Wellesley, Massachusetts) installed an oxygen
analyzer to give proper air-to-fuel ratio readings for three main boilers.
Maintenance staff used the readings to make manual air and fuel adjust-
ments.

Results: The cost of equipment installed by in-house staff amoVnted
to S5,000. The efficiency of the boilers was increased by three per-
cent. Savings amounted to $45,000 during the first year.

Wesleyan University (Middletown, Connecticut) altered its heating
system which had been designed originally to operate in excess of campus
needs in order to allow for future campus expansion by (a) installing
economizers, devices to recover the heat wasted from boiler chimneys;
(b) using the recovered energy to preheat the water used by the boilers to
produce steam heat; (c) replacing a large steam-run chiller with one run
by electricity; (d) installing small satellite boilers on campus to provide
hot water needed during the summer, making it possible to shut down the
central boilers during that period; (e) installing valves to reduce the pres-
sure used to send heat to the various buildin' on campus; and (f) Install-
ing a water softening system to reduce the formation of clogging sludge in ,
the boilers, a common cause of boiler Inefficiency.

Restil4s: The alterations cost 5322.000. During the first year of oper-
ation, consumption of fuel oil dropped by 6,700 barrels, saving
S120,000. The cost of the alterations is expected to be recovered in
two to three years,
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IDEAS ON

Using Energy That Would
Otherwise De Wasted

The Problem
The heating, ventilating. cooling, and lighting arrangements on college
and university campuses were installed when energy was cheap and were
not designed to interact with each other as a total system. As a result, a
good deal of the energy created is usually wasted through the exhaust,
ventilating, and draining steps of the physical plant operation. Substan-
tial amounts of this energy can be captured and reused, reducingthereby
the use of conventional fuel. Heat exchangers, devices used to recover
some of the wasted energy, are effective but are not designed to take ad-
vantage of all the enemy recovery possibilities available on a large cam-
pus. .,

The Challenge... to create imaginative ways of using every energy-
producing operation on campus to serve as an alternative source of
energy. and to develop the most economical methods of recovering
energy.

4

The Idioas
Clark University (Worcester, Massachusetts) is recovering energy that

would otherwise be wasted by constructing a power plant that will use
the process of cogeneration (the simultaneous production of electricity
and steam) to become virtually self-sufficient in electricity production,
and will meet a 'major portion of the campus nee* for heating. Because
the plant is designed to produce more electricity than the university will
require, a local utility company has agreed to purchase the excess power.
The university's power plant will be a demonstration model of an inte-
grated energy system, will be used for energy research, and as a labora-
tory for high school students and members of the common*.

Results; The power plant will be completed and in operation in
1981. The plant is expected to cost $2.1 rnillion'of which $1.2 million
was financed by a low interest Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) loan. Additional support came from the
Department of Energy.

29 38
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* Drexel University (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) found that its physical
edtication center used great amounts of hot water in the building's laun-
dry and in heating the swimming and diving pools. At the same time,
drinking water was used to cool the hot water released from the laundry
heating system so that the temperature wag sufficiently low for the water
to be sent down the sewer without damaging the pipes. To make better
use of the heat that was being wasted in this process, the university re-
routed the hot water from the laundry heating system to the swimming
pool.heating.system, where it maintained the 360,000 gallon swimming
and diving pools at a constant 80°F. temperature, and was then cool
enough to be discharged safely into the sewer.

Results: The project cost $28,400. Savings amount to $11,200 each
year, with an expected payback of the investment in 26 months.

University of California at San Franciscd (San Francisco, California)
uses cogeneration, the simultaneot., production of useful electrical power
and heat, in its medical center to recover and use steam heat that would
otherwise be vented. The hospital requires three steam-run generators to
produce electricity 24 hours per day as a source of emergency power. Al-
though essential for emergency standby purposes, the power system was
wasting both the electricity it produced and the steam heat released m
the generators. The cogeneration process recovers wasted steam an uses
it to provide most of the heat required for a number of buildin ne r the
hospital, turning a necessary but energy-wasting electric powe urce
into an effective heating conservation project.

Results; The project cost $247,000; annual savings in heating costs
are $87,000, givinethe project a 2% year payback period.

III University of New Mexico (Albuquerque, New Mexico) recovered
heat previously lost to the atmosphere when steam producing Wink re-
leased hot gases from their firing operation. A heat exchangingsystem de-
signed by a faculty member in the mechanical engineering department
captured the heat from the gases to raise the temperature of the water
used by boilers to produce steam. This "free heat" reduced the amount of
natural gas required to run the boilers. By using its own resources to re-
cover the wasted heat, the university saved enough through in-house de-
sign, initallation. and operation to construct two heat exchanging
systems at the cost of purchasing one commercial system.

Results: The cost of constructing and 44tailing in-house two heat
exchanger systems was $72.000. The sa amounted to 581.000.

a Certslicair of Acturvernent
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University.of Oregon (Eugene. Oregon) operated a large chiller system
that provided cold water used to lower the temperature of the hot water
released from the central power plant and heating system. In ordtr to pre-
vent heat damage to the piping system, the water had to be cooled before
being sent into the sewer. The university took advantage of its water
tights to a nearby stream by directly pi i er naturally cooled to
40°F. during the winter through a seri o c a ing%and filters into its
chilled water unit, completely bypassing the chilling process. The temper-
ature of the water from the stream is low enough to reduce the, heating
system waste water to a safe level. By using the "free cooling', provided
by the stream water, the university is now able to shut down the chiller.
operation for the seven months from October through April.

Results: The piping and filtering system cost S25,00Q: closing the'
chiller saved $100.000 during the first r ,en months of operation.

University of Rochester (Rochester, New York) developed a heat re-
covery system through which extremely hot, uncontaminated water dis-
charged from distilleries in science laboratories is collected in storage
tanks and pumped'into the domestic water SUcte*hen hot water is
needed. In the past. tap water had been brought i the laboratikies to
serve as a coolant for the distillery process andMifis then run into the
sewer with a 120°F. temperature. Since starting the heat recovery system,
the university has relied mainly on reclaimed water for its domestic hot
water needs.

Results: Initial installation costs amounted to 521.900. the annual
savings amounted to $17,000, giving the project a 16-month payback
period.

As indicated elsewhere in this handbook (see index after the appea.
dices) a number of other colleges and universities have worked out ar-
rangements to use energy that would otherwise be wasted, including the
following:

Cornell University (Ithaca, New York) which recovers and uses
heat from the ice rink refrigeration compressor to heat the domes-
tic hot water needed in the ice rink locker loom.

Mount Holyoke College (South Hadley, Massachusetts) which re-
covers and c,es heat normally wasted by an underground steam
system to heat the campus greenhouse.

Princeton University (Princeton, New Jersey) which uses heat giv-
en off by a computer system running 24 hours a day to heat build-
ings adjacent to the building in which the equipment is located,

'Rockefeller University (New York, New York) which recovered
enough heat escaping from exhaust systems to heat two major
buildings during the winter.
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San Francisco State University (San Francisco, California) which
captures and uses heat wasted by kitchen stoves to heat the dining
hall:

University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri) which uses the waste
heat from its research reactor facility to heat adjacent buildings.

University of New Mexico (Albuquerque, New Mexico) which
uses coils to recover heat previously lost. through central plant
flues. These coils were designed, built, and installed by an engi-
neering professor at a fraction of the commercial cost.

`11
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7
IDEAS ON

Saving Energy by
improving Lighting Practices

The Problem
Lighting systems on most college and university campuses were designed
when energy was cheap; they waste energy by providing excessive light-
ing on both the inside (in classrooms, laboratories. halls, athletic facili-
ties, etc.) and the outside (streets, sidewalks, parking areas, etc.). Some
specialists say that 50 percent of the total energy used on campuses to
provide all lighting, heating, cooling, and ventilation needs could be
saved by the more efficient use of lighting. Energy can be saved in the de-
sign and placement of the lighting, in the selection of the type, power, and
number of lights used, and by the regular maintenance of lighting and fix-
tures.

The Challenge to change existing lighting sy zrns on college and
university campuses to provide lighting at lower cost while (a) c,.,
tinuing to preserve an adequate standard of visual comfort and sate
ty for students, faculty, and other campus personnel; (b) continuing
to meet the aesthetic goals of the architect's design; and (c) minimiz-
ing the cash investment in new equipment.

The Ideas
Berea College (Berea, Kentucky) wanted to save electricity throughout

the campus. The college also wanted to maintain the special lighting ef-
fects that are part of the library building's design. At the library, energy
saving fluorescent tubes were combined with 44-watt adapters and used
to replace incandescent lamps. On other parts of the campus, 22-watt
adapters were combined with fluorescent tubes to replace incandescent
lamps.

Results: The adapters and fluorescent tubes worked together to save
225,000 KWH of electricity per year. Installation costs were $7,100
and resulted in annual savings of $7,400. Payback was achieved dur-
ing the first year

California Institute of Technology (Pasadena. California) has been
able to save electricity by inserting a "phantom tubethe invention of a

.i
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Caltech professor. The tube completes the circuit in a two-tube fluores-
cent light fixture, permitting the remaining tube to operate normally, but
reducing the power requirement of thefixtiire by the amount previously
required by the second tube. Industry and other colleges are now using
the phantom tube.

Results: The campus uses 3,300 phantom tubes and saves 1,060
kWHs of electricity a day.

* Lafayette College (Easton, Pennsylvania) encouraged two engineering
students to experiment with using capacitors (a device normally used in
wiring electrical systems) to reduce the number of fluorescent lights used
on campus but still provide an effective, efficient level of lighting. The
capacitors, although not originally designed for fluorescent fixtures,
work with minor alterations, taking about five minutes for each adapta-
tion and installation. With a capacitor each fluorescent light operates
with one of the two tubes, resulting in SO percent less energy use.

Results: Initial costs were $4,400, with nine percent of energy saved
iri nine buildings. Savings were $12,000 during the first year of
operation.

Lake Forest College (Lake Forest, Illinois) will save energy and reduce
electrical costs without adversely affecting the study atmosphere by using
44-watt circular fluorescent lights which produce the same amount of
lighting as 100-watt incandescent light bulbs. Fixtures that take the place
of two or three incandescent bulb ceiling fixtures are being installed
throughout the campus without additional wiring costs.

Results: The college is in the process of installing 1,500 lights. Data
on cost and energy savings will be available in 1981.

Mohawk Valley Community College (Utica, New York) purchased
plug-in wireless remote control units normally used for small appliances
and lighting and installed them in individual office complexes. This
solved the problem of running the lights excessively because their on-off
functions could be ontrolied only at the main plant; installing individual
room light switches was too costly. The remote control units make it .

possible to turn lights on and off within individual office complexes or at
the main plant.

Results: The wireless units have reduced lighting use by SO percent.
At $15.00 per unit, the college expects payback to be reached in eight
months. The initial costs were $4,000.

* Certificate of Achievement
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North Dakota State School of Science (Wahpeton, North Dakota)
found many campus areas were overlighted. By removing bulbs, the
school reduced lighting by 50 percent in all hallways and 20 to 50 percent
in most classrooms. "Please turn off lights" labels were applied to wall
switches, and 24-hour lighting was restricted to safety and security needs.

-Results: Data were not available on the annual amount saved.

Susquehanna University (Selinsgrove, Pennsylvania) reduced iss light-
ing use by disconnecting 756 fluorescent tubes and their fixturesr energy
saving fixtures are being routinely installed for remaining fluorescent
lighting. Over 190 incandescent fixtures were replaced with fluorescent
fixtures. Parking lot fixtures were changed to use low energy high pres-
sure sodium lamps; walkways are lighted by incandescent lamps.

Results: The college saved $46,000 in electricity ase the first year o
operation and $29,000 during the second year.

University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois) uses a two-circuit timer in
classrooms to time and partially cut off lights after the end of a class. The
two-circuit timer is silent and, unlike other timers, shuts off only half the
lights to allow time to leave the room or reset the timer before it shuts off
the remaining lights.

Results: No adverse comments from students or faculty have been
reported. Energy savings have not as yet been calculated.
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8
IDEAS ON

Saving Energy By
improving Ventilating Systems

The Problem
Ventilating systems are costly, both in dollars spent and in energy used,
but are necessary to circulate fresh air, heated air, or cooled air inside col-
lege and university buildings to maintain the inside temperature and
humidity at comfortable levels. Building standards and health codes re-
quire ventilation to provide fresh air to remove smoke, dust, noxious
smells, and chemical gases from rooms and campus laboratories.

The Challenge... to save on energy and to reduce costs by adjusting
or changing the ventilating system without sacrificing comfortable
room temperatures, the. necessary fresh air flow, and an appropriate
level of humidity; and to do so without spending substantial sums on
new construction or equipment.

1

The Ideas
Marquette University (Milwaukee, Wisconsin) found that the heating

system in its large main library was uneveninterior rooms were too hot
and exterior rooms too cold. To compensate for this uneven distribution
of heat and also to conserve energy,. the staff developed a plan involving
turning off heat in the interior parts of the building and using ventilating
fans to send heat to the exterior portions of the building as needed. Oper-
ating time of the ventilating fans was adjusted to supply more heat as the
need for heating increased in the winter and to reduce the amount in the
spring as the need for heat decreased. The plan also involved making
periodic temperature checks throughout the building, and by manwIly

iadjusting temperatures if required.
Results: No installation costs were involved. The plan saved
$22,000 in steam heat and $6,200 in electricity, for a total savings of
$28,200. An added benefit was an improved humidity level in the
building.

Missouri Western State College (St. Joseph, Missouri) has a totally
electric campus. Room heating vents are located in the ceilings, making it
difficult to maintain even room temperatures; for example, floor temper-,"
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atures were 57°F. at the same time that ceiling temperatures were 65°F.
Only by the college's increasing the temperature settings and using more
electricity, could rooms be heated to a comfortable level. However, ceil-
ing temperatules were still higher than those on the floor. The college in-
stalled flexible ducts above the ceilings to capture the heat where it
entered the room. The ducts were run down the sides of the walls and an
elbow attachment directed the air outward into the floor level of the
room. Installation of the ducts made it possible to reduce fan speed by 30
degrees and further reduced electrical use.

Results: Slower fan speeds provided more even room heating and
saved energy. Installation costs were $840. Within three months of
operation the project saved 24,870 KWH of electricity valued at
$1,500.

6
Olivet College (Olivet, Michigan) found that the Mott Academic

Center (a large, totally sealed building, air conditioned year-round) is oc-
cupied by only a few faculty and staff members during the month follow-.
ing graduation (mid-May to mid-June) and the two weeks preceding the
fall quarter. During these periods the outdoor temperature is usually
pleasant and there is a greater need for ventilating than for cooling the
building. The college installed 16 awning -type windows that can be
opened to ventilate the building for the six weeks, during which time the
air conditioning can be'shut down.

Results: The initial investment in the new awning-type windows
was $3,500. The savings per day when the air conditioning was shut
down amounted to $196, or a total of about $6,000. The entire
investment was recovered in about three weeks.

University. of California at San Diego (San Diego, California) found
that decreasing the incoming air supply in the ventilation system by 40
percent could reduce the electrical energy used by 75 percent without
reducing comfort. The fans had been operating at a constant rate round
the clock and could not be adjusted or controlled. The university replaced
existing single-speed fan motors with two-speed fan motors, which made
it possible to adjust the speed or shut off the ventilating fans.

Results: The total cost of replacing fan motors was $100,000; annual
savings have amounted to $187,000.

University of Louisville (Louisville, Kentucky) reduced the speed of six
large fans by 20 percent, providing an air flow reduction of 20 percent.
The fan speed alterations were made gradually and with daily tempera-
ture and humidity checks to insure comfortable room temperature and
ventilation.
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Results: The modifications cost $200 per fan, a total of $1,200 for
the complete project. First-year savings amounted to $41,900.

University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, Michigan) found that a variable
volume air system was an efficient way of ventilating a new building ad-
dition: rooms were more comfortable and energy costs were lower. After
comparing the new system with the one being used in the main portion of
the .building, the university decided to convert the entire building to the
variable volume air system.

Results: During the first three months of operation, the new air sys-
tem saved $65,000. Installation costs were $250,000.

.11 Wayne State University (Detroit, Michigan) found that many labora-
tories in the chemistry building were in use as few as 10 hours per week,
but were receiving continuous ventilation service. The university is in-
stalling a variable air control system that will provide minimum air flow
during unoccupied periods, normal air flow when a room is not being
used as a laboratory, and maximum air flow when the exhaust hoods are
in use to remove chemical odors, etc.

Results: Although the project has not been completed, annuarener-
. gy savings are expected to total 70,000 BTUs per square foot of

building space and to achieve savings of $90,000 per year with a two-
year payback on the investment.

Williamsport Area Community College (Williamsport, Pennsylvania)
found that during the winter warm air in one of its greenhouses was not
circulating from floor to ceiling or from front to back. Insulation was ap-
plied to the doors to.cut down drafts, but the real savings occurred when
the heaters and ducts were relocated on the floor level. Ventilating regis-
ters were placed within the duct work so that the hot air was blown under
the plant beds.

Results: The project cost $4,069; 1,888 gallons of fuel oil were saved
during the first six months of operation. Annual savings are expected'
to total $3,000.
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9
IDEAS ON

Saving Energy by
Improving the Efficiency of
Water and Cim "lag Systems

/
The Problem -...,.......,-/
A persistent and sometimes expensive problem on college and nniversity
campuses is to provide air conditioning or chilled air to buildings which
have different cooling needs (for example, kitchens all the time, labora-
tories and classrooms during the summer, and rooms in sealed buildings
in all seasons). When energy was cheap, providing air conditioning and
chilling to meet these various needs was no problem. Now the goal is to
provide cooled or chilled air or water as cheaply as possible without put-
ting additional strain on the electrical systems generally used to power the
chilling and air system.

The Challenge . . to reduce air or water cooling needs on college and
university campuses in any way possible to lower the cost and reduce
power consumption.

The Ideas
Clarkson College of Technology (Potsdim, New York) tied its chiller

into an existing heat sink where water used by the steam heating system is
stored when heating is not needed. A heat sink has the capacity to store
and maintain water at high or low temperatures. The chiller was used to
cool the water to 45°F. and it was then circulated throughout the building
to provide air cooling. By using the heat sink to maintain the cold temper-
ature of the water, the college was able to shut down the chiller for per-
iods of time. When the water temperature rises and reaches a temperature
of 65°F., the chiller is started once again to bring the water tota 45°F.
temperature.

Results: The project saves 900.000 KW!-' of electricity valued at
about $36.000 a year.

Ohio State University (Columbus, Ohio) installed a new rotating high-
speed electric chiller for air conditioning a large pharmacy building which
housed many research laboratories and required 24-hour energy service.
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The electric-run chiller replaced an inefficient and costly steam-run chiller
that used natural gas for fuel.

Results: The total cost of the new chiller was $104,000. Savings dur-
ing the first year of operation were $35,000 and the investment is ex-
pected to be paid back within three years.

UAW, Institute 4Tuskegee Institute, Alabama) found it uneconomi-
cal to operate its large central chilling plant to cool only the hospital and
the computer building during the 75 days when the rest of the campus no
longer needed air conditioning. To supply cool air to the hospital, the in-
stitute reactivated two independent chilling systems that had been shut
down when the central chilling plant was installed and connected them
'kith the hospital. A self-contained air conditioning unit was installed in
the computer center. These steps made it possible to shut down the main
chiller plant for the summer.

Results: The project cost $4,700 arjd saves $38,000 a year.

UniveFsity of Colorado Health Science Center (Denver, Colorado) has
a power plant that uses the exhaust iteam from electricity production to
operate the heating and cooling units. In spite of this efficient method of
energy use, an energy audit indicated savings could be increased if the
chiller operation could be shut down for a period of time. The university
purchased and installed tvro small chiller systems for areas requiring
year-round cooling. The chiller in the central power plant was then shut
down for five months during the winter months when air was not
needed.

Results: Data will be available in 1981.

University of Louisville (Louisville, Kentucky) measures both the in-
coming water for its cooling system and the waste water going into the
sewer. The local utility company bills the university for the amount of in-
coming water and the amount going into the sewage system. Because a
good deal of water evaporates in the cooling process, accurate water
measuring guarantees that the university is billed only for the amount ac-
tually used for both services rather than f or an estimated amount.

.Results: The meters cost $2,000. Savings were $1,600 the first year
and $1,800 during the second year of operation.

University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia. Pennsylvania) raised the
temperature level of its buildings by six degrees during the summer with-
out reducing comfort.

Results: The university saved $150,000 in one summer season.

C
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University of Texas at Austin (Austin, Texasipiped water used for

cooling 20 small refrigeration units on campus together with water seep-
ing in from the ground (under boilers and in tunnels)4nto a system which
pumps the water into cooling towers for reuse. Both energy consumption
and operating costs were saved by this system; otherwise the water would
be wasted and sent down the drain.

Results: The initial investment including installation of piping and
labor was $29,200; the annual operating cost is $720; annual sal'ings
amount to $62,000; the water saved each year (by not having to be
piarchased) amounts to 48 million gallons.

University of Wisconsin at La Crosse (La Crosse, Wisconsin) made
energy conservation a priority when it remodeled an old campus build-
ing. A cooling system using chilled water produced in an adjacent build-
ing was installed in the old building. Because the building was used for
different purposes, and had different air cooling requirements, valves
were installed to direct, limit, or block circulating cold air, based on the
cooling needs of the rooms, with classroom areas being cooled only when
used. Timers were added to restrict cooling to other areas only when the.

Results: The project expects to produce savings of 80 percent over
the conventional system used before the remodeling.

RI Wellesley College (Wellesley, Massachusetts) was wasting energy and
maintenance costs in its chilled water plant. Six open cooling towers as
well as the cooling condensers were being clogged by a bacterial fungus
growth; the water in the towers was exposed to the sun which promoted
the fungus growth. An open pan which collected water before it was sent
to the condensers was covered, preventing exposure to the sun. Three
pumps were installed to circulate the water through a two-stage sand and
limestone filter which further reduced clogging from the fungus growth.

Results: The installation costs were $4;000 and produced annual
savings of $30,000; the payback period was approximately one
month.

14.
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10
IDEAS ON I,

Saving Energy by Monitoring and
Controlling Heating, Lighting, ,

Ventilating, and Cooling Systems

c

mImmmiNr.
The Problem

.--4
Some.ofjhe energy used by the heating, lighting, ventilating, and cooling
systems on

an&college
d university campuses could be saved by monitor-

ing controlli the temperature, output, and operating time of the
energy systems. e problem is how to do this within the limitations of
the funds available and still provide a comfortable building climate.

The Challenge to improve the efficiency of the heating, lighting,
and cooling systems by creating a monitoring or control device or
plan that works.

The Ideas
Allegheny College (Meadville, Pennsylvania) installed an in-house

constructed building temperature control system in 28 of its 31 campus
A buildings. Designed by an energy management firm, the system controls

_ . indoor .thermostat settings for daytime use, indoor night and weekend
setback thermostat settings, indoor vacation setback thermostat settings,
and an outdoor air cutoff. The controls brought energy reductions and
comfortable room temperatures to the large campus which has a variety
of buildings and heating systems.

Results: Installation costs were $15,000. Natural gas consumption
was reduced by 27.percent and savings totaled $45,000 for a four-
month operating period. Annual savings are expected to reach
$80,000.

Chatham College (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) needed to monitor and
regulate the 50 separate boilers on campus and felt it could not invest in a
computerized control system. The college assigned a work-study student
to maintain weekly logs, recording temperatures at 200 locations on cam-
pus as well as the temperature of the hot water in each building. This
manual system required no additional trained staff and provided the
maintenance director with a regular written record from which to identify
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and control building temperature fluctuations. Within five weeks the
system helped to reduce overall average building temperatures to within
two degrees of the federal guidelines.

Results: Implementation cost amounted to $50, the reduction in
energy use during the first six months was 15 percent, and savings
amounted to S10,000 The payback period was only one or two
days. The college feels the program is particularly successful because
cooling system adjustments can be made by using the heating system
temperature log as a guide.

College of the Holy Cross (Worcester, Massachusetts) installed heat
timers to control the flow of heat to nine dormitories. Heat timers,
weather-actuated controls that automatically regulate indoor heat ac-
cording to the outdoor temperatures, were installed in and regulated from
the main power plant.

Results: At about $1.000 per dormitory, the total project cost
$9,000. Energy costs have been reduced by 40 percent and annual
savings are about $110,000.

Gulf Coast Community College (Panama City. Florida) installed mag-
netic tape meters In each of its 13tampus buildings. The meters give con-
tinuous electricity use readouts every IS minutes: peak kilowatt use with-
in each 24-hour period can be identified from the readouts. The college
was able to pinpoint its high use areas and times and make energy saving
adjustments based on the meter readouts.

Results: The meters, provided by the local power company were in-
stalled by the college maintenance staff. Energy consumption has
been reduced by 33 percent and savings totaled $9,300 during the
first two months.

Lyndon State College (Lyndonville, Vermont) employed a full-time
energy technician to perform many of the temperature control, adjust-
ment, and monitoring tasks that would be handled by a more costly com-
puterized energy management system on a large campus.

Results; Energy consumption was reduced by 26 percent.

Oregon State University (Corvallis, Oregon) found a large laboratory
and research building used an extensive amount of energy. In order to re-
duce energy consumption, the university developed a "Projected Effec-
tive Temperature" (Project P.E.T.), which is the single temperature that
most closely approximates the wide range of outdoor conditions that
could affect the heating or the cooling of a building during a given day.
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P.E.T. compares the actual minuteby-minute temperature in the
building with the predicted outdoor temperature for each day (basid on
averages of past years). If the comparison shows, for example, that cool-
ing will probably be needed sometime during tie day because the air will
be warming up, the heating system is not turned on.

Results: By using either but not both the heating and cooling system
in one day, allowing the air temperature level in the building to float
within greater limits, and installing individual controls on all exhaust
hood fans so that they can be turned off when not needed, the uni
versity saved 54 percent of the energy previously used. The initial
cost of the project was $13,200; the total energy savings the first year
were $54,900.

Univenity of Connecticut (Sturn,,C-orthecticut) uses thermal labels
which change color when heat is being wasted as a low cost method of
monitoring the 40,000 steam traps in the campus heating system. A faulty
steanttrap, which separatestbe steam from the water in a heating system,
can cause heat loss amounting to $150 per year and, undetected, can
waste energy for the seven years of its expected life. The university be-
lieves that at any one time one-seventh of all the steam traps in the
heating system will be faulty. Although the high temperature sensitive
labels were intended by the manufacturer for use on electronic equip-
ment; they serve the college as a quick detection device.

Results: After six months of operation and an initial coat of 3300 for
the application of 2,200 thermal labels, the university estimated sav-
ings at $4,600, with a two-week payback period. Full implementa-
tion of the idea is underway and is expected to yield $50,000 in an-
nual savings.

* University of Delaware (Newark, pelaware) felt in 1976 that the capi-
tal cost of a computerized energy management system was beyond the
capacity of the then current budget, and looked for a temporary way to
reduce energy costs. The conclusion: 40 percent of the temperature con-
trol and start-stop functions provided by a computerized system could be
done manually; and savings would be substantial if the staff concentrated
on buildings where energy use was high (39 out of the 113 buildings on
campus). The activity. "Operation Bootstrap," employed ten persons act-
ing as "energy controllers" (five daytime, five at night). Their salaries
were charged against the gross savings of the project .

Milts: The gross savings in energy during the first two years (1977-
78 and 1978-79) amounted to $570,000. The costof the energy con-
trollers and the energy consultant for the project was $205,000. The
net savings from the first two years, $302,000, were placed in a re-

* Certificate of Achievement
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serve account which is now being used to finance the first phase of an
automated energy-control system in nine buildings where the energy
use is high. The manual system will continue in other buildings so
that future savings can be used to extend thautomated system..

University of Maryland (College Park, Maryland) installed a radio-
operated central control system to control the on-off functions of the
campus security and parking lot lights. Although the lights could be con
t led by timers for normal oper,ations, manually controlled adjustments
we still needed for holidays and vacations, the periods of the most
wast I use of lights. The radio system adjusts the operating time sched-
ules to e daily lighting needs with the university's not having to go to
the expe of extensive rewiring. .

Result The radio control system cost $12,000 to install, and began
full ope tion in July 1980. Operating results will be available in
1981.

3

University of Pittsbuigh (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) made several
energy system adjustments to control the use of energy in its 14-story
engineering building. lighting was reduced by 50 percent; seven primary
fans were adjusted to provide 25 percent less air flow; chillers were shut
down during the evening from April to October; all fan systems were shut
down seven days a week between 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. except during
very warrr. weather: light switches were installed in offices and labora-
tories to provide local on-off control: and a small new chiller was in
stalled to serve the few areas requiring continuous air cooling. .

Results: The protect reduced energy `use within the building by 31
percent and saved 5160. 000 during thehrst year of operation.

S4
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IDEAS ON
Saving Energy by Improving

?Building Insulation and
Reducing Air Leaks

The Problem
Nearly all college and university buildings have one common problem
some of the air inside the building leaks out and some of the air outside
the building leaks in. Not only are heating and cooling wasted, but addi-
tional fuel is used iq an effort o stabilize the room temperature. Solving

mthe problem of air leaks is made difficult by the fact that some of the
buildings are designed in a way that prevents the use of the more common
insulation techniques or materials. Also, the most cherished and aesthetic
parts of some newer buildings (such as a large expanse of windows, large
lobbies, or high ceilings) usuallywaste a good deal of energy.

The Challenge to improve the heat retaining qualities of buildings
on college and university campuses and to reduce the energy wasted
through leaks while at the same time providing comfortable temper-
atures for faculty, staff. and students and preserving the design and
aesthetic quality of the various structures.

The Ideas
IIII Connors State College (Warner, Oklahoma) created a cheap insulating
and building material by mixing locally abundant, often free,, waste prod-
ucts of sawdust and lime mixed with cement. This insulation material is
fire-retardant and insect-resistant and can be of great benefit to residents
in the economically depressed area surrounding the college. The college is
testing the material by making it into wood-framed panels to cover two
mobile student housing units, typical of local housing. The college is also
testing the insulation on a Campus building made of stone.

Results: Costs to construct insulation panels f or one student housing
unit were $400 Fuel consumption has been reduced by 60 percent or
a savings of $500 on the annual heating cysts of $750 per hOusing
unit The payback period is eight months

Cornell University (Ithaca, New York) used a combination of two ,
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methods to insulate housing units for married students. Because the
buildings are single level apartment units constructed of brick over
masonry block and have no attics, standard insulation methods were not
possible. One and one-half inch thick spray-on urethane foam roofing in-
sulation was applied to the roof, and urea formaldehyde foam was in-
jected into the two inch cavities between the brick outer wall and the
masonry block.

Results: The two insulating methods reduced fuel costs to the stu-
dent tenants by 30 percent. saving $110 per season on an average
$300 heating bill.

Kansas State University's University for Man (Manhattan, Kansas)
developed an education-demonstration project to provide consumers
with a kit of ideas for do-it-yourself window insulation designs. The proj-
ect distributes brochures and information packets. conducts workshop
training programs and tours of demonstration homes, and teaches how
heat loss or gain can be controlled while preserving the original function
and purpose of the windows. The project developed thermal curtains, in-
sulated draperies, interior and exterior insulating shutters, sun shades and
screens, and window mounted solar energy collectors.

Results; The project has been providing instruction to students of
home economics and architecture and to low-income elderly persons
from the rural area surrounding the university.

Mercy College df Detroit (Detroit, Michigan) constructed a large
building with an auditorium and many health research laboratories two-
ti.irds underground to take advantage of the earth as a natural insulating ,
material. The exposed roof and wall areas of the building were heavily in-
sulated with rigid cellular glass and polystyrene foam board. Window
areas were reduced to a minimum and can be opened to take advantage of
natural ventilation. The only major expanse of windows was sloped to
take advantage of natural lighting. To prevent heat loss around the win-
dows. the college set them in zippered rubber gaskets, much like auto-
mobile windshields Each laboratory has its own individually controlled
heating and cooling system which makes the building even more energy
efficient.

Results: The building has not beet in use for a full year, so pertinent
data are not yet available.

North Dakota State School of Science (Wahpeton. North Dakota) has
several old campus buildings with large expanses of single-pane glass win-
dows To reo ice heat loss, the school replaced all windows with double-
glazed windows less than one-half the size of the originals. The remaining
portion of each window was covered win an insulated panel.
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Results: Window replacemtnts.and insulation panels cost $266,000.
Data on the annual savings are not yet available.

Philadelphia College of Art (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) challenged
an energy management class to solve a real energy problem facing the kol-
lege. The class developed the idea of using inexpensive insulated vertical
blinds to cut energy loss through large single-pane glass windows. These
windows cover one-third of the colleges main building which had been
designed originally as an office building and had been given to the college
during the past decade. The blinds are mounted vertically on the inside
window ledges. The panels are lapped into each other to create a tight ,,.-

seal. Each panel is on an independent swivel, however, to allow control
of the flow of outdoor light. The blinds can be produced in-house at a cost
of $80 each at the present time; thermopane would cost about $400 per
window.

Results: The blinds are expected to save 40 percent in heating oil
costs. When all 1,200 blinds have been built and installed, the total
cost of the project will be $96,000; $135,000 will be saved in fL.el oil
costs each year, and the payback period will be from nine to ten
months. However, blinds for only 60 windows were installed in the
1979-80 academic year because of budget limitations.

Post College (Wajerbury, Connecticut) faced a costly replacement of
the roofs on classroom buildin§s when the college found that patching the
roofs would no longer control serious water leaks. The college chose in-
stead a "trocal membrane" insulating system made of metal, urethane,
the trocal covering, and a two inch layer of gravel which is applied direct-
ly over the existing roofing. In addition to this double layer of roofing in-
sulation, the college applied additional ceiling insulation to produce max-
imum heat and cooling retention.

Results: The cost of insulating the three buildings involved was
$72,000 Fuel consumption declined immediately and cumulative
savings have amounted to $40,600. The entire investment is expected
to be paid back in five years.

State University of New York Agriculture and Technical College
(Alfred, New York) insulated portions of the window areas by covering
them with one inch thick beadboard press-fitted into the window frames
and covered with plasterboard on the inside as a fire stop. The head-
board's exterior side is painted a color to conform with the buil g's ex-
terior and the internal-facing plasterboard is painted to com ement or
match the room's interior.

Results: The estimated saving If 52 cents on each dollar of insulation
cost, with the entire investment expected to be paid back in less than
two years.
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State University of New York at Buffalo - Amherst (Buffalo, New York)
found that an excessive flow of cold air between the ceiling and floor in its
new 40-building complex caused water pipes to freeze and students to
complain about inadequate heating. A study showed the problem to be
the insulation which had been installed improperly or was inadequate at
building overhangs. By using polyethylene foam strips and polyurethane
caulking to fill, insulate, and seal the overhang spaces, the university was
able to stop the flow of cold air.

Results: The cost of insulation was $50,200. Savings amounted to
$140,000 a year, and the rooms are now comfortable for use by staff,
students, and faculty.

Tompkins Cortland Community College (Dryden, New York) wanted
to preserve the aesthetics of and visibility from the 33,000 square feet of
windows in its recently constructed campus buildings, but heat loss from
the windows had greatly increased electricity costs. While considering the
energy savings solution, the college decided to test several ideas and to
make the results available to the community and to other colleges. The
college is now testing reflective and insulating film designed to reflect heat
inward, interior insulating shutters, fiberglass draperiis, and three differ-
ent window covering sheets made of plexiglass, polycarbonate, and
acrylic. Each sheet is a different thickness and is transparent to preserve
visibility.

Results: The total cost of the project was $82,000. The college ex-
pects that the better insulation will cut electricity costs by 10 percent
and pay back the investment within five years.

University of Minnesota (Minneapolis, Minnesota) opened an under-
ground space center in 1978 to demonstrate the possibilities of a new type
of energy saving construction, that is, building underground using earth
as the insulation material covering 75 to 95 percent of the exterior walls
with a solar heating system worked into the exposed portion of the build-
ing. The center conducts studies on the possibilities of earth sheltering
construction, holds conferences, develops courses on the concepts, and
handles 200 requests a day for information on the techniques of earth
sheltered construction. The center is now an internationally recognized
resource.

Results: As a result of the center's work (with state funding), earth
sheltered buildings are now regarded as an energy efficient, environ-
mentally unobtrusive design for a home of office. The university has
begun the construction of a building which is 95 percent under-
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ground that when completed will house both the center and the uni-
versity's school of engineering. The center has demonstrated that an
unoccupied earth sheltered building using only a solar system for
heating can maintain a steady internal temperature of 42°F. during
severe Minnesota winters.

IIII Wellesley College (Wellesley, Massachusetts) was losing heat in its
residence halls through rotting wooden window sashes. The poor condi-
tion of the sashes made it impossible to open and close the windows, Heat
was also being lost through the roofs which ad been built in an old New
England style of architecture that the colle wished to keep. The college
installed thermal windows and attic insulation to solve the heat loss prob-
len; using a loan from the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment (HUD) to assist in the financing.

Results: The cost of installing 1,032 thermal windows was $382,000.
Savings amount to $27,900 a year with the entire investment sched-
uled to be paid back in ten years. The insulation which cost $55,000
saves $10,000 annually, and the investment is expected to be paid
back in five years.
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IDEAS ON

-Using Solar Ei 'orgy-
a

The Problem
How to capture solar energy in economieways which can be used in most
geographical areas at a time when everyo.ne agrees that solar energy of-
fers the potential of providing a source of itiergy that: (a) is permanently
renewable, (b) does not depend on foreign does not pollute
the air, (d) does not result in large quabtities of ste materials which
have to be disposed of, and (e) does not involve extensive acquisition
costs.

The Challenge. . . to figure out cost-effective ways of adapting solar
energy to the local climate-controlled heating and power needs of
colleges and universities; and to train professional specialists and
technicians in the newly emerging field of solar energy technology.

The Ideas
Bentley College (Waltham, Massachusetts) set up a 320-panel solar

energy system that currently provides 60 percent of the hot water used by
720 students in two dormitories, with a third dormitory under construc-
tion soon to be tied in. Unlike most solar installations, this system was
mounted on the ground because it was $17,000 cheaper than adapting it
to irregular roof surfaces. The location also provided greater accessibility
f or maintenance and provided for easier'adlustinent _to the.angle of the
sun. In addition, the system could be tied into other buildingi and in-
spected by students and the public. The collegeolso u the solar energy
system for classes and seminars.

Results: The solar energy system cost $515, and produced the
equivalent of 602.000 KWH of energy 'for heating water the first
year. Savings in the first year amounted to $10,400. They are ex-
petted to grow each year over the 40-year life of-the system, and to
amount in the aggregate to $2.7 million.

Bethany College (Bethany, West Virginia) is building a solar system
for the new Leadership Conference Center that will supply 44 percent of
the heating needed and 86 percent of the hot water required. The college
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has been designated by the Department of Energy as a national solar
demonstration site.

Results: The cost of the project was $188,400, a large part of which
came from the Department of Energy. Several months of operation
confirm that the college is realizing substantial savings, but annual
data are not yet available.

Central Arizona College (Coolidge. Arizona) uses two banks of solar
collectors, one of copper and one of aluminum, which have been designed
and constructed in-house to heat its swimming pool.

Results: An evaluation of each type of collector is being made 16
determine which is the more effective. The total cost of the project
was $36,400. Previously the college had been spending 528.000 each
year to heat the pool with natural gas.

* Hamilton College (Clinton, New York) designed and constructed a
solar heated concrete block building near ittobservatory to provide class-
ioom space for astronomy students. The building, with its long south-
facing wall lined with ten double-paned, glazed, and sealed windows,
demonstrates that a passive solar energy design can work in the cold and
cloudy climate of upstate New York.

Results: In 1977, the building including the solar energy features
cost $30,000 which was less than the cost of a similar building con-
taining a conventional electric heating system. Each year, 67 percent
of the heating comes from the sun: the cost of heating the building
from October to April has been only $120.

Memphis State University (Memphis, Tennessee) has designed and ex-
pects to install a system in its law library using solar energy along with a
chemical dehumidification process to control the high humidity (impor-
tant to prevent the deterioration of costly law books and to eliminate a
fungus growth on the walls of the library building).

Results: Funding is expected during the 1980-81 fiscal year.

Mississippi County Community College (Blytheville, Arkansas) is
constructing a solar photovoltaic s stem that will provide the electricity
for all of the college's heating, c ng, and lighting needs. Collectors will
capture solar energy and solar, r photovoltaic, cells located on the col-
lectors will convert the solar energy into electricity. The campus has been
designed to use all energy saving methods (natural ventilation, tree shad-

* Certificate of Achievement
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ing, building design, insulation, and natural lighting) in order to be sure
that the solar system will be adequate.

Results: Construction of the solar photovoltaic system is underway.
When the system is completed the campus is expected to have a peak
energy demand of 4.75 watts per square foot compared with the nor-
mal peak demand of 7.2 watts per square foot for institutions of
similar size.

Northwest Mississippi Junior College (Senatobia, Mississippi) is build-
ing a solar photovoltaic system that will provide all the heat and electri-
city needed on the campus without using any fuel oil or natural gas.

Results: Construction is underway. Data will be available in 1981.

San Jose State Univeriity (San Jose, California) is constructing a five-
story library building that will obtain most of its heat from solar energy
and most of its cooling from cold water collected at night. About 10,000
square feet of glass cut in horizontal angled panels will be located on the
library's south wall to collect the sun's heat and distribute it throughout
the facility. Venetian blind-type reflectors, located behind half the panels,
will send the sun's rays inside to special solar collectors used to heat
water. The heated or cooled water will be run through pipes to a storage
area; and will be redistributed to provide heating or cooling as needed. A
special feature of the building design will be ithe use of interior lights to
supplement the solar heating system. The library's lights will be set in ceil-
ing channels coated with a reflective material which will increase the heat
from the lights and reflect it back into the room.

Results: Inasmuch as there will be no backup system for heating,
cooling, or ventilation, the sole energy expenditure for this building
will be for the electricity to run the lights and the small pumps used
to circulate the water in the system. Construction is scheduled to be
completed by July 1981.

University of Southern California at Idyllwild (Idyllwild, California)
has developed a pilot program to reduce the costs of growing food and
heating building` at high altitudes in a four-season climate. A passive and
active solar system in a greenhouse provides energy year-round to grow
food and heat buildings.

Results: With donations of potting soil, seeds, plants and other
materials, the university was able to construct the greenhouse at a
total cost of $3,000. The first year's crop saved the university $500 in
food purchases. The crop in 1980 is expected to save $2,000 to
S3,000. After some expansion of the greenhouse, crops are expected
to begreater over the next two or three years.
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West Virginia University (Morgantown, West Virginia) has made
energy-saving improvements on a 50-year old hole to prove that older
homes can be redesigned to reduce energy use and aintain comfort with-
-out great cost or major reconstruction. The home is typical of many in the
university's local community and is located on campus for easy access by
community residents. Low-cost energy conservation changes are being
undertaken in a way that will make it possible to inform and train.low in-
come families on how to modify their own homes. When completed, the
home will include the following features: solar greenhouse, window box
solar collectors, awnings, insulated exterior walls, skylights, insulating
shutters, energy-efficient landscaping, and solar-assisted water heating.

Rein its: Data will be available in 1981.
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13
IDEAS ON

Using Alternative Energy Sources
Other than Solar Energy*

The Problem
If colleges and universities could use effectively the various sources of
energy that are alternatives to fuel oil,, coal, or as they could reduce
their dependence on the oil coming from foreign sources and hold down
the cost of the power and energy used. Alternatives include wind power,
water power, sunlight': the heat produced by geothermal wells, or the
energy produced by burning wood or waste products.

The Challenge . to work out ways to harness the potential of alter-
native sources of energy, while making then gcnerally applicable
and useable by modern technology, and at the same time reducing
the high installation and conversion costs.

The Ideas
Clarkson College of Technology (Potsdam, New York) encouraged

two faculty members to design a system for coaverting the central heating
plant to burn wood scrap instead of fuel oil. The conversion will lower
fuel costs considerably cut pollution, and reduce the number of mainte-
nance personnel needed to run the plant. Wood scrap, sawdust, chips,
shavings, and bark will come from local pulp mills, logging operations.
and furniture manufacturers, all located within 50 miles of the college; the
two largest sources are lust 10 miles from the Clarkson campus.

Results; The conversion will cost $490,000 and the federal govern-
ment has made a matching grant which covers one-half of the cost.
Energy savings will amount to S175,0001annually, personnel savings
will total 525,000 a year The payback period will be 2.8 years, cut in
half for the college (because of matching funds) to 1.4 years.

* Colby Community College (Colby, Kansas) developed a five-day
workshop on alcohol fuel production to teach local farmers how to pro-

Solar energy is %mien about in (Koster 12 of this handbook
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duce gasohol from grain using small farm-sized stills. The workshop in-
cludes lectures, a specially prepared textbook, video tapes, and hands-on
training in the laboratory.

Results: By summer IWO Colby had conducted 17 workshops with
more than 1.000 participants. among them bankers. accountants,
college faculty members. business persons, engineers, mechanics,
and welders. The U.S. Department of Energy called Colby a pioneer
in the field of alcohol fuel production, and invited the college to con-
duct training sessions for 40 of the programs that the department
supports.

Navarro College (Corsicana, Texas). North Dakota State School of
Science (Wahpeton, North Dakota) and 25 other technical and com-
munity colleges received $10,000 grants from the Department of
Energy to conduct gasohol production workshops to train farmers
and other person5in their regions on how to produce and use alcohol
fuels safely. Most of the workshops followed the Colby College
model.

Edison Community College (Fort Myer, Florida), using the services of
a retired pioneer in the development of wind-electric generating plants,
designed and constructed a 50-foot tower and wind generating system
mounted on the roof of the science building. The wind power is used to
charge a 32-volt lighting system donated by a local lumber and supply
store. The electrical work was done by the college's electronics depart-
ment. Energy students study the system's speed, wind direction, baro-
metric pressure, temperature, wind peaks and averages. The system at
peak performance can provide three kilowatts of electricity.

Results: The wind-electric generating system has reduced the col-
lege's use of oil and electricity. At the same time the community has
become more interested in energy conservation and the possibilities
of wind power. Plans have been made to construct and use wind
power plants in the community.

Lincoln Memorial University (Harrvate. Tennessee) uses geothermal -
heating from Cudjo Caverns, owned by the university. to provide heat-
ing to its historic Grantlee Hall.

Results: Annual savings are $22.900 and are expected to increase
with the rising cost of energy.

Navarro College (Corsicana, Texas) is using geothermal heating to
provide hot water and heating to a campus building as well as to the local
county hospital.
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Results: Total cost of the project is $1 million which is funded 80
percent by the Department of Energy as a demonstration project.
The college expects geothermal heating to provide 90 percent of peak
heating load needs of the Student Union Building and about 50 per-
cent of the year-round space and water heating needs of the hospita1.9

9
North Dakota State School of Science (Wahpeton, North Dakota)

constructed a new power plant to hum locally available North Dakota
lignite coal, utilizing fuel oil only asa standby:

Results: The power plant, a model of local coal use, received state
funding assistance toward the $2 million construction costs. Annual
energy savings total 25 percent.

.
Oregon Institute of Technology (Klamath Falls, Oregon) is the only in-

stitution of higher learning completely heated by geothermal water. The*
campus heating system receives 192°F. water from nearby Klamath Falls
and directs it through a series of heat exchangers in each building. As new
buildings are constructed, they are added to this system. The geothermal
heating system provides heat to 500,000 square feet of campus space and
is a showcase for many government, industrial, and civic groups, as well
as for individuals interested in concerting traditional fuel heating systems
to geothermal heating. c

Results: Operating costs for the geothermal system are $20,000 to
$25,000 a year; a conventional system would cost about $250,000 a
year.

* Skidmore College (Saratoga Springs, New York) redesigned its heat-
ing plant so .eat it could burn 100 percent waste crank case oil instead of
fuel oil. In order to make the plan work,-the college added pumps and fil-
ters to the existing fuel system and located sources that could provide
600,000 gallons Qf oil a year. Skidmore also had to convince the sur-

. rounding community that the burning of waste oil would not pollutlthe
local air. The college not only earned approval of the New York State De;
partment of Environmental Conservation for a constructive idea, but also
gained commendation for removing from the area a large quantity of
waste oil which had been a troublesome pollutant of the rural watershed
either when used for dust control on rural roads or when dumped as a
waste product into landfills.

Results: The cost of converting the heating plant was $25,000; the
savings expected each year amount to $234,600; the college expects
the investment to be repaid during the first few months of the first
year of operation.

* Certificate of Achwvernent
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II Talladega College (Talladega. Alabama) is experimenting with the
production of fuel alcohol or gasohol from the locally available kudzu
root; gasohol is usually made from corn and other grains having a high
carbohydrate level. The research will expand the base upon which gaso-
hol can be produced and will include the use of plant waste products, pine
straw, potatoes, and other regionally abundant plant materials.

Resulics fly researching the possibility of making gasohol less de-
pendent on"corn and grains, the college expects to make gasohol pro-
duction economical and useful to more regions of the country.

United States Naval Academy (Annapolis, Maryland) is conducting
studies of ways to harness the energy power of ocean currents. At the
present time no technological information is available on how to use this
source of energy.

Results: The first tests at the Naval Academy were successful; fur-
. ther tests are being made.

. United States Naval Academy (Annapolis, Maryland) researched, de-
ned, and constructed a "'fluidized bed combustion" system to enable
institution to use the heat energy content of solid paper and cafeteria

waste products that would otherwise be dumped into a landfill. The sys-
tem uses a closed tank in which the heat from burning solid waste is in-
creased by the pressure of incoming air. The tank is designed in a way
that burns waste products without releasing harmful pollutants into the
air. The system is used alongside the academy's boiler operation and has
completely eliminated the costs of disposing of waste pi....gluets:

Results: Installation costs were S584,00014 annual savings are
S108,000. Oil consumption has been reduced by six percent.

University of Maine at Bangor (Bangor, Maine) had a research engi-
neer on one of the university's campuses design an auxiliary combustion
chamber, to be attached to existing boiler equipment, that could burn in-
expensive. locally abundant wood chips instead of oil. In order to com-
pare the efficiency of oil vs. wood chips as fuel, the engineer set up two
boilers, one with the new combustion chamber, side by side in one ad-
ministration building. Tests showed that the greatest savings would be
from burning oil during the spnng and fall and burning wood chips dur-
ing the winter, when heating demand is high and constant.

Results; The cost of the experimental combustion chamber and the
use of a consultant was 51.8,000. The annual savings are estimated at
$6,000. Several other boilers will be converted by fall 1980. The pay-
back period for the project will be two to three years.
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Waynesburg College (Waynesburg. Pennsylvania) is conducting re- .
search on how to tap the methane gas in coal fields under its campui with-
out harming the coal deposits. If recovered instead of being wasted. the
methane gas could greatly reduce the college's use of natural gas. One
well has been drilled: extraction and distribution systems have been de-
veloped. The college has received support from various state agencies a.td
environmental groups to expedite the research. .

Results: The technology and experimentation needed to tap an'un-
used energy source is being developed; methane gas reserves in the
coal beds in the United States exceed 700 trillion cubic feet; and 225
million cubic feet of that gas is wasted into the atmosphere during
each day of mining operations.

As indicated elsewhere in this handbook (see index after the appen-
dices), a number of other colleges and universities are exploring the possi-
bility of using alternative fuels. Among these are the following:

Delaware Technical and Community College (Georgetown, Dela-
ware) which is planning to install a wind turbine system that heats
water for the recreational complecand serves as a demonstration
project to tudents. faculty. and the community.

Lincoln Land Community College (Springfield, Illinois) which has
installed a wind powered generator to provide a punk., of the
heating needs of the new horticultural building.

GS
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A
The 49T Program Ideas

, andinaSovative Approaches
Institution and Principal

Contact Peron
Allegheny 'College
Meadville, pA 16335

Larry j Yartz
Treasurer
(8141724 -4341

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Monitoring and Controls

The college designed an arrangement which cen-
tralizes and controls campus heating tystems, as-
sures easy maintenance, and identifies trouble
spots quickly.

Alvernia College
Reading, PA 19607

Sister,Mary Victorine
President
12151777-4640

Power slant Conversion

When an old heating system was replaced, the
boilers were converted so that they could burn
either oil or natural gas which was available
locally.

Alvin Community College
Alvin, TX 77511

Robert N Richarz
Director, Physical Plant
(7131331 -6111

Electric.' Modifications

When the energy system in its older buildings
was being upgraded, the college used the energy
systems in the newer buildings to provide all of
the energy needed on campus.

Amarillo College
Amarillo. TX 79178

George H Fowler
Director, PhyilEatfiant
(8061376.7848

Computerized Energy Management

A computerized management arrangement con-
nects all separate cooling units into a single sys-
tem and then uses the appropriate equipment to
cool individuarbuildings.

American International College
Springfield, MA 01109

Alvin Paige
Assistant Dean
1413) 737-5331

Incentive Program

The college promotes energy conservation and
the use of sunlight as an alternative energy source
by displaying an attractive sculpture on the ca m.
pus and at the local town hall.

Anne Arundel
Community College
Arnold. MD 21012

Daniel Walsch
Coordinator, Lornmuruty

Relatooks
(101)260:7341

Computerized Energy Management

The college uses a central computer to control
and morntor all of the energy systems on
campus

appt rih present. pick 11,:ing (4 the programs and Innovative approaches
NoHnitted 10 he aderry t Etiocyt...f.A1 Development by colleges and universities
that %sere candidates tart tallt tvoment
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Tab% A (coMinued) The 497 Novara Ideas and innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Art Institute of Chicago
Chicago, IL 60603

H. Joseph Pluck
Assistant to the

Vice President
(312)443-3517

Administrative

A computer was used to analyze how to provide
the different internal climates needed to preserve
art objects and still balance the institution's
operations budget.

Ball State University
Muncie, IN 47306

Thomas A. Kaluzynski
Assistant to the Provost
(317) 285-5555

Solar Building Design

The College of Architecture. with the largest
solar installation in the state, holds classes,
workshops, and conferences on the design and
installation of passive solar systems in homes.

George j. Poulsen
Assistant Director.

Physical Plant
(317) 285-7175

Ventilation

Thirty' individual air ventilation systems on the
campus were centralized into one system which
provides consistent service and reduces the over-
all amount of electricity needed.

Beloit College
Beloit, WI 53511

Audrienne B. Fietz
Assistant to the

Vice President
(608) 365-3391

Lighting and Ventilation Adaptations

Field house utility costs are reduced by using
metal halide lights and by installing four high-
volume ceiling fans to recirculate heat that
would otherwise be wasted.

Benedict College
Columbia, SC 29204

Louis W. Bone
Director
(803) 256-4220

Campuswide Energy Conservation

The college made substantial energy savings by
starting boilers only when the external tempera-
ture dropped and by taking other measures re-
qu inng minimal finances and resources.

Bennington Colkge
Bennington, VT 05201

James Vanderpol
Vice President for Finance
(712)442-5401

Campuswide Energy Conservation

Costs were reduced by analyzing the energy sys-
tem. resulting in adjusting class scheduling.
changing from gas to electricity in the food serv-
ice operation, and using a lower grade fuel oil.

Bentley College
Waltham. MA 02154

G.A. Peckham
Director. Public Relations
(617) 891-2241

Campuswide Energy Conservation

The campuswide energy savings program fea-
tures a solar system mounted on the ground that
is easier to maintain and is more economical
than standard roof mounted systems.

IMIlimamlaftr
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Table A (continued) The 47 Program Ideas and innovative APPreachee

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Berea College
Berea, KY 40404

Thomas D. Noe
Director. Physical Plant
(606) 986-9341

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Lighting Adaptations

The college uses a new commercial adapter to
reduce lighting costs while still maintaining the
effect of incandescent lighting included in the ar-
chitect's design for the buildings.

Bethany College
Bethany, WV 26032

David Country
Director, Auxiliary Services
(304) 829-7211

Bethel College and SendnarY
St, Paul. MN 55112

James M. Woods
Director, Physical Plant
(612)638..6272

Solar Heated Water

A solar system p is most of the hot water
needed by the c liege d partially heats some
college space; i e exist* = electrically heated
water system n provides a backup supply.

Monitoring and C ntrols

An electrical control system designed inhouse
with timers, malfunction alarms. and adjusted
building schedules centralizes the energy systems
and identifies problem areas quickly.

Boston University
Boston. MA 02215

John 1. Hoban
Director. Physical Plan
(617)353-2111

Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. OH 43403

je,r.zs L. Litwin
Director. Institutional

Studies
(419)372-2140

Cooling Systems

The chiller operation is controlled and operated
more efficiently by being based on temperature
sensor readings and other signals sent to a com-
puterized energy management system.

Information Sharing

Brainerd Community Celle,*
Brainerd. MN 640:

Curtis S. Murton
President
(218) 828-2510

The continuing education program uses a com-
puter to provide the analysis and coordination
needed by the community to establish local
energy conxervation programs and policies.

'.`.',.ndow Modifications

Heat loss through the windows is reduced by 35
Percent by covering one-half of the total number
of single-pane windows with heat retaining ma-
terials.

Brandeis University
Waltham. MA 02254

Robert N. C.t..izrox.4
Engineer
(617)647-Z29!

"tooling Systems

ay tying four individual inefficient chiller units
into a system, the university matches
cooling needs with chilling capacity without us-
ing more energy,
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Table A (continued) The 4181 Program Ideas and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal'
Contact Person

Brevard Community College
Cocoa, FL 32922

Dr. Norman Abell
Director, Solar Engineering

Technology
(305) 269-5664

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Solar Education

A program in solar engineering technology lead.
mg to an associate in science degree provides
students with training in the installation, design,
research, and testing.

Broward Community College
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301

William C. Stuckrath
Director. Physical Plant
(305) 475-6816

Butte Community College
Oroville, CA 95965

Raymond D. Carrozza
Chairman, Mathematics,

Technology and
Communications

(916) 895-2451

Computerized Energy Management

By completely automating the operation of its
central utility plant. the college is able to manage
energy use more efficiently and to reduce both
labor and maintenance costs.

Information Sharing

The college offers courses on alternative energy
sources (such as the sun) and on conservation
practices to teach consumers simple and practi-
cal ways to save energy in their homes and busi-
nesses.

California Institute )f Technology
Pasadena, CA 91125

Eugene R. Wilson
Vice President
(2W 795-6811

California Polytechnic University
Pomona, CA 91768

Seldon L. Kempton
Director, Physical Plant
(714) 598-4071

California State University and
Colleges headquartered at
Fullerton. CA 92634

Dr. Cleve Turner
Director. Statewide Energy

Consortium
(714) 773 -2106

Lighting Adaptations

The "phantom tube" (invented at the college) is
a hollow tube that allows a standard two-tube
fluorescent lighting fixture to operate on one
tube and reduce elect ricity use by two thirds.

Lighting Adaptations

The college avoided costly fixture replacements
by altering incandescent light fixtures to use high
pressure sodium lamps which consume less elec.
tncity than the incandescent lamps,

Information Sharing

A consortium pools th energy expertise of fac-
ulty at 19 campuses to vide energy educa-
tion curricula and technical assistance for public
schools and continuing education courses for
higher education.

Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland. OH 44106

' Nancy Smythe Pell
Assistant to the

Vice President
(216) 368-4352

Campuswide Encrgy Conservation

The college's comprehensive low-cost energy
saving program includes making changes in the
physical plant, rescheduling building use and
conducting energy education courses.
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Table A (continued) The 497 Program ideas and hinovativo Approaches

institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of idea
or Approach

Catholic University
Washington, DC 20064

Col. E.F. Smith
Director, Physical Plant
(202) 635-5515

Computerized Energy Management

The university uses manual controls and a corn;
puter to control the demand for and the delivery

.of steam, thereby avoiding additional boiler
startup costs.

Col. El. Smith
Director, Physical Plant
(202) 635-5515

Lighting Adaptations

By altering existing lighting fixtures, the univer-
sity is able to use fluorescent tubes which require
less energy than the incandescent lamps pre-
viously used.

Central Arizona College
Coolidge, AZ 85228

Dale Gibson
Vice President
(602) 723-4141

Solar Heated Swimming Pool

A solar panel designed and constructed inhouse
saves fuel by providing all the heat needed by
the swimming pool.

Central Methodist College
Fayette, MO 65248

John R. Smart, Jr.
Coordinator, Off-Campus

Study
(816) 248-3391

Rescheduling Building Use

Fuel costs are saved by closing down most of the
physical plant in midwinter (daring the peak
period of fuel use) by sending students off cam-
pus fora study excursion.

Central Michigan University
\ Mount Pleasant, MI 48859

Jon MacLeod
Assistant Vice President
(517) 774-3401

Information Sharing

The university promotes energy conservation
by distributing to the public Energy Story, a
pamphlet describing its comprehensive con-
servation program.

Central Missouri State
University
Warrensburg, MO 64093

Harold L. Young
Director. Plant Planning
(816) 429-4113

Central Piedmont Community
College
Charlotte. NC 28204

William A. McIntosh
Vice President
(704) 373-6647

Water Systems

Treating hard water with chemicals eliminates
scale build-upjnside the boiler system, reduces
the fuel used,,ind saves maintenance costs.

Commuter Conservation

By tape recording lecture portions of classes and
making them available by telephone. the college
enables students to reduce travel and gasoline
expenses.
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Table A (continued) The 497 Program Ideas and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Central Piedmont Community
College (continued)

John M. Cowan
Assistant to the

Vice President
(704) 373-6484

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Commuter Conservation

The college cut commuting costs for students
by offering courses on Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday instead of spreading them over a
five-day week.

Chatham College
Pittsburgh, PA 15232

Bill Di lltin
Treasurer
(412) 4414200

Monitoring and Controls

A work-study student compiles weekly building
temperature logs to enable the college to control
building temperatures without investing in an
automated control system.

Chattanooga State Technical
Community College
Chattanooga, TN 37406

Linda S. Moss
Coordinator. Special

Protects
(615) 622-6262 ... _
Linda S. Moss
Coordinator, Special

Projects
(615) 622-6262

Campuswide Energy Conservation

The progeam included installation of timers on
classroom switches and time clocks on parking.
lot lights. together with rescheduling the work-
load of the custodial staff.

City College of San Francisco
San Francisco. CA 94112

Edward Dierauf
Instructor
(415) 239-3231

Conservation Design and Planning

The college includes energy saving approaches
as a part of its analysis of long-range expansion
plans to prevent future energy-reIated problems
from developing on the campus.

Solar Heated Water

A solar hot water heating system replacing an
all electric system saves energy costs and pro-
vides students in the community with a demon-
stration of a solar installation. .

City Colleges of Chicago
Chicago, IL 60601

Richard D. Humphrey
Dean
(312) 977 -2559

Administrative

Courses describing current conservation prac-
tices are used to update all engineers operating
buildings in the City Colleges of Chicago
System.

Clark College
Vancouver, WA 98663

Patricia L. Wirth
Dean
(206) 699-0123

Solar Building Design

Solar energy is used to heat and light toilet facil-
ities which are specially designed for the handi-
capped.
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Table A (continued) The 497 Program Ideal and Innovates Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Clark University
Worcester, MA 01610

Dennis W. csik
Chairman. P m on

Science, T °logy,
and Society

(617) 793-7172

Dennis W. Ducsik
Chairman, Program on

Science, Technology,
and Society

(617) 793-7172

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Heat Rec

The coll s power plant will extract heat from
its production of electricity and be virtually self-
sufficient in electricity production while meeting
most of the heating needs.

Information Sharing

With the,aid of a resource library and an infor-
mation manual, students provide a telephone in-
formation and referral service on energy matters
to Massachusetts residents.

Clarkson College of Technology
Potsdam, NY 13676

C.C, Conyea
Assistant to the

Vice President
(315) 268-6424

C.C. Conyea
Assistant to the

Vice President
(315) 268-6424

Cooling Systems

Heating system water is circulated through the
chiller until the water is cold enough to permit
the complete shutdown of the chiller, often for
as long as three days.

Power Plant Conversion

Clemson University
Clemson, SC 29631

lames A. Stanley
Energy Conservation

Officer
(803) 656-2186

The college converted its central heating plant
t,p burn wood scrap instead of fuel oil; this will
lower fuel costs, cut pollution, and reduce the
size of the college's maintenance staff.

Ca mpuswide Energy Conservation

The university altered and reduced lighting, in-
sulated pipes, scheduled shutdowns, and con-
ducted frequent audits to monitor energy con-
servation results.

Cleveland State Community
College
Cleveland, TN 37311

L. Quentin Lane
President
(615) 472-7141

Commuter Conservation

A four-day work week wag established to save
energy. Surveys of student and faculty attitudes
were made before and Abu the new schedule
and were used to ease tht

Coastline Community College
Fountain, Valley, CA 92708

Peter Vander Haeghen
Director, Learning Systems

and Services
(714)963-0811

Commuter Conservation

Independent study courses offered on television
have reduced the amount of gasoline students
would otherwise use to commute to class.
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Table A (continuo* The 497 Program Ideas and Innovative Approachu

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Coastline Community College
(continued)

jack R. Chappell
Public Information Officer
(714)963-0811

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Information Sharing

The college offers a nontechnical educational
program that provides administrators with in-
formation on energy sources and uses and how
to meet the need for technical assistance.

Coe College
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402

C.R. White
Consulting Engineer
(319)364.7557

C.R. White
Consulting Engineer
(319) 364-7557

Heating Systems

The college found that' purchasing steam from a
utility company was cheaper than sunning a sin-
gle boiler for the food service building akine.

Monitoring and Controls

By installing night set-back and automatic air
controls, the college has been able to eliminate
the continuous operation of the energy systems
in five buildings.

C.R. White
Consulting Engineer
(319) 364-7557

Rescheduling Building Use

Rescheduling and consolidating the use and oc-
cupancy of buildings during the summer reduce
air conditioning needs.

Colby Community College
Colby, KS 67701

James H. Tangeman
President
(913)462-3984

Energy Education

Used as the Department of Energy's model,
workshops provide training in the layout, de-
sign, production, types of grain, and regulations
for the production of alcohol fuel from grain.

College of Great Falls
Great Falls, MT 59405

A.H. Rounds
Director, Physical Plant
(406)761.8210

College of Marin
Kentfield, CA 94904

Richard Rodgers
Energy Science Deparment
1415) 485-9549

Building Insulation

The college uses coated sheet metal as an in-
sulating cover to reduce the heat loss through
single-pane glass windows.

Energy Education

A training program leading to certification by
the California Energy Commission enables par-
ticipants to conduct energy audits in the state's
schools and hospitals.
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*Table A (continued) Tho 497 Program Ideas and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

College of St. Thomas
St. Paul, MN 55105

Dr. Daniel E. McNamara
Assistant Professor
(612)647-5327

. Energy Education

The MBA degree program includes courses for
middle management persons on energy conser-
vation and on the most economical uses of
energy in homes, industry, and commerce.

College of the Atlantic
Bar Harbor, ME 04609

Roc Caivano
Faculty Member
(207) 268-5015

Energy Education

The college's environmental design program
combines an academic and practical curriculum
and provides the college with an historic build-
ing that is efficient in energy use.

College of the Holy Cross
Worcester, MA 01610

Charles A. Manccini
Director, Physical Plant
(617) 793-2438

Colorado Women's College
Denver, CO 80220

Dr. Sherry Manning
President
(303) 394-6811

Monitoring and Controls

A timer system is centrally located an activated
by temperature changes to control e heating
and cooling of nine dormitory buildings.

Commuter Conservation
i

Some classes meet on weekends only in order to
reduce the amount of gasoline students would
otherwise use to commute to class four or five
days a week.

Dr. Sherry Manning
President
(303) 394-6811

Heating Systems

The college saved energy by installing new elec-
tric hot water heaters in place of worn heaters
which operated on central plant fuel.

Dr. Sherry Manni
President
(303) 394.6811

Dr. Sherry Manning
President
(303) 394-6811

Lighting Adaptations

Costs were reduced by replacing worn gym-
nasium lighting fixtures with more efficient fix-
tures and by replacing incandescent lamps with
mercury vapor bulbs.

Solar Heated Swimming Pool

Solar energy will eliminate the use of central
plant fuel to heat the campus swimming pool.
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Table A (continued) The 497 Program Ideas and Intiovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Connors State College
Warner, OK 74469

Bryce Bi. Wilde
Development Officer
(918) 463-2931

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Building Itkilation

The college developed and is now testing a low-
cost fire-retardant and insect-resistant housing
insulation material madeby mixing lime-soaked
vegetable waste products with cement.

Contra Costa Community
College
San Pablo, CA 94806

H. Rex Craig
President
(415) 235-78C0

Incentive Program

Savings in energy costs are returned to the unit
making those savings and are placed in a fund
earmarked for new conservation projects. This
orovidt- an incentive to the support staff.

Cornell University
Ithaca. NY 14853

Robert H. Clawson
Associate Plant Director
(607) 256-7280

Robert H. Clawson
Associate Plant Director
(607) 256-7280

Robert H. Clawson
Associate Plant Director
(607)256 -7280

Robert H. Clawson
Associate Plant Director
(607) 256-7280

Robert H. Clawson
Associate Plant Director
(607) 256-7280

Administrative

A study showed that at prevailing rates it would
be cheaper for the university to reactivate its
own closed hydroeiectric plant than to continue
purchasing electric power.

Alternative Energy Sources

By using local lake water in the chillers the uni-
versity is able to shut down compressors during
the winter, thereby reducing costs.

Building Insulation

The university found urea formaldehyde foam
to be an efficient and economic insulating roate-
nal for all buildings on the campus._ __-
Building Insulation

The university found sp-ay-on urethane roof in-
sulation effective on buildings that have no attic
and cannot be insulated with standard materials.

_ . _________
Cooling Systems

Fuel and maintenance costs are cut by using an
automatic pipe cleaning system which removes
deposits from untreated lake water collecting in
the chilling system.
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Taw A feeedneed) The 497 Program Ides, shd Innovathm Anrosch9

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Cornell University
(continued)

Robert H. Clawson
Associate Plant Direitor
(607) 256 -7280

Heat Recovery

Heat from the ice rink refrigeration compressor
is recovered and used to heat the domestic hot
water needed in the ice rink locker room.

Robert H. Clawson
Associate Plant Director
(607) 256-7280

Heating System

Heating needs were better matched with deliv-
ery of the heat when the constant air volume
heating system was converted to a variable air
volume system.

Donald R. Price
Director. Energy Programs
(607) 256-7733

Robert H. Clawson
Associate Plant Director
(607) 2567280

Information Sharing

The university distributed energy conservation
information to New York State residents by
radio, television, newspapers, fact sheets, and a
handbook.

Light:rig Adaptations

Changing ice rink lighting from incandescent
bulbs to mercury vapor lamps eliminated an ice
melting problem and seduced the consumption
of electricity.

Creighton University
Omaha. NE 68178

Jack Neneman
Director of Creative

Improvement
(402) 449-2108

Administrative

The university constricted a water pipe line that
connected the central power plant with a whole-
sale utility company and cut costs by not paying
retail prices for power.

Daytona Beach
Community College
Daytona Beach. Fl. 32014

Charles I. Maybeck
Instructor
(904) 673-0844

Energy Education

A technical course provides "hands on" training
by using campus facilities and equipment as a
training laboratory.

Dean Junior College
Franklin. MA 02038

Donald C. Laliberte
Director. Physical Plant
(617) 528-9100

Computerized Energy Management

The campus maintenance personnel installed a
computerized energy management system to re-
duce costs.
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TAN Akoritlarma) The 497 Program Ideas and ranovativo Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Delaware Tedossical and
Community College
Georgetown, DE 19947

Charlotte H. Purnell
Dears of Development
(302)856-5383

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Alternative Energy Sources

The collage installed a wind turbine system
which heats water for the recreational com-
plex and serves as a demonstration project to
students, faculty, and elm community. .

Drexel University
Philadelphia, PA 19104

John H. Mueller
Director, Physical Plant
(215) 895-2806

Duquesne University
Pittsburg& PA 15219

/John- A. Davis
Director, Physical Plant
(412) 434-6005

Heat Recovery

Heat formerly wasted by the laundry's heating
system is now recovered and used to heat two
swimming pools.

Computerized Energy Management

The savings on a partial installation of a com-
puter will gradually pay fora complete comput-
er system to control plant operations.

Eastern Connecticut
State College
Williamantic, CT 06266

Ronald Stephens
Plant Maintenance Engineer
(203)456-2231

Heating Systems 0

Boilers are shut down for one shift each day be-
tween May and October (a penod of low de-
mand for heat) to conserve fuel oil

Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL. 61920

M.D. Ignazito
Assistant Director,

Physical Plant
(217)551 -2178

Water Systems

Installing electric valves to control flushing c-:-
des in urinals reduces the water used by 60 to 70
percent.

Edison Community College
Ft. Myers, FL 33907

Dr. James L. Newton
Chairman, Science Division
(813) 401-2121

Alternative Energy Sources

An alternative energy class designed, built, and
installed a wind-powered generator that pro-
duces the lighting needed by the science build-
ing.

Dr, James L. Newton Solar Education
Chairman, Science Division
(813) 401-2121 Projects for this course have produced a solar

water heating system, a solar distillery, an insu-
lated bead wall, and a wind-powered generator.
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Table A locodlausd) The OW Program Was and amovalivo Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
UniveMty
Daytona Beach, FL 31204

Fredrick H. Willems
Director, Physical Plant
(9041252-5561

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Monitoring and Controls

By assigning security officers to an "energy
watch" as part of their routine duty, the univer-
sity was able to control temperatures better for
buildings unoccupied at night.

Ede Community College
Orchard Park, NY 14127

David K. Kowalczyk
Dean of Finance
(716) 648-5400

Campuswide Energy Conservation

A comprehensive conservation p4gram altered
lightfng. removed a wasteful manhole pump,
and used time clocks to reduce night tempera-
ture of buildings.

Eureka College
Eureka. IL 61530

Dr. Rudy Eichenberger
Coordinator of Institutional

Development
(309)467-3721

Fitchburg State College
Fitchburg, MA 01420

John Strohbeen
Director, Physical Plant
(617) 345-2151

Campuswide Energy Conservation

A rampuswide program cut energy use by the
college's gaining the cooperation of the mainte-
nance staff, the faculty, and the students.

Incentive Program

Graphs and charts showing energy cuts are dis-
tributed to taculty, students, and maintenance
staff to increase awareness of energy conserva-
tion practices.

Flagter College
St. Augustine, FL 32084

lack B. Lakes
Director, Business Services
(904) 829-6481

Water Systems

The hot water supply is shut off from 9:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. This reduces the fuel needed to
operate the boiler system and conserves water.

Florida Keys
Community College
Key West, FL 33040

Beth B. Smith
Director. Community

Services
(305) 2869081

Florida Memorial College
Miami, FL 33054

Burt Kruger
Director of Development
(305) 625-4141

Information Sharing

A non-credit course on alternative energy
sources provides instruction on how to apply
conservation techniques and on "how to make
your own power."

Information Sharing

The college uses a forum to inform students
about energy savings possibilities expecting
them to carry the message to the black com-
munity through the 725 churches affiliated with
the college.
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Table A (continued) Otto 497 Program idea and Innovative Approaches

., Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Furman University
Greenville, SC 29613

Phill Simpson
Energy Engineer
(803) 294-3038

Heating Systems

The university reduced heating costs by insta:1-
mg a steam line from a building requiring' year-
round heating to a building needing only partial
and seasonal heating.,

Gallaudet College
Washington. DC 20002

J.H. Hull
Assistant Director,

Buildings and Grounds
(202) 651-5230

1.H. H JII
Assistant Director.

Buildings and Grounds
(202) 651-5230

Lighting Adaptations

The cost of lighting and conference room glare
was reduced when 12 prismatic lighting tubes
were replaced witkpolanzed lens lamps.

Monitoring and Controls

Time clocks and temperature sensors control
and reduce heating and cooling services during
periods of low occupancy and low need.

George Washington University
Washington. DC 20052

Robert F. Burch
Director, Physical Plant
(202)6K6 -o700

. _. ...
Robert F. Burch
Director. Physical Plant
(202) 676-6700

Monitoring and Controls

Fuel oil was saved by reducing room tempera-
;ores. installing new valves. and monitoring out-
side temperatures.

_ __ _
Water Systems

A process called reverse osmosis purifies water
for laboratory use by filtering it through sand.
carbon, and membranes; tie process uses less
energy than the distillery method.

Georgia Southern College
Statesboro, GA 30458

Hugh R. Hagin
Chief Engineer
(912) 681-5558

Campuswide Energy Conservation

The college has taken steps each year since 1972
to reduce overall consumption of energy with-
out causing discomfort to building occupants.

Goucher College
Towson, MD 21204

A Richard McIntyre
Director, Physical Plant
(301) 825.3300

Heating Systems

Installing an individual boiler to heat the swim-
ming pool was cheaper than the room-hat re-
covery method previously used.

,s
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.Tabie A (continued) The 49? Program Ideas and Innovative Approach**

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Governors State University
Park Forest South. IL 60486

Dr Elizabeth A Hagens
Professor

'(312) 534-5000

loan Lewis
Coordinator.

Enc.*. Group
t 112) 534-5000

Information Sharing

The Midwest Energy Alternatives Network pro-
vides energy conservation information and prac-
tical advice to participants to convince them
that energy savings are possible.

Lighting Adaptations

The university uses low pressure sodium bulbs
in the outdoor fixtures and long-lasting fluores-
cent tubes in inside fixtures to reduce the con-
sumption of electricity.

Graceland CoLege
Limon]. IA 50140

N lames Weate
Associate llii-ector of Plant
(515) 784.3311

Window Modifications

Remodeling old buildings (so that they have
smaller windows and more masonry) reduces
the amount of heat lost during the winter
through the old windows.

/Green Mountain College
Poultney. VT 05704

Robert W Kittle
Dean
002) 2879313i
Robert W Kittle
Dean
(8021287.0313

Heating Systems

Pipes and valves connecting a building to the
central boiler, plant eliminates the need for a new
and separate heating system for that building.

Heating Systems

Using electric heaters to provide hot water and
steam to the kitchen during the summer is
cheaper than using the regular boilers for this
purpose.

Guilford College
Greensboro. NC 27410

Dave Owens
Publications Director

. toloi 292-5511

Conservation in Design and Planning

The college designed a new tieldhouse with
many energy saving features. then leased the
building to the local YMCA to assure maximum
use.

Gulf Coast Community College
Panama City FL 32401

Dr I ewis E Saber
Ai.s04. Lite Dean
t004 :701551

Administration

A college committee studying energy conserva-
tion methods is educating the staff and is recom-
mending additional ways to cut energy use.
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Table A icendnued) The 497 Program Ideas and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Gulf Coast Community College
(continued)

Dr. Lewis E. Bi..ier
Associate Dean
(904) 769-1551

Dr. Lewis E. Baber
Associate Dean
(904) 769-1551

Dr. Lewis E. Baber
Associate Dean
(904) 769-1551

Dr. Lewis E. Baber
Associate Dean
(904) 769 -1551

Dr. Lewis E. Baber
Associate Dean
(904) 769-1551

Brief Description of idea
or Approach

Commuter Conservation

Energy consumption was cut when students and
faculty went on a four-day week during the
summer.

Commuter Conservation

Registraton by telephone saves gasoline that
would be used by students driving to campus.

Commuter Conservation

Commuting students are able to reduce gasoline
consumption by taking courses offered on tele-
vision.

Information Shanng

The college sends information on conservation
to other institutions participating in statewide
forums on energy savings.

Monitoring and controls

The college found ways to cut energy use by in-
stalling magnetic tape meters which give energy
consumption readings every 15 minutes.

Hahnemann Medical College
Philadelphia. PA 19102

E.F. Patti llo
Vice President.

Central Services
(215) 448-7692

Cooling Systems

By using air handlers from old equipment. a new
computerized energy management system was
able to match air conditioning with building
needs.

Hamilton College
Clinton, NY 13323

J.W. Ring
Professor of Physics
(315) 859 -7510

Solar Building Design

The college designed and contracted a solar
heated classroom that shows passive solar ener-
gy designs can work even in cold, cloudy north-
ern areas of the country

Si
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Table A (continued) The 497 Program Ideas and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Harvard Univenity
Boston, MA 02163

Dr. Robert Stobaugh
Professor, Business

Administration
(6171495-6296

Information Sharing

Energy Future (a book written for academicians,
business executives, energy policy makers, and
the general public) analyzes end reviews the
need for a national energy policy.

Hobart College
Geneva. NY 14456

John Bodnar
Assistant Director.

Student Activities
(315) 789-5500

Incentive Program

A cash prize was awarded to one of the eight
fraternity houses on campus showing the great-
est savings in kilowatt hours and gas consump-
tion during a two month contest.

Hood College
Frederick. MD 21701

Molly S. 13aldi
Director of Federal and

Foundation Support
(301) 663-3131

Conservation Design and Planning

A council was appointed to coordinate with the
maintenance staff and a consulting film to insure
that energy saving alterations and recommenda-
tions served all campus needs.

Horny- Georgetown Technical
College
Conway. SC 29526

H. Neyle Wilson
Dean
(803) 347-3186

Energy Education

The college offers a course in energy conserva-
tion and management

Howard University
Washington. D.C. 20059

Chandler Bahn
System Engineer
(2021636-6217

Computerized Energy Management

Sophisticated computenzed`equipment monitors
and controls the use of energy on the large cam-
pus which has a variety of energy systems and
equipment.

Hunter College
New York. NY 10021

Professor Delores Greenberg
Director. Energy

Policy Studies
(212) 570-5583

Energy Education

The college offers a course which examines the
critical relationship between society and energy
and describes a number of conservation
methods.

Illinois Wesleyan University
Bloomington, IL 61701

Dr Robert S Eck ley
Prot( lent
OM 556-3151

Solar Installation Variations

Installations of solar screens on the southern ex-
posure of a building reduces the heating and
cooling load as well as providing a more even
temperature within the building.
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Table' A (continued) The 497 Program Ideas and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Indian Hills Community College
Ottumwa, IA 52501

Carl Radosevich
Dean, Business Affairs
(515)6824081

Indiana University
South Bend, IN 46615

Walton R Collins
Assistant to the Chancellor
(219) 237-4345

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Commuter Conservation (
The campus went on a four-day week during the
winter to save energy and.to reduce the amount
of gasoline used by commuters.

Energy Education

The "Energy for the Future: programs are de-
signed to train energy conservation technicians
and to educate the public about national energy
problems.

Interarrierican University
Arecibo, Puerto Rico

Neris B Reyes de Ruiz
. Director. Department

of Natural Sciences
(809) 878-5835

Conservation Design and Planning

A new building was constructed on a site that
makes possible to the fullest extent the use of
solar energy as well as natural lighting and ven-
tilation.

Iowa State University
Ames, IA 50012

William Zeller
Coordinator. Residence Life
(515)294-5440

Laurent Hodges
Professor of Physics
(515) 294-5440

Information Sharing

A week-long seminar in the residence halls in-
creased energy awareness among students.

Solar Education

Students of physics and architecture are teamed
up to design a solar home.

Iowa Wesleyan College
Mt, Pleasant, IA 52641

1. W. Van Winkle
Vice President
{319) 385-8021

Administrative

To conserve energy and reduce costs, the college
and the local public utility entered into an ar-
rangement which involved issuing municipal
revenue bonds, extending a steam line, and in-
stalling new boilers,

Jefferson State Junior College
Birmingham, AL 35215

lack Freeman
Director, Physical Plant
(2051853-1200

Solar Building Design

Solar panels provide enough heating and hot
water in the Solar Agriculture Center to allow
an oil-fired burner to serve only as back-up
equipment.
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Table A (condom} 'rho 497 Program Ideas and innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Kingsborough Community
College
Brooklyn, NY 11235

Dr. Ralph Edwards
Dean
(212) 934 -5028

Carripuswide Energy Management

The changes made include alterations in lighting;
use of small heat pumps: conversion of the heat-
ing plant: installation* storm windows: and
use of a computerized energy management
system.

Kirkwood Community College
Cedar Rapids, IA 52406

David Bunting
Director, Nontraditional

Studies
(310398-5512

Commuter Conservation

The "Energy T"..,siay" program on television
served seven off-campus locations of the college
and reduced the cost of travel and gasoline for
both faculty and students.

Lafayette College
Easton, PA 18042

Donald Nob lett
Vice President
(215) 253-6281

Lighting Adaptations

Small capacitors were used in a new way to re-
duce the energy consumed by fluorescent lights,
a cheaper procedure than other commercial
methods available.

Lake Erie College
Painesville, OH 44077

Charles E.P. Simmons
President
(216) 352-3361

Administrative

The college leased gas well drilling rights to a
utility company in an agreement giving the col-
lege a percentage of the profits and an emer-
gency supply of natural gas.

Charles E.P. Simmons
President
(216)352-3361

Commute: Conservation

Tuition rebates go to students ring a computer-
ized car pooling system. This saves the gasoline
that would be used by commuting studen ts.

Lake Forest College
Lake Forest, IL 60045

Gordon L. Kensgaard
Administrative Assistant
(312) 234-3103 .

Lighting Adaptations

By installing circle light fluorescent tubes the
college saved el vtricity while still maintaining a
good lighting let ,I for study.

Lakeland Community College
Mentor, OH 44reo0

H.J. Roseum
Director, Physical Plant
(216)951-1000

Monitoring and Controls

Adlustments and modifications in equipment
have decreased the energy used on campus al-
though

-,
space on campus has been expandid by

41.000 square feet.
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'labia A (continued) Trio 497 Program Ideas and !mom Him Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea imps.ra
or Approach

Lane Community College
Eugitne, OR 97402

Paul Colvin
Director of Facilities'
(503) 747 4501

Campuswide Energy Conservation

By making small energy savings whenever pos-
sible the college was able to install gradually a
computerized energy management system, a
heat recovery process. and additional hot water
tanks.

Lansing Community College
Lansing, MI 48901

Thomas A. Peterson
Facilities Technician
(517) 373-7173

Campuswide Energy Conservation

The college took a holistic approach to campus
energy problems, made conservation altera-
tions, hired an energy technician, and provided
energy education to students.

Lebanon Valley College
Annvtlle, PA 17003

Robert C. Riley
Vice President
(717) 867 -4411

Conservation Design and Planning

Energy saving features were included in the new
budding plans before the college requested bids
for construction.

Lehigh University
Bethlehem, PA 18015

Anthony L Cora llo
Director of Physical

Planning
(21:)861 -3977

Campuswide Energy Conservation

The college hired a consultaig engineer to direct
a campuswide program for decreasing energy
consumption.

Lincoln Land Community
College
Springfield. IL 62708

Dr. Robert L. Poorman
President
(217) 786-2273

Campuswide Energy Conservation

A 26-part energy conservation program at the
college ranges from physical plant alterations to
the use of solar and wand generating systems.

Lincoln Memorial University
Harrogate, TN 37752

Frank W. Welch
President
(613)869 -3611

Alternative Energy Sources

Kim water from a nearby geothermal spring is
piped to the campus and because of its steady
temperature costs less to heat and cool than tap
water

Loma Linda University
Loma Linda. CA 92350

John H. Ieriley
Administrator,

Physical Plant
(714) 796-7311

Campuswide Energy Conservation

The conservation changes made in this compre-
hensive program include better insulation, cen-
tralized controls, and the connection of a new
power plant with an older plant.
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Table A (continued) The 497 Program Ideas and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70893

H.I. Collier
Director,

Physicil Plant
(504) 388 -3186

H.r. Collier
Director,

Physical Plant
(504) 388 -3186

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

HI Collier
Director,

Physical Plant
(504) 388 -3186

Administrative

Training three maintenance persons to do in-
house boiler tune-ups and buy the necessary
tools was cheaper than hiring outside contrac-
tors to tune up the campus 52 boilers.

Lighting Adaptation's

Fluorescent fixtures with a polarized lens have
replaced costly lighting arrangements while still
maintaining desirable lighting levels.

Rescheduling Building Use

Sixteen campus buildings are closed down after
6:00 p.m.; night classes have been consolidated
and are held in two buildings that must be in use
during the evening.

Loyola College
Baltimore, MD 21210

Robert R. Sedivy
Director, Resource

Management
(301) 323-1010

Heating Systems

The gymnasium's old steam heating system was
controlled by using a valve and a thermostat and
operating the system with the new minicom-
puter; costs minimal; savings substantial.

Loyola University
New Orleans, LA 70118

Manuel M. Vega
Director, Physical Plant
(504) 865-2257

Manuel M. Vega
Direccor, Physical Plant
(500 865-2257

Computerized Energy Management

tEnergy management was computerized by u g
existing telephone lines without requiring ad i-
nonal construction or modifications.

Loyola University of Chicago
Chicago. IL 60626

Bernard M. Pleskoff
Chairman.

Energy Committee
(312) 274-3000

Solar Heated Water

A large open loop solar system provides all
the hot water used by one dormitory.

Information Sharing

An Energy Committee sponsors a series of
forums where educators meet to discuss energy
conservation problems and share sdeas about
solutions.
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Table A isoallnuft9 The 497 Program Ideas and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Loyola University of Chicago
(continued)

Bernard M. Pleskoff
Chairman, N

Energy Committee
(312) 274-3000

Earle W, Otto
Superintendent of Buildings
(312) 274-3000

Information Sharing

"Crisis in Energy," a slide/tape prograhi, drama-
tizes to students, the faculty, and the communi-
ty the seriousness of the energy crisis.

Lighting Adaptations

Time clocks and switches control the lighting in
the dining room which receives enough sunlight
for most of its needs.

Lyndon State College
Lyndonville, VT 05851

Carl A. Pelee'
Director. Physical Plant
(802)626.9371

Administrative

An energy technician employed by this small
college is able to perform many of the tasks han-
dled by a computerized management system,
and to do them at a lower cost.

Macalester College
St. Paul, MN 55105

James 0 Rognile
Director, Physical Plant
(612) 647-6221

Heating Systems

The college closes the central power plant during
the summer,, using individual wa'er heaters for
dormitory needs and a small boiler for the food
service operation.

Macon Junior College
Macon. GA 31.'6

Christy Bass
Utility Technician
(912) 474-2700

Monitoring and Controls

Underground cables connect the energy systems
in individual buildings with a central power
plant control panel which col.. Jls and monitors
the energy consumption in each building.

Maine Maritime Academy
Cast:ne, ME 04421

Donald Small
Public Works Engineer
(207) 326-4311

Conservation Design and Planning

Energy saving ideas were included in the plans
for a new library wing and were inexpensive to
add to the entire building during the new con-
struction.

Manhattanville College
Purchase, NY 10577

Paul R. Foley
Purchasing Ageut
(914) 946-9600

Commuter Conservation

Carpooling and a four-day academic week dur-
ing the summer reduce gasoline used by com-
muting students and cut the amount of elec-
tricity used by the college.

, a
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Table A (continued) The 491 Program Ideas and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Maricopa County
Community College
Phoenix, AZ 85034

Paul M. Pokn
Facilities Manager
(602)244-8355

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Computerized Energy ganagement

A computerized energy management system will
also serve as a student training laboratory in re-
frigeration and solar energy.

Marquette University
Milwaukee, WI 52344

Clyde Rymer
Energy Engineer
(414) 224-7335

Heating Systems

An alternating cycle Ian system in the library
solves a heat distribution problem and reduces
energy and fuel costs.

Man Hill College Campuswide Energy Conservation
Mars Hill, NC 28754

Fred B. Bentley A comprehensive five-step plan will gradually
President renovate a heating system that is now wasting
(704)689-1141 energy.

Martin Community College Information Sharing
Williamston. NC 27892

James R. Jenkins The college holds workshops for high school
Research-Development teachers on the use of energy. and on alternative

Officer solutions to energy problems.
(919) 792 -1521

Mary Baldwin College Rescheduling Building Use
Staunton. VA 24401

Dr. Virginia L. Lester By shifting its interim session from January to
President May the college reduces its operating expenses
(703)885-0811 by $975 for each day of the session.

McHenry °runty College Inforration Sharing
Crystal Lakei IL 60014

Deborah Lee Welch The college holds energy awareness workshops
Student Activities,. for students and the community and promotes

Coordinator the use of carpooling.
(815)455.3700

Mc Neese State University
Lake Charles. LA 70609

Paul B Ritter
Director of Facilities
(318)478 -2360

Conservation Design and Planning

By writing specifications and requesting bids
based on actual energy problems. the university
installed a commercial computerized system
altered especially to meet As needs.



Table A (continued) The 497 Program Mass and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Memphis State University
Memphis, TN 38152

James E. He llums
Energy Manager
(901) 454 -2075 -

Fred Swift
Associate Dean-

Engineenng
(901)454-2171

Chris Ramsay
Energy Coordinator
(901)454-2411

- --- -
Steve SA:esa
Associate Professor
(901) 454 -2173

James E. Hellums
Energy Manager
(901)454-2075

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Administrative

An energy audit on each major 'nodding showed
where energy was being wasted. The cost of
changes made have an energy savings payback
of under two years.

Administrative

The university concluded from a research proj-
ect that an electronic kilowatt meter which pro-
vides daily calculations on energy use and costs
has marketing possibilities,

Computerized Energy Management

A computerized system provides energy man-
agement, preventive maintenance, and better
use of facilities.

Dr. D.W. Jones
Director, Center for

Nuclear Studies
(901)454-2687

Energy Education

A project in a technical course icr engineering
seniors and graduate s.udents requins recom-
rni:Aations on how to save eneit,y in an existing
building. ,

Heating Systems

By using a number of gas water heaters and
small steam boilers, the university is able to
close down the main boiler operations during
the summer.

information Sharing

The university's energy office helps homeowners
and builders plan energy-efficient homes by
publishing a manual with technical information,
names of suppliers, and sources of labo.

_..._ _

James E. Hellums Solar Installation Variations
Energy Manager
(901) 454-2075 To protect valuable 111.--ary collections, an eco-

nomical process using 'Oar energy and chemi-
cals dehumidifies the air before it enters the law
library heating system.
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Table A (continued) The 497 Program Ideas and innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Mercer Ct,unty
Consinuni .College
Trenton, t 08690

Robert W. Duncan
Associate Professor
(609) 586-4800

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Solar Installation Variations

A tracking solar furnace will be constructed by
students; the costs are being covered by the stu-
dents' engineering club.

Mercy College of Detroit
Detroit, MI 48219

Alice Hagerty
A.sociate Director of

College Relations
(517)592-6080

Alternative Energy Sources

Two-thirds of the college's new health and
science buildiag is being constructed below
ground in order to use the soil Js a natural in-
sulating matenal.

Merritt College
Oakland, CA 94619

Suzanne M. Dye
Business Officer
(4151531.4911

Miami-Dade
Community College
Miami, a 33176

1, Terence Kelly
Vice President for Education
1_45) 596-1345

Administrative

The college uses a consulting engineering firm
to recommend energy savings opportunities that
will keep operating expenses within the budget.

Information Sharing

The college proyides a directory, a site, and the
equipment needed to enable the faculty and stu-
dents to test conservation ideas in an environ-
mental demonstration tenter.

Middle Tennessee
State University
Murfreesboro, TN 37132

D.H. Grubbs
Chairman. Energy Council
(615)898-2708

, J. Gray Padfield
Director,

Energy Management
(615) 898-2411

I. Gray Padfield
Director.

Energy Management
(615) 898-2411

Administrative

An energy council with representatives from
academic departments coordinates conservation
efforts.

Administrative

Head-residents in dormitories meet with energy
management and maintenance staff each season
to learn about the energy systems and conserva-
tion possibilities in their buildings.

Administrative

An energy management coordinator was hired
to be responsible for all campus energy conser-
vation operations, procedures. analyses. and
energy consumption records.
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Table A icandnuod) The 497 Program Wes and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of idea
or Approach

Middle Tennessee
State University
(continued)

J. Gray Padfield
Director,

Energy Manage ent
(615) 898 -2411

J. Gray Padfield
Director,

Energy Management
(615)898-2411

Administrative

All maintenance personnel meet monthly with a
conservation task force to discuss adjustments
and recommendations as well as the success of
past conservation efforts

Conservation Design and Planning

The Director of Energy Management serves as a
conservation consultant in the design and plan-
ning of buildings constructed, added to, or
modified.

Earl Keese
Director of

Continuing Education
(615) 898-2462

information Sharing

The university used funds from a research grant
to test the effectiveness of various energy saving
devices.

Earl Keese
Director of

Continuing Education
015/898-2462

information Sharing

A symposium sponsored by the university
brought together architects, industrialists, and
businessmen for an exchange of energy saving
information.

Earl Keese
Director of

Continuing Education
(615) 898-2462

Earl Keese
Director of

Continuing Education
(615) 898-2462

Information Sharing

Managers and owners of small businesses are
trained in a fourday seminar organized by the
university to perform their own energy audits.

information Sharing

At three conferences organized by the univer-
sity, local officials and other members of the
public received information on how to form a
statewide energy conservation network.

J. Gray Padfield
Director,

Energy Management
(615)890-2411

Lighting Adaptations

During a routine replacement of lightbulbs in
exit signs, the maintenance staff used lower
wattage bulbs in place of 75-watt bulbs,
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Table A (continuei Tice 407 Program Ideas and Innovative Aporoadtes

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Middle Tennessee
State University
(continued) .

I. Gray Padfield
Director,

Energy Management
(615) 898-2411

Earl Keese
Director of

Continuing Education
(615) 898-2462

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Monitoring and Controls

Faculty and students inform the maintenance .

staff about any temperature changes in kuildings
recently fitted with energy saving adjustments.

Earl Keese
Director of

Continuing Education
(615)898.2462

Earl Keese
Director of

Continuing Education
(615) 898-2462

Solar Information Sharing

A short course provides present and prospective
home owners with information on solar energy
and conservation techm lues.

Solar Information Sharing

A.workshop provides laboratory experience to
teach students the design, planning. and opera-
tion of a solar greenhouse.

Solar Information Sharing

Successful participants in a workshop will be
certified to install solar water heating systems in
compliance with Tennessee Valley Authority
regulations.

I. Gray Padfield
Director,

Energy Management
(615) 8984411

Ventilation

Time clocks controlling fan start-and-stop oper-
ations were installed in buildings not included in
the university's central control system.

i,ZdrIlebury College
Middlebury. VT 05753

Russell 1. Leng
Dean of Sciences
(802)388-7964

Russell I. Lens
Dean of Sciences
(802) 388-7964

Administrative

The college won an appeal to the state to main-
tain its utility rates when the electric company
revised its rates to penalize the college for in-
stalling its own electrical generating system.

Administrative

Physical plant staff meets with faculty and staff
to explain and exchange information on energy
systems and conservation potential to help solve
building temperature problems.

I :
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Institution and Principal Brief Description of Idea
Contact Person or Approach

nued)
College Administrative

Russell I. Leng The entire campus restncted its electrical use
an of Sciences during the week in which the electric company

386-7964' based its set monthly service fee for the whole
year.

Russell 1. Leng Administrative
Dean of Sciences
(802) 386-7964 The college insulated its faculty housini. and

covered the costs of converting the heating sys-
tem to burning wood if favity members paid
for wood burning stoves.

Russell I. Leng Campuswide Energy Conservation
Dean of Sciences
(802) 386-7964 Insulation. fans, time clocks, and tirngd heating

cycles are part of many small but important con-
servation adjustments in this comprehensive
program.

Russell J. Leng Heat Recovery
Dean of Sciences
(8 )2 ) 386-7964 A "heat sink" cools and heats a building by first

removing building heat with circulating water
and then storing it below the building at a warm
temperature until needed for heating.

Russell 1. Leng Incentive Program . -

Dean of Sciences
(802)388.7964 An energy promotional copncil develops meth-

ods of increasing conservation awareness and in-
centives within the campus community.

Russell J Leng Power Plant Conversicn
Dean of Sciences
002)38S-7964 A new process (leased to the college) period-

ically sprays preheated water onto burning oil in
the central furnace resulting in a chemical reac-
tion which bunts the oil longer and hotter.

Millersville State College Monitoring and Controls
Millersville. PA 17551

Charles Roble Valves on hot water heaters increase the hot
Superintendent of water supply while the computerized system

Maintenance controls the availability of hot water and the
(717) 872-5411 electricity used to heat it.
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Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief pescription of idea
or Approach

Mississippi County
Community College

Harry V. Smith
President
(502) 762-1020

Solar: Use of Photovoltaics

A solar photovoltaic system will collect sunlight
in solar cells and route it through a conditioning
system to produce the electricity needed to meet
the colleges entire energy needs.

Missouri Wettern State College
St. Joseph, MO 64507

Lirry W. Smith
Director, Physical Plant
(816) 271-4417

Ventilation

A ceiling fan'and a duct system recirculate rising
and wasted licit air and cut heatingsosis.

Mohawk Valley
Community College
Utica, NY 13501

Malcolm A. Mc Nall
Director. Physical Plant
(315) 792-5435

Lighting Adaptations

The college installed wireless remote- tontrol
units which are less costly than wail switches
and provide local control cieghting previously
controllable only at thg main power center.

Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

Jerome R. Quinn
Director of Paining
(701) 891-4323

Harrison Goodall
Assistant Professor
(201) 893-4161

Conservation Design and Planning

A team of architects, engineers, avid college staff
included solar energy, special window installa-
tions, and a computerized system in the design
of a new energy-efficient dormitory.

Energy Education

Courses on residential energy conservation and
alternative energy conversion systems are of-
fered theough the industrial Education and
Technology departments.

Montgomery College
Rockville. MD 20850

Willard L. Meigs
Operations Engineer
(301) 279-5364

Willard L. Meigs
Operations Engineer
(301) 27?-5364

Lighting 4daptations

Electricity use wit cut when incandescent light
fixtures were replaced with low pressure sodium
light fixtures.

Lighting Adaptations

The total number Of lighting fixtures planned for
a new building was cut in half by using sodium
pressure fixtures in the design: they shed more
light and use less energy.
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Institution and Principal
Contact Person ,

Montgomery College

Willard L. Wigs
Operations Engineer
(301)279-3364

. Brief Description of Idea
. or Approach

Lighting Adaptations

Electricity was reduced and noise eliminated
when mercury vppor lights in a lecture room
were replaced with fluorescent lamps.

Morehead State Univeisity
Morehead. KY 40351

Dr. Jerry Howell. Jr,
Director. Center for

Environmental Studies
WO 783-3328

Dr. Jerry Howell, Jr.

f ,Director.tenter for
. Environmental Studies

(60E) 783-3328

Administrative p

A campus conservation committee made a
building-by-building.survey, performed audits.
and created a Iong- and short-term policy on ob-
taining grants and adding edu'cation programs.

Energy Education

. -
The university's comprehensive energy edoca-
tion program includes energy audit training,
alternative energy productitr. and seminars for
homtowners and developers.

Morton College
Cicero.. IL 60650 '

Donald T. DeBiase
Director. Physical Plant -
C312)656-8000

Mount Holyoke College
South Hadley. MA 01075

William Fearn
Heating Erigineei
(413) 538-2369

Rescheduling Buildiig Use

Costs to cool buildings are cut by resaeduling
all summer classes to the evening, using a four-
day-week. and by conkolidating all classes and
cooling needs into one aha.

-Heat Recovery

Heat normally wasted through two manholes
used for venting an underground steam system
is recovered and used to heat the campus green-
house.

Mount Marty College
Yankton. SD 57078

Sister Marie Helene Werdel
Director, Plant Operation;
(6051668-1500

Sister Marie Helene Werdel
Director, Plant Operations
(6051668-1500

Lighting Adaptations

Electricity was reduced when incandescent lights
were replaced and the number of lights used was
reduced.

Morlitoringand Controls

Costs of heating the campuswere reduced by in-
stalling thermostats and heat monitoring tIe-
vices, disconnecting radiators, and closing ex.
haunt ve n ts.
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Table A (continued) The 497 Program Ideas and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact .Perton

ro6 Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Mount Marty College
'(continued)

Sister Marie Helene Werdel
Director, Plant Operations
(605) 668-1500

Mt. San Antonio College
Walnut, CA 91789

Virgil Farnsworth
Supervisor, Physical Plant
(714)594-5611

Rescheduling Building Use

Energy savings during a Christmas vacation
shutdown were made possible by consolidating
all working staff into one area and asking them
to supply their own electric space heaters.

Conputerized Energy Management

Electricity saved by adjusting the lighting and
regulating the water temperature and volume
eventually led to the installation of a computer-
ized energy management system.

Navarro College
Corsicana, TX 75110

Charles G. Orsak, Jr.
Asiistant Dean
(214) 874.6501

Administrative

The college considered adding solar education
programs and conducted a study analyzing the
market for solar installations and the skills re-
quired of solar technicians.

Chides G. Orsak. Jr.
Assistant Dean
(214) 874-6501

Administrative

A feasibility study was ccinductd to develop a
solar energy education. curriculum that would
train techniciaris in all phases of solar energy.

Charles G. Orsak. Jr. Administrative
Assistant Dean
(214)874-6501 An energy audit examined the original design,

plan, and layout of three campus buildings to
develop the most, appropriate conservation
measures.

Charles G. Orsak,, Jr. Administrative
Assistant Dean
(214) 874-6501 The college contracted with a maintenance com-

- parry to do a complete campus conservation
overhaul that included demolition of two build-

.

Charles G. Orsak, Jr. Alternative Energy Source
Assistant Dean
(214) 874-6501 A geothermal well supplies a local hospiral and

the college with hot water and partial space
heating.
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Table A (continued) The 497 Program Ideas and Maws ISe Approaches

institution and Principal
contact Person

Brief Description of idea
or Approach

Navarro Catlike
, (continued)

Charles G. Orsak, Jr.
Assistant Dean
(214) 874-6501

Charles C. Orsak, Jr.
Assistant Dean
(214)874.6501

Energy Education
..nre

An 11-module curriculum in energy conserva-
tion provides training at the secondary voca-
tional, and adult continuing education levels.

Energy Education

A certification program trains mechanics and in-
stallers to work with conventional solar
systems.

Charles G. Orsak, Jr.
Assistant Dean
(214) 874-6501

Information Sharing

A threeKlay workshop provides "hands on'
training in the. use of solar powered stills triat
produce alcohol fuel from grain.

Charles G. Orsak, Jr.
Assistant Dean
(214) 874-6501

Rescheduling Building Use

Energy costs were saved and academic priorities
maintained when students and staff were re-
scheduled on a 4/40 plan, or 40 hours within
Jour days.

Charles G.-Orsak, Jr.
Assistant Dean
(214)874-6501

Solar Building Design

A solar lecture/laboratory facility with outdo&
space for collectors and storage of solar energy
provides "hands on" experience as part of the
college's solar energy education curriculum.

Charles G. Orsak. Jr.
Assistant Dean
(214) 874-6501

Solar Education

A course provides training for solar technicians
and 'leads to an Associate of Applied Scienie
degree in Solar Technology.

Charles G. Orsak, Jr.
Assistant Dean
(2143'874-6501

Solar Heated Water

Three banks of 24 solar collectors provide
enough hot water for one large campus dormi-
tory.

,
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. 1

C

Institution and Principal Bilef Descripilori of Idea
Contact Per"on . or Approach

Nazarene Bible College Administrative
Colorado-Springs, CO 80935

Wesley A. Taylor
Business Manager
(303) 596-5110

`An energy audit conducted by a consulting firm
was the basis fol major conservation alterations
and adjustments that more than paid for the
costs of the consultation.

New Mexico Highlands :
University
Las Vegas, NM 87701

Dr. Orval4Hughes
Project Dior,or,

(---1 Energy Education
(505)425-7511

Energy Education

A %teather training program providts conserva-
lion workshopsand follow-up assistance to
grade school and junior high school teachers.

New Mexico State University
Las Cruces. NM 88003

Richard A. MacRorie
Systems Analyst
(505) 646-3021

Monitoring and Controls

Outdoor air temperature *meters save energy
costs by determining when incoming air needs to
be pre-heated or chilled before it cirtiolares to
remove fumes from the chemistry building.

New Mexico State University-
Greeds Branch
Grants. NM

jonette Bakner
Coordinator,

Energy Information.
(505)287-7984

Incentive Program

Newspaper articles. films, and the school curric-
ulurh promote walking and bicycling-in an at-
tempt to discourage excessive driving by stir-
dents.

lone* Balmer
Coordinator,

Energy Information
(505) 287-7984

,

Information Sharing s

Students, the community, and speakers from
utility copipanifs, conservation organizations,
and planners participated in a 12-week course

,examining energy issues.

Jonette H. Ballmer
Coordinator,

Energy Infoltnation
(S05) 287 -7084

Solar Information Shaering
:Lir.r.,**

A one-time four-evening class on solar energy
ancits practical application was held in Response
to continuous requests from students and the
local community.

New York Inktitute
of Technology
Old Westbury, NY 11568
r

Dr. Gale Tenan Spak
Deputy Director, Center

) for Energy Policy
(516),686 -7578

Information Sharing

A telephone "energy hot line" provided specific
allswers to questions and sent printed material
as a follow-up service to New York residents.
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Table A (continued) The 497 Program Ideas and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal--
Contact Person

Wools -College
Dudley. MA 01570

Dr. Lowell C. Smith
President
(617) 943-1560

Brief DescriptiOri of Idea
or Approach

Campuswide Energy Conservation

The college, reduced heating oil used by 27 per-
cent by insulating' all buildings, using thermo-
stats, using energy saving showerheads, and
resdheduling classes.

North Carolina State University -
Raleigh, NC 27650

Charles C. fhpswell
Director, Physical Plant
(919) 737-2181

-Administrative-

'Before installing computerized control of its
energy systems, the university tested the cost ef-
fectiveness on a microprocessor leased to the
computer science department.

Charles C. Braswell
Director, Physical Plant
(919) 737-2181

Incentive Program

A two-year energy conservation program uses *a.
multi-media approach to increase awareness and
cut campus energy costs.

North Dakota State School'
of Science
Wahpetori. ND 58075

Alvin C. Eckre
Director, Special Sel-vices
(701) 671-2245

Alvin C. Eckre
Director, Special Services
(701) 671-4 2245

Information Sharing

Training and technical assistance in the safe pr&
duction of alcohol fuels from grain are pro-
vided to local farmers.

Lighting Adaptations

Lighting standards were maintained and elec-
tricity was saved when the college reduced its
lighting by 50 percent.

Alvin C. Eckre Power Plant Conversion
Director Special Serviies . . .
(701) 671-2245 The 'central oil burning heating plant

,,4

was
, . reconstructed to burn the coal widely available

in North Dakota. 110

Alva' C. Eckre
Director,- Special Services
(701) b71 -2145

Ventilation

Steam heating coste were reduced when thermo-
stats were reset and the fresh air ventilating sys-
tem was altered to rise recirculated air itt all
classrooms and laboratory buildings.
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Table A (continued) The 497 Program Ideas and in.novailve Approaches
O

inititution and Principal
Contact Person

4-North Dakota State School
of Science
(continued)

- Alvin C. Eckre
Director. Spetial Seryices

. (701) 671-22%

Northern Arliona4Iversity
Flagstaff. AZ 860111.,....

Harlin Stales
Vice President .
(602)523-3151,

Briif Description of Idea
or Approach

Window Modifications

Smaller double-glazed windows %eld ip-ain in-
sulated panel replaced old, poorly insulated
windows and ended heating and cooling losses.

Computerized Energy Management
'a

Centralizing all operations of a hot water heat-.

mg system by using a computer reduced energy
use by 30 percent.

Northern MiChigiUniversity
< Marquette,. Ml 49855

Michael G,14ellman
Associate Director,

Physical Plank
(906) 227-2120

Norther Vatitollege
Aberdeen, SD 57401

Dr. Joseph M..-McFadden
. President,

(605) 6242521

Northland College ,--
Ashl4nd,..WI*54806

- Harvey B. Haukaas
Director of Planning
(715) 6824531

--Northwest Mississippi.
Ounior College
Senatobia, MS 38668

Henry B. Koon
President
(601) 562 -5262

,.

Lighting Adaptations
4

Changing ?he lighting in th$ gymnasium and
field house to metal halide and mercury vapor
lamps cut the power used, reduced maintenance
costs, and provided better visibility.

Power Plant Cor.versron

Boilers were converted to burl! waste crankcase
oil by installing a simple and inexpensive filter-
ing system.

Incentive Program

The college reduced its overall energy:consum0-
tion by offering a free party to the students in
the dormitory having the lowest energy use.1_

Solar: Useoft-otovoltaics

A solar photovoltaic system uses a back-up
waste converting and burning system to serve all
heating and electricity needs without using any

-oil or natural gas,

Notre Dame pollege
Manchester,:t1H 03104

Robert Iiishopric
Superintendent Of Plant
(603)6694298,

Cooling Syitems

The college reduced its water and sewage costs
by replacing its wt.ter cooled refrigeration and
ftyezer compressors with an air cooled system.

1 0 3
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Table A (continued) The 497 Program Idea's and Innovpdve Appreache
oz

Institution and principal,
.4:* Cgntact Person

Oberlin Calker
bedin

Joseph Metro
Manager of Buildings
(216) 775-8434

Brief Description bf,Idea
or Approach

Heat Recovery

...T.:,
Instead of tunnels for stearnheating pipes being
buried. they were insulated: as a result, normal-
ly wasted heat is recovered and used as part of
the heating system.

Ohio State Univessit,
Columbus. OH 43210

Dallas Sullivan
Director of Conservation
(614)422-6240 .

Cooling Systems .

Replacing a steam-run chiller in. the phhrmacy
building with an electriCal system did not inter-
fere with temperature sensitive research pro-
grams and cut costs of round-the-clock cooling.

Dallas Sullivan
Director of Conservation
(614)422-6240

Dallas Sullivan
Director of Conservation
(614)422-6240

Oklahoma 3tate UnlveriltY
Stillwater, OK 74078

- Dr. Steve Marks
Co-Director,

Energy Conference
(405)624-7015

Dr. E.F. Davidson
Vice. President
(405)624-5982

Cooling Systems

The installation of a *nail individual air condi-
tioning unit eliminated the need to run the large
air cooling system round-the-clock to serve the
temperature needs of a small computer.

Ventilation

After anenergy study, the university found that
energy cuts cpuld be made and government ven-
tilation regulations met by reducing the constant
air.supply to laboratory buildings.

Energy Education 4

Summer inservice training for public school
teachers and administrators gives them a better
understanding of energy problems and helps
them de elop energy curricula.

4.

Heat Re very

Installation of a heat recovery system has solved
oan air pressure balance Problemaeat from ex-

haust air is captured and preconditions outside
air entering two science buildings.

Olivet College
Olivet, MI 49076

Burton V. Swan
Director, Physical Plant
(616) 749-7649

Information Sharing ,

A center supported by contributions of tirpe and
materials from faculty, staff. and students pro-
vides the communjty with information and use-
ful tips on energy conservation.
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Table A (contiauld) TIM 497
e .

and innovative Approaches

. Institution and
Contac

osutt
nuea) .

eurtort-V: Swan _ _-

Director, Physical Plant
(616) 749-7000

cs>

N

P pal Brief Description of idea
,son or Approach

Ventilation

-Thu coltge t6o1 "advantage of ITar-rat gOtTtr'''
, weather and ventilation when building use was

Iow by replacing sealed windows with operable
.windows. This cut costs, -

Oregon Institute of Technology
Klamath Falls, OR 97601

john H. Smith
Assistant to th*President
(503) 882-6231

Oregon St4e- University
Corvelra-7011 97331

Clifford VA,Smith
Vice President
(503)'754-2447

Alternative Energy Somme

ildings on the campus are designed and
ocastructed to use geothermal heating from lo-
cal ho t springs.. ,
Monitoring and Controls

The temperature monitoring sy4 in a large
&search building is set up to avoid the use of
both the heating and the cooling system on the
same day.

Penn Valley Community College
Kansas City, MO 64111

Kenneth Gillespie
Director, Ithysical Plant
(816) 756-0220

Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

.1. Carroll Dean
Manager, Conservation

Program
(814) 863-0538

Monitoring and Controls

Energy costs at the college were cut by 62 per-
cent at virtually no cost by lotviting tempera-
tures and by reducing lighting levels, the hours
equipment *rated, and the fan speeds. -

Incentive Program

Students organized and monitored a five-week
enety conserv,ation contest; 40 dormitories -
*were involved; cash awards were given to the
.top three winners.

Gary A. Shute
Coordinator, Energy

Extension
. (814) 863-2938

..... r
1. Carroll Dean.

/Manager, Conservation
Program

(814) 863-0538

Information Sharing

Students designed energy educition courses for
the community in orderto meet the requirement
that they participate in community service prior
to graduation.

Lighting Adaptations

The university achieved a 42 percent cut in ener
gy used by lighting each area on the campus at
the,level needed for the task to be-carried on
there.
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,e

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Pennsylvania State University
(continued)

Manager, Conserifation
' Program
(814863-0538

Brief Description of Idea
or Approich

Window Modificati9ns

=-4(01h4p7" ,turTer windows made of tlearVinyl
stalled.inhouse raise inside temperatures by 25
pet-eni and reduce energy loss by 26 percent.

Philadelphia College of Art
Phgade 1phia, PA 19102

MiChael Levin
e Designer

(2141.893-3172

Window Modifications
.

An energy management class designed an inex-
pensive insulated vertical blind which can re-
duce the heat loss during the winter through the
college's 1,200 windows.

Piedmont Technical College
Roxboro, NC 27573

Thom8s E. Carden
Director, Industrial

Technology
49) 59911181 ,

Energy Education

The college offers a three-year energy technol-
ogy program on installation and maintenance
of energy syste'ms in both commercial and resi-
dential buildings. s

Pima ommunits College
Tucson. AZ 85705

Constance Howard
Director, Community

Services
(602) 884-6720

Solar Information Sharing I

The college ran a series of training workshops
that showed residents of the community how to
build and install their own solar hot water col- -
lectors.

Polytechnic institute
of New York
Brooklyn, NY 11201

Dr, Richard S. Thorsen
Chairman. Energy

Engineering Program
(212) 643-5044

Energy Education

The college offers a masters of science degree
program accompanied by a certificate in energy
engineering and policy.

Post College
Waterbury..Ct `067015

Frank Comes, Jr.
Treasurer
(203) 755-0121"

Building Insulation

By covering the roofs of two buildings with a
"trocol membrane" insulating and sealing sys-
tem. the college eliminated roof leaks and in-
erned heat retention capacity.

Potsdam College of
Arts and Science
Potsdam, NY 13676

Ronald J. Scott
Director. Physical Plant
(315)268-2955

Coniputerized Energy Management

A micro-computer manages enett, consumpt
Lion. using the steam plant as the center for
climate control.
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. 'Institution Ind Principal
Contact Person

Presentation College
Aberdeen. SD 57401

Wolf
Director, Ph9sical Plant
(645)225.0420 A

$rief Description of Idea
or Approach

Campuswide Energy Conservation

Coriiirvedenetii iy caulking win-
insulating pipes., rescheduling kitchen

hours. and reducing room temperatures.

Prestonburg Community College
Prestonburg. KY 41663

Robert D. McAninch
Associate Professor
(606) 886-31363

Princeton University
Princeton. NJ 08544

Michael E. McKay
Assistant Directdr,

Construction
(609) 452-3966 /

Elmer W. Fry
Manager, Mechanical

Mngineering
(609)452-5472

Ramapo Wiese of New lersey
Mahwah, NJ 07430

Michael R. Edelstein
Assistant Professor

of Psychology
(201)825-2800

William J. Makofske
'Professor of Physics
(202)825 -2800 4

William J. Makofske
Professor of Physics
(201) 825-2800

Campuswide Energy.COnservatio4

The colleges Kal of 30 percent energy reduction
was surpassed by lowering overall temperatures.
using space heaters. and reducing lighting.

Computerized Energy Management

The university installed a computer control sys-
tem to monitor the energy efficiency of 40 build.
ing.s.

Heat Recovery

By using the heat given off by .*a computer sys-
tem running 24 hours a day the university is able
to heat the building and reduce the temperature
of the computer.

Conservation Design and Planning -

The college designed. a building for ecological
living Which incorporated many conservation
and alternative energy features.

..
Energy Education

Illte faculty designed an undergraduate currku-
him which takes a cross-disciplinary approach
to the social. political, scientific, and technical

'aspects of the energy crisis.

Information Sharing

The alternate energy center conducts workshops
for the college family and the local community
and carries on small scale research on renewable
and alternative energy sources.
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Institution and Principal
Contact' Person

APPlo.ch

Brief Descr ion of Idea
or proach

Ramapo College of New jersey Lighting Ada
(continued) 1 . - . . .. . a

Robert W. Johnson By.install' brighter street lights the college was '.
Energy Officer able to rntnove all nearby sidewalk lights. rut:
(201) 825-2800 -_ ling electrical consumption in half.

ons

itandolphMaconCollege
Ashland, VA 23005

Dr. William P. Hesse
Assistant Professor

of Physics
too 7984372.

t. .

0
Rhode Island Junior College
Warwick, 8102886

Priscilla A. Ling
Publiz Relations Officer
401/ 825-2181

Administrative

To increase student awareness of the energy
problem and to qualify for federal matching
gran; fwsds the college appointed 21 students to
conduct a thoroughcampuswide energy audit.

Conservation Disign and Planning

.

A large seven-story building. designed as a multi-
purpose campus, has the most efficient heating.
cooling, and lighting arrangemerits possible.

Filvier College
Nashua. NH 03060

Mrs. Tracy Schier
Director of Development
(60:.) 888-1311

Itrickekikr University
New York, NY 10021

Thomas P. McGinnity
Director. Physical Facilities
(212)3604075

Campuswide Energy ConservItion

An energy audit on tha campus resulted in the
development of a comprehensive energy conser-
vation program.

Heat Recovery

Coils installed in two major buildings recovered
eqough heat escaping from exhaust systems to
heat the buildings during the winter.

Rollins eollege
Winter Park. FL 32789

Dr. Thomas D. Harblin
Chairperson. Conservation

Task Force
(305) 646-2000

Administrative

A conservation task force develops and pro-
motes plans to reduce energy waste and educates
and motivates members of the college communi-
ty about conservation possibilities.

Rosemont College
Rosemont, PA 19010

Alexander Spiro
Business Manager
(215) 527 -0200

Power Plant Conversion

This multi.building campus is converting its
t?pilers from oil to natural gas as the main source
of fuel with oil as backup.

-1 OS
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Institution and Principal
Contact Person

grief Description of Idea
or Approach

Rutgers University
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

John Whyte
Energy Management

Engineer
(201)932-2078

Computerized Energy Management

A mini-computer monitors. analyzes, and con-
trols energy consumption; it has reduced costs
and eliminated the difficulty of running a mkn-
ual management system.

St. Iohn's University
Jamaica. NY 11439

Henry Catattini
Director. Plan 3.,"

(212) 969-

St. r College!,
est Hartford. cc 06117

Sr. Claire Markham. 'Ph.D.
Assistant Dean
(203)232-4541

Lighting Adaptations

Electric timing devices automatically tolitiol
classroom lighting to conserve energy.

Energy Education

The college staff developed an energy education
program for the state's elementary schools.

St. Mary's College
Winona, MN 55987

T.I. Tim Burchall, HI
Directitr, College Relations
(507) 452-4430

Incentive Program

"Ernie Energy," a penguin image, has been '-
adopted as a motivator and educator on energy
conservation and is used 9ra posters and memo-
randa and in newspaper articles.

St. Mary's College of California
Moraga, CA 9*57.5

Alan B. Holloway
Vice President
(415) 376-4411

Campuswi'de Energy Conservation

A campus energy audit by a local utility com-
pany triggered a comprehensive conservation
and awareness program as well as a conserva-
tion marketing research program at the college.

St. Mary's University
San Antonio, TX 78284

Sylvia McLaren
Assistant Director,

Falk Relations
(512)436-3327

Corrimuter Conservation

In or)er to s
dependence on fortign
petition pledging signers to drive
per week.

ear coirern about the nation's
dents circulated a

'les Iffs

St. Michael's College
Winooski, VT 05404

Edward L Henry
President
4802)655-2000

Rescheduling Building Use

The Christmas vacation time for the college staff
was lengthened to correspond with that of the
students; then the campus was shut down for the
entire period.
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4

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

San Francisco State University
San Francisco, CA 94132

Leo Dunne
Manager. Energy Resources
(415) 469-2469

Brief Descripticin of Idea
or Approach

Heat Recovery

A heat-reclaiming unit captures waste heat from
skitchen stoves and uses it to heat the dining
hall.

San Jose State University
San Jose. CA 95192

J. Handel Evans
Associate Executive

Vice President
(408) 277-2122

Solar Building Design

.

A new five-story library will use solar and natu-
ral energy for 100 percent of its heating, cooling,
and ventilajion needs with no backup system
considered necessary. .

Seattle Pacific University
Seattle, WA 98119

Merlin P. Walsh
Director, Physical Plant
(206) 281-20K1

Campuswide Energy Conservation

A comprehensive conservation plan reorganized
the dormitory heatifig system, changed the ath-
letic facility lighting, and installed solar panels
to heat water. 4-

Sierra Joint Community Collis,
Rocklin, CA 95677

Ronald Bryant
Facility Planning
(916) 624-3333

,*** Leland Mansuetti
. Program Development

(916) 6243333
.

Administrative
4

An energy committee developed a public energy
education program, an energy monitoring sys-
tem, a technical audit, and an energy technician
training program.

Energy Education

This college offers a degree or certificate in tech-
nical energy management as well as courses to
upgrade the skills of energy technicians and to
educate consumers on energy conservation.

Skidmore College
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

Stephen F. Harm, Jr. .

Director, Business
Operations

(518) 584-5000

Solano Community
College District
Suisun Gity, CA 94585

Raymond E. Ogden
Director, Operations
(707) 864-7000

Power Plant Conversion

The college developed a way for its healing
plant to burn 100 Anent waste crankcase oil:
this lowered fuel bills and removed a waste
product and pollutant from the area.

Campuswide Energy Corssenration,

Great energy savings on campus were achieved
by small steps such as lowering thermostats and
lighting, changing class schedules, and exploring
alternative energy scurces.
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Institution andPrincipal
Contact Person

Southeastern Community
College
Whiteville, NC 28472

Wiliam D: Small
Superintendent
(919) 64Z-7141

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Monitoring and Controls'

Southeastern University
Washington, DC 20024

Andrew G. Nelson. .

Dean
(202)488-8162

The college cut energy costs by installing time _
clocks to run equipment more efficietitly, by
ducing the heating within various buildings, and.
by,redudnglighting.

Energy Education

The university offers a graduate degree program
in energy management which concentrates on
energy policy decision-making.

. Southern Illinois University
Carbondale. IL 62901

Thomas 8. Engram
Superintendent of Utilities
(618) 453-4311

Computerized Energy Management '

The university invested in a computer system in
order to enable it to cut the demand for elec-
tricity and to manage other con ,servation activi-
ties as they developed.

Southwest Texas State
University
San Marcos. TX 78666

E.M. Fauver, Jr.
Chairman,

Energy Committee
(512) 245-2148

Incentive Program

A conservation public relations effort 'uses a
poster and bumper sticke, campaign, an energy
curriculum, and car pooling parking privileges
to change attitudes to favor conservation.

Southwestern at Memphis
Meniishis, TN 38112

Thomas R. KeptSle, Jr.
Director of

Administrative Services.
(9013274-1806

Incentive Program

The program awarded the student government
half of each dollar saved by the practicalappli-
cation of electricity conservation practices.

Southwestern University
Georgetown, TX 78626

Robert J. Schwartz
Comptroller
(618) 453-4371

Computerized Energy Management

A computer system installed by the university
controls gas and electric consumption efficiently
and reduces costs without sac:.licing comfort,

Spokane Falls
Community College
Spokane. WA 99204

Dr. Ronald L. Needhai
Division Supervisor
(509) 456-2897

Energy Education

/
A two-day seminar on earth-shelterea buildings
developed such an interest that the college estab-
lished a program that runs over three-quarters of -
the yrar.
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Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Spokane Falls
Community College
(continued)

John M. Thompson
Direct 91 ,

Leirning.Resources
(509) 456-2860

Brief Description of Idea
or Arlproach .

Information Sharing

.0 - -
The college contributed a two-acre site to a-com-
munity project that used -donated plans and
labor to build an energy-efficient home which
now serves as an energy information ,:eMet.

Spring Garden College
Chestnut Hilt PA 19118

Kay Root
, Assistant Director

of Developmfnt
(215) 242-3700

-41
Conuf4u ter Conservation

-

livThe fclurday eek schedule at this commuter
college has cu the traveling expenses of the stu
dents as will as reducing the colleges operating
costs. .

Kay Root
Assistant Director

of Development
'(215) 242-3700

Energy Education

The college offers two-rear and fouryear degree
programs in energy engineering and technology
using maigly existing courses arranged to cover
every possible angle of energy conservation.

Spring Hill College
Mobile, AL 36608

Jean. Golden
Director,

Energy Conservation
i205) 460-2250

Jean Golden ,
Director,

Energy Conservation
(205) 460-2250

Cooling Systems

An oversized compressor *hich malfunctidnti,
often was replaced by a small. more efficient.'
unit that uses less than half the electricity and
still services the building ackquately.

Incentive Program

A A contest with a monetary award was designed
to reduce Student energy use and utility cost in
dormitories.

SONY Agriculture and
Technical College
Alfred, NY 14802

James E. HNes
Poncipal Engineer
16071871-6373

Window Modifications

A special combininion of insulating' materials ,A,
was designed into a panel that covers unneces-
sary windows aesthetically and reduces heat
loss.

SONY at Binghamton
Binghamton, NY 13901

Edward J. Demske
Vice President
(607)798.2157

Ventilation

The ventilation in most buildings on the campus
vitas reduced by cutting the size of fan. motors
and redirecting air flow with no reduction iti
comfort.
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Institution and Principal
Contact Person

SUNY at Brockport .

Brockpnrt, NY 14420

B.R. Wolin
We President
(716)395-2129

Brief description of Idea
or Approach ,

Campuswide Energy Conservation

An-energarnagement system makes it possible
for a comprehensive conservation program to
overzorne the deficiencies of an aged and over-
used physical plant.

SUNY at Buffalo-Aath
Buffalo, NY .142.62

Dean H. Fredricks'
Director, Physical Plant
(716) 636-2025

Building Insulation

insulation and sealing of open air spaces abtive
the ceilitt;kin a large dotmitory and classroom
complex both eliminated heating complaints and
reduced heating costs.

SUNY Old Westbury
Old Westbury. NY 11568 .

Edward A. Quinn
Engineer
(516)876-3302

Heatjpg Systems

The college rented two mobile boilers to pro-
vide hot water and air conditioning for the cam-
pus during the summer, allowing the total heal-
ing system to be shut down for repairs.

SUNY at Oswego
Oswego, NY 13126

_,..,Robert F. Bieling
.L.--)Assistant to the

Vice President
(315) 341-3202

Alternative Energy Source

The institution plans to experiment with wind -
power

'N
generatiOn, lake water cooling, burning

waste automotive oil, and other alternative
sources of energy.

SUNY it ttsburgh
Plattsburgh NY 12901

B.J. Se ell
\ Vice President

(518) 564130

Monitoring and Controls

The institution switched its air conditioning
system From automatic to manual control so
that air conditioning was provided only after the
outdoor temperature- stayed at 78°F. for 48

,hours.

SUNY at Stony Brook
Long Island, NY 11794

Antoinette Bosco
Campus Relations Director
(516)246 -3580.

'Stetson University
Delandt FL 32720

Fred hirCoOpei
Director, Public Relations
(904) 734-4121

Cooling Systems

A number of cooling units on campus were elim-
inated to avoid excessive cooling.

Incentive Progrim

"Turn On to Turn Off" incentive program
tabulated the - number of appliances students
owned, educated them on the energy these used:
and then conducted a conservation contest.
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Institution and Principal
, Contact Person

Stetson University
(continued)

Fred H. CoOpers
-Director, Public Relations
(9Q4) 734-4121

Brief'Desiiption bf Idea
or Approach .

Incentive Program

., .
To increase student awareness of energy ..
lems, the university was blacked out for five
hours for a candlelight dinner, arpoutdoor con-
cert, and a discussion on conservation.

Suffolk County
4t Community College

Selden, NY 11784

john C. .Harrington
14 ' Administrative

Vice President \
(516)1.33 -5196 1

Susquihanna University
Selinsgrove, PA 17870

David C. Henry
Assistant Director,

Physical Plant
(717) 374-01d1

David C. Henry
Assistant Director,

Physical Plant
(717) 374-0101

. Solar Installation Variations

4 ..

By structing solar greenhouses on the top of
outdo° sewage storage tanks, the college pro-
vided winter heating for sewage as it was pro
cessed at the treatment plant. .

Administrative

1.

An energy task force studies energy problems
and passes on to appropriate officials the best
suggestions for conserving energy that it can
find.

Computerized Energy Management

A central computer system is used to control
and mohitor all energy systems on the campus as
well as the fire and security alarms.

avid C. Henry
nt Director,

Phys lant
(717) 374-010

Lighting Adaptations
.

About 760 fluorescent tubes were removed and
380 ballasts were disconnected in order to

u cessive lighting on the campus.

Monitoring and Controls

A weather man controller device uses outdoor
temperatures as one factor in determining the
setting of loom ttrriperatures in the dormitories.

Ventilation

David C. Henry
Assistant Director;

Physical Plant
(717) 374-0101

David C. Henry
Assistant Director,

Physical Plant
(717) 374-0101

I..

Four ceiling fans were installed to circulate heat

a-
trapped in high dining hall ceilings.
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Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Taft College:
Taft, CA 93268

Data Kennedy
Special Projects

'Coordinator
0193) 765-4101

Talladega College
Talladega, AL 35160

Dr., Vadiraja V. Murtfty
Associate Professor*
(205) 362, -5521

Taylor University
Upland, IN 46989 .

Charles R. Newman
Director,

Service OpEratiOns
(317) 998-2751

Charles R. Newman
Director,

Service-Operations
(317) 998-2751

. Brief Description of idea
or Approach

information ShaOng

The college conducts-,a coinse for community
residents (mainly workers in nearby oil-fields)
to increase their energy awareness and their ac-
quaintance with fuel shOrtage problems.

Alternative Energy Sources

= A faculty member and a student are researching
the possibilities of using the kudzu root tubers as
a source of alcohol production for gasohol.

Heat Recovery

The energy used in the dining hall was reduce:I
by adjusting refrigeration compressors and using.
hot kitchep exhausts to pre-heat fresh air going'
into the dining room.

Incentive Program. ,

The "Kaptain kill-a-Watt", logo .is the energy
conservation super hero on campus and is aied
on T-shirts, light switches, memoranda, posters,
and cartoons.

Tompkins Cortland
Community College
Dryden, NY 13053

° Philip E. Donohue
Director,

Buildings and Grounds
(607) 8444211

Window Modifications

the college is urn part o( its 33,000square
feet of windows as a laboratory to test five types
of treatment for single-pane glass windows that
waste energy.

Triton College
Rarer Grove, 1,1.60171

Earl Cismesia
Superintendent

.(312) 456-0300

'Administrative'

A physical plant official found that by convert-
ing one small building to electric space heating,
the entire campus could qualify for a special dis-
count on electricity rates.

Tufts University
Medford, MA 02155

PhilipStrassburger
Student
(617) 666.0926

Administrative

A team of engineering students trained to iden-
tify and analyze energy use, misuse, and overuse
on campus reports its findings to physical plant
personnel.
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Table A (Continued) Ihe 497 Program Ideas and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Prinbipal Brief Description of Idea
Contact Person or Approach

Tuskegee Institute
Tuskegee Institute, AL 36088

George L. Howell, Jr.
Assistant Director,

Physical Plant
(205)727-8861

Cooling Systems I'

By installing independent chillers in the only two
buildings requiring yeas -round air conditioning,
the Institute yableio shut down its central chill-
ing systein periodically.

Unite4 States
Air Force Academy
USAF Academy, CO 80840

Maj Or Will Stackhouse
Associate Professor
(3031472-210

Ventilation

Heating costs are cut by increasing air circula-
tion so as to distribute *air warmed by the sun
in some parts of the building to areas that are in
the shade.

United States Naval Academy
Annapolis. MD 21402

Dr. Michael E. McCormick
Professor
(301) 267-3873 <"'

Alternative Energy Source

Continued tests and experime'nts at the Naval"
Academy explore the possibilityoLdeveloping a
sYstem..that could use th of gcean waves
to generate elect

Dr. Clyde C. Richard
Assistant Professor
(301) 267-3872 -

Alternative Energy Source
.

A senior engineering class spent a year research-.
ing the possibilities o£ tappirg the. energy of
ocean currents. mo,

*Dr. Arthur E. Bock Computerized Energy Management
Professor
(301) 267 -3791 The Naval Academy is using an energy-monitor-

ing computer system to keep energy costs under
control.

Dr. Robert Artigiani
Assistant Professor
(30 267-3765

Energy Education

A panel of professors from different depart-
ments of the Academy discusses in multi-
disciplinary erergy course various aspects of
energy conservation and policy.

Dr.
Assi
(301

obert W. Love, Jr. Energy Education
ant Professor
267-3301 Naval histo0 and policy courses now include

information on energy studies and data on the
Navy's energy consumption.
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Institption and ncipal' Brief Description of Idea
Cbntact Pe on gr Approach

United States Naval Ac\edemy .

_(continued)

Dr. Richard D. Matideu
Director °esearch
(301)t67.2504

Energy Education

Many recent prptects conduce by senior engi-
neering studeks 'that have ocused on energy
delielopment Ifhve been recognized by profes-
sional societies.

Dr. Michael E: McCormick
Professor
(301) 267-3873

Energy Education

The requirements for an ocean engineering
course include a course on five forms of energy
found in the ocean.

Dr. Chih Wu
Professor '

2h7-3186

Energy Education

Part of a computer course requires students to
ma a program showing world enetgymonsump-
don and the depletion that is occurring in there-
mairting supply of energy resources.

. Dr. Chih Wu
Professor
(301) 267-3186

Energy Education

Term papers for an energy conversion course
have resulted in a good deal of followup re- -
search at the Naval Academy. 1

LCDR Charles C, Pains
Instructor
(301) 267-3582

Dr. CL Wu

Energy Education `.:\

After simple and inexpensive alterations have
been made', a heat balanced engine is able to
double power output or cut fuel consumption in
half.

Professor
(301) 267,3186

Incentive Program

A visual device was designed to increase stud;:tt
awareness of the problem presented by the
growing consumption of the finite resources
man now depends on for energy.

Dr. Robert Artigiani
Assistant erofessor
(301) 267-3765

Information Sharing

A campus televis'ion network periodically airs a
series of /*Energy Minutes" to increase awareness
and generate discussion on the Navy's role_ in
energy use and development.
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Table A (continua* The 497 Program Ideas and InnovativeApproaChos

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

United States Naval Academy
(continued)

Dr. Arthur E. Bo&
Professor
(301) 267-3791

Brief Descritition'ot Idea
or Approach.

'Information'Sharing

A movie used in a required engineering course
xplains the implications of the energy crisis on

the Navy, promotes conservation, and encour-
ageo..search on alternative fuel sources.

Dr. Arthur E. Brick
Professor
(301) 2673791

Information Sharing

An energy study Troup works through the var-
ious media and classroom instruction to keep
Naval Academy staff and students up to date on
new internal and world energy developments.

Dr. Richard D. Mathieu
Director of Research
(301) 267.2504

Information Sharing

Energy research papers are Encouraged, are used
in developing curriculum, are published in pro-
fessional Journals, and are followed up with
additional research.

Dr. Rocco M. Payne
Professor
(301) 267-3476

0

Information Sharing

Guest speakers discuss;nergy and conservation
ideas with faculty members and studenti during
evening seminars. 6

Dr. Clyde C. Richard
Assistant Professor
(301) 267-3472

Unity College
Unity ME e4988

DanieTV. Rynberg
Eoergy Conservation

Coordinator
a (207) 948-3131

Daniel 0. Rynberg,
Energy Conservation

Coordinator
(207) 948-3131

PoiZer Plant Conversion
1r

The Naval Kcademy designed a system which
Zusing waste products as an alternative fuel
es oil and still preserves the quality of the air.

Administrative

A parttime professor conducted an energy anal-
ysis of all campus buildings to pinpoint areas
of energy lossor overuse.

Information Sharing

Three-week "mini-courses" on energy topics in
dude exploring solar energy and tuning auto-
mobile engines for fuel economy.
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Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Unity College
(continued)

Daniel 0. Rynberg
Energy Conservation

Coordinator
(207) 948:3131

Daniel 0. Rynberg
Energy Conservation

Coordinator
(207) 948-3131 ,

Power Plant Conversion

Installing a wood -fired heating system operated
by work study students to replace the old fuel oil
system reduced energy costs and used a local
fuel supply 'that was abundant and cheap.

Water Systems

Installing low-cost "water saver" discs in faucets
and showerheads has cut hot water consump-
tion by 58 percent.

University for Man
at Kansas State
Manhattan. KS 6650'

Douglas Walter -.It
Solar Energy Specialist
(913)532 -5866 .

-Building Insulation

When the university purchaseden old frame
building for office space, the staff insulated the
building tiz cut heat loss and added solar equip-
ment to provide additional heat.

Gary Coates
Director. UFM

Technology Program
(913) 532-5866

Information Sharing

The university uses its combination solar green-
house and community center to educate the
public in energy conservation and alternative
energy sources.

Gary Coates
Director, UFM

Technology Program
(913) 532-5866

,

Gary
UFM

Cates
Direct

Technology Program
(913) 532-5866

Information Sharing

A free university organization, using federal and
state funds with minimal tuition fees, teaches
non-traditional students to utilize simple conser-
valion measures in their homes.

Window Modifications

The university', developed an educatio n- mon-
stration project to provide homeowne and
renters with a kit of ideas and do-ity urself
window treatment designs for conserving
energy.

University .of Alabama
University. AL 35486

Robert A. Wright
Assistant Vice President
(205) 348-4530

AdministratiGe

The university's "Energy and Cost Savings Com-
mittee" developed a comprehensive plan to con-
serve energy in campus buildings. Involving stu-
dents, faculty, and staff in the process.
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'institution and Principal
Contact Person

Wive:silty of Alabama-% &intim
Huntsville. AL 35807

Bernard I. Schroer
Director, Energy Center
(205)895.63361

Brief DescriPtion ofidea
or Approach

Information Sharing

The university instigated and hosted a confer-
ence for state legislators where they explored
energy topics and developed state energy plans
and legislation.

University of Ca Wanda,
San Diego
La Jolla. CA 92093

Suffield
Manager,

Building Operations
(714) 452-2975

T.A. Tribble
Superintendent.

' Utilities and Buildings
(714) 452-2928

41

Monitoring and Controls

The campus' generalclimate requirements are
met with reduced energy expenditures by tying
all heating and cooling units into a central con-
trol system.

Ventilation

Forty-four fans have been fitted with speed con-
trols so that ventilation can be slowed down
when buildings are unoccupied or outside
weather permits.

University of California-
San Diego, University Extension
La Jolla, CA 92093

George A. Colburn
Project Director
(714) 452-3405

Energy Education

The university's extension division designed n
course called "Energy and the Way We Live,"
which consisted of 15 articles run in 540 news-
paperswith credit awarded by 342 colleges.

University of California-
San Francisco
San Francisco. CA 94143

Guy J. Lebreton
Assficiate Manager,

Physical Plant
(415) 666-2848

Dr. Harvey Patt
Chairperson, Energy

Conservation Committee
(415) 666-1636

Heat Recovery

The university medical center utilizes exhaust
steam recovered from three standby generators
used for emergency power to heat a number of
hospital buildings.

Information Sharing

The university designed an energy awareness'
program which educates community residents
and city officials as well as students on energy
conservation.

University of(hicago
Chicago, IL

Frederick L. sveeney
Director of rations
(312) 753-3054

err

1

Lighting Adaptations

Three-hour lighting timers installed in class-
rooTs help eliminate lighting in unoccupied
rooks. et.
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Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

. Univsrity of Cindanid
Cincinnati, OH 45221

John P. McCall
Senior Vice President
(513) 475-250

Energy Education

Jrhe university's energy control system Pio%
data on energy use and conservation meth
for a two-year energy technician degree pro-
gram.

University of Colorado
Boulder. CO 89309

Cindy Steck
Research Assistant
(303) 492-7283

Incentive Program 0

The university uses mimeographed reminder
sheets to alert classes when they have left lights
on after vacating classrooms.

University of Colorado
Health Science Center
Boulder. CO 80262

Gerald T. McCoy
Physical Plant Manager
(303) 3949941

Cooling Systems

in a comprehensive plan to cut energy costs, the
denier shut off irs water chilling plant during
winter months, using small units to supply sP4-
cialized areas with needed cooling.

University of Connecticut
Storrs, CT 06268

Irving Fallon
Physical Plant

Enna Coordinator
(203) 486-3115

University of Delaware
Newark. DE 19711

Robert Rounds
Director, Plant Opefations
(302) 738-2616

Monitoring add Controls

The physical plant staff found that low-cost
thermal labels, which change color when steam
leaks from radiators. could be used in an in-
expensive Monitoring system to avoid heat loss.

Monitoring and Controls

The university organized a manual temperature
control system which reduced energy costs and
enabled the funding of a computerized system to
manage energy use.

University of Dubuque
Dubuque, IA 52001

Wayne A. Norman
Office of Planning

and Development
(319)589-3158

Rescheduling Building Use

After conducting a Building utilizaticin study the
university made improvements to four buildings
and closed seven to consolidate the campus and
cut energy costs.

University of Evansville
Evansville, IN 47702

Harry T.A.overiclge
Director. Physical Plant
(812) 479.2567

Monitoring and Controls

By updating engines. installing time clock sys-
tems. and closing off dampers seasonally, the
university has maintained its equipment and cut
energy consumption to a minimum.
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-

Institution and Principal
Contact arson

University of
West Hartford, CT 36117

John W. Kerman
Director. Special Ategrams
1203)2434447

Eats ConserAtion
Officer

(20.312434325

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Energy Education

The ;drool of- et, sneering helped introduce
energy-related curricula into the public schools t
starting at elementary levels and provided neces-
sary materials and expertise.

Monitoring and Controls

Building tempiratures, taken manually day and
night and then plotted on a chart, are used to
determine wheh to use air conditioning.

University of Illinois-
Urbana Cjiampape
Urbana, IL 61801

George P. Porter
Superintendent of Facilities
(217)333.3437

Alternative Energy Sources

The university is experimenting with alternatiye
fuels, especially coat, in an attempt to cedutt its
dependence on foreign oil and to cut energy
costs.

University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242

Randall P. Bezanson
Vice President
(319) 353-3120

Campuswide Energy Conservation

The university's energy policy includes constant
updating of its computerized energy manage-
ment system and the improvement of energy
courses offered.

University of Louisville
Louisville, KY 40292

Edward A. Dusch.
Director, Physical Plant

2) 588 -6274

Computerized Energy Management

Electric power costs were substantially reduced
by a computerized monitoring and control sys-
tem and reduced lighting levels.

Ed rd A. Dusch
Director,.Physical Plant
(502) 588-6274

Edward A. Dusch
Director, Physical Plant
(302) 3884274

Cooling Systems

Some of the waste.water used to cool condensers
in the physical plant is cooled by simple evapur
ation in an open cooling Power; this has resulted
in lower sewer costs.

Cooling Systems

A modification of pumps feeding fuel to campus
boilers eliminated the need for an entire water

'cooling system.
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Institution and PrinCipal
Contact' Person

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

University of Louisville
(continued)

Edward A. Dusch
Director, Physical Plant
(S02) 588.6274

Ventilation

When no ill effects arose from lowering a ven-
tilating fan's speed by 20 percent, the univer-
sity's maintenance staff slowed the remaining
five fans in the system.

University of Lowell
Lowell, MA 01854

Bernard L. Id lhon
' Director. Energy Office

(617) 452-5000

Power Plant Conversion

The university, with good access to coal. is re-
searching the benefits of burning coal instead of
consuming gas and oil for heating.

University of Maine-Bangor
Bangor, ME'04401

Richard A. Eustis
Director. Physical Acilities
(207) 9474336

'Heating Systems

When a building heating system with only one
thermostat proved inadequate, heating was
divided into five zones giving occupied rooms
more heat and cutting back in vacant rooms.

Richard A. Eustis
Director, Physical Facilities
(207)947-0336

Monitoring and Controls

A valve, setting a "high limit" for room tempera-
ture, cuts off boilers when building temperatures
exceed 70°F.

Richard A. Eustis
Director.tPhysical Facilities
(207) 947-0336

Power Plant Conversicin

An auxiliary combustion chamber, designed to
burn locally abundant wood chips in existing
oil-fired boilers, provides the university with an
alternative fuel source.

Richard A. Eustis
Director, Physical Facilities
(207)947.0336

Un' rsity of Maine-Orono
Oran ME 04469

. loheil.., McCormack
Civil rifkect Engineer
(207) 581.0?3,1

Power Plant Conversion

The university is experimenting with the effi-
ciency of burning co31 as a main fuel source by
modifying its boilers.

Window Modifications

The university is using styrofoam insulation to
cover nearly all of the 20,000 square feet of win-
dows which are responsible for 80 percent of the
heat loss in its large field house.
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Table A (centinued) The 497 Program ideas and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

University of
May Hardin-Baylor
Belton, Tr 76513

David L. Bigham
Staff Accountant
(817)939-5811

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Heating Systems

The least expensive and most efficient way to re-
place a central boiler system was to install sev-
eral smaller boilers in key locations and to tie
them into existing radiators.

University of Maryland
-College Park, MD 20742

James Piper
Director. Operations
(301)454-3452

Administrative

Ten engineering students working under physi-
cal plant engineers conducted a thorough energy
audit of all 200 buildings on campus.

Rich Horchler
Assistant Director,

University Relations
(301) 454-3322

Cooling Systems

The Dairy Science Department developed and
publicized a sterilization process for milk which
eliminates the need for refrigerated storage and
shipping without ruining the taste of the milk.

Rich Horchier
Assistant Director,

University Relation
(301) 454-3322

Rich Horchier
Assistant Director,

University Relations
(301) 454-3322

Energy Education

A sociology course. "Scarcity and Society." ex-
plores the way lifestyles are being altered as the
energy shortage increases.

Energy Education

All angles of the energy proble-n and the effects
of energy development on the environment are
studied in a two-year interdisciplinary program
on world order.

James Piper
Director, Operations
(301) 454-3452

Heating Systems

An "oxygen analyzer" device works to keep a
constant balance of oxygen and fuel in the boil-
er.. thus ensuring the most efficient burning of
fuel.

Rich Horchler
Assistant Director.

University Relations
(301)454.3322

Information Sharing

To and farmers in their planting decisions, an
agriculture professor researched the number of
calories of food energy that could be produced
using one calorie of fossil fuel.
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Table A (continued) The 497 Program Ideas mid Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

University of Maryland.
(continued)

Rich Horchler
Assistant Director.

University Relations
(301) 454-

James Piper
Director, Operations
(301)454-3452

Brief DesCription of Idea
or Approach

Information Sharing

Fusion As an alternative source of energy Is re-
searched intensively both by academic classes
and the research staff of the, university.

Monitoring and Controls

Lighting and security systems for outlyini-areas-, -
and small buildings are operated with radio con-
trols to avoid the cost of computer service.

James Pipe;
Director; Operations
(301) 454-3452

Monitoring and Controls

Overheating by cast iron radiator systems-Cis
remedied by installing automatic radiator valves'
where manual controls were inefficient.

L. Carole Wharton
Planner
(301) 853-3688

Reducing Travel Costs

A communication system with print out unith1/4,
connects six budget offices and the central ad-
ministration. This has cut travel and personnel
costs in transporting administrative informa-
tion.

L. Carole Wharton
, Planner

(301) 853-3688

Reducing Travel Costs

The university system revised its courier system
between campuses and the central administra-
tion; this cut overlapping trips and the gasoline
consumed in travel.

University of Maryland-
Baltimore County
Catonsville. MD 21228

Charlene B. Dale
Coordinator
(301) 455-2901

Information Sharing

Visiting energy experts conducted a four-night
forum,. "Energy Revolution." to explore with
students. faculty., and community residents the
causes and consequences of energy use.

University of Maryland-
Eastern Shore
Princess Anne, MD 21853

L. Carole Wharton
Planner
(301) 853-3688

Reducing Travel Costs

Travel at this semi-secluded campus was cut by
trading in vans and trucks for compact cars and
mopeds., and by using a campus storeroom to
cut down on trips to town.
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UM* A (continuadflr 497 Program ideas and innovative Approaches

InStitution and Principal
Cdntact Person

University of Massachusetts-
Amherst
Amherst, MA 01003

John R. Findley
Assistant Director
(413) 545-1960

Brief Description of idea
or Approach

Solar Installation Variations

While training CETA v441eers, engineering stu-
dents and faculty constructed four types of solar
unitsgreenhouse, water heating, and two
space heating units in family housing.

University of Massachusetts-
Boston
Boston, MA 02125

Thomas McNeil
Energy Coordinator
(617) 287 -1900

Cooling Systems

New motors in the university's chilling system .

have reduced energy needs and promise longer
life with less maintenance.

Thomas McNeil
Energy Coordinator
(617)287-1900

University of Miami
Coral Gables, FL 33124

Rafael V. Ross
Energy Manager
(305) 284-4972

Rafael V. Ross
Energy Manager
(305) 2844666

Lighting Adaptations

Changing from incandescent to fluorescent
lighting in the libriry reduced both energy con-
sumption and maintenance.

Administrative

An energy management office, created to serve
a three-campus system, directs the conservation
program and houses the computer which con-
trols plant operations on all carnpu

1--
Energy Education

The Clean Energy Research Institute assembles,
publishes, and distributes information on energy
and offers extensive graduate programs in alter-
native energy research.

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109

Kenneth Beaudry
Manager, Physical Plant
(313)482-2428

University of Michigan-
Dearborn
Dearborn, MI 48128 °

Robert 1. West
Director, Plant Operations
(313) 593-5380

Heating Systems

The university% changed its older multi-zone
heating systervhen a newer variable volume
system installed as part of a building addition
produced bet ter results and used less energy.

Conservation in Design and Planning

The university cut back in electrical use across
campus so that a new library and learning re-
source center could be phased in without added
utility costs or rate hikes.
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TaidkA (oontinind) The'487 Program ideas and innovative Appmathes

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

University of Michigan-
' Dearborn

(continued)
. Robert J. 'West

Director, Plant Operations
(313) 593-5380

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

Ray Sterling
Director, Underground

Space Center
(612) 376-1200

Brief Description of idea .

or Approach
Heating Systems

Two buildings were art off from the central
heating' system; gas burners located in each
building were tied into room thermostats; the re-
sult was a 20 percent drop in electrical costs.

Information Sharing

The Underground Space Center demonstrates
the possibilities of earth-sheltering construction,
which involves building partly underground us-
irtg earthas insulation.

University of Missouri
Columbia, MO 65211

Larry R. Long
Energy Coordinator
(314) 882-3898

Heat Recovery

The University's research reactor facility, which
conducts experiments on intense radiation, pro-
duces great quantities of hot water that are now
used to heat adjacent buildings.

University of Montevallo
Montevallo, AL 35115

Lolly S. Argo
Assistant Director,

Energy Education
Program

(105) 665-2521

Universitydrof New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131

Mahlon Williamson
Assistant Director,

Utilities
(505) 277-2464

University of North Carolina
Charlotte, NC 28223

Philip E. Hildreth
Vice Chancellor
(704) 597-2224

Administrative

The university has started numerous conserva-
tion programs including rescheduling classes, in-
stalling a wood-fired boiler, and opening an
Environmental and Energy Education Center.

Heat Recovery

Coils used to recover heat previously lost
through central plant flues were designed, built,
and installed by an engineering professor at a
fraction of the commercial cost.

Energy Education

The university's architectural degree program
now focuses on methods of design that empha-
size energy conservation (mainly solar applica-
tions).

Philip E. Hildreth
Vice Chancellor
(704) 597-2224

Energy Education

Science and technology degrees ip engineering
now require many energy-related courses.
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Table A (continued) 497 Pier= Idea and intiovative APPachea

Institution and Principal
Contact Persqn

didveisity cif North Caro Ilea
(continued) 4°

Philip E. Hildreth
Vice Chancellor .
(704) 597-2224

Brief Description of Idea
* or Approach
Information Sharing

The university-1 annual forum in 1980 discussed
"future Lifestyles: Choice or Necessity," which
focused on Energy consumptiOn and depletion of
kn'ovm energy sources.

Edward F. Ayers
Director. Physical Plant
(704)597-2156

.Reducing Travel Costs

The university botight wan electric vehicles for
maintenance personnel travel on campus to cut
.costs as well as 'to increase the visibility. of its
conservation policy.

University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403

Harold C. Babcock
Director, Physical Plant
(503) 686-5243

- Cooling Systems

During winter months the university's chilling
system is shut down.and naturally cool water
from a nearby stream is piped in, cleaned
through sand filters. and used by the power
plant.

University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19174

Horace I. Bomar; III
- Director, Department of

Energy Management and
Conservation

(215) 2434662

Horace I. Bomar. 10
, Director. Departient of

Energy Management and
Conservation

(215) 243-8662

Horace 1. Bomar, III
Director. Department of

Energy Management and
Conservation

(215) 243-8662

Administrative

The Department of Energy Management and
Conservation, an independent office of the uni-
versity. coordinates conservation practices and
policies in the entire physical plant.

Horace 1. Bomar, III
Director, Department of

Energy Management and
Conservation

(215) 243.8662

Campuswide Energy Conservation

The utility cost at one building was excessive
and the university employed a professional con-
sultant to suggest ways of conserving energy.

Conservation in Design and Planning

The university applied its own set of energy ef-
ficiency guidelines to all new construction and
renovation projects on campus.

Cooling Systems

Great savings in electrical costs were achieved
by allowing the temperature of chilled water to
rise by 6°F.

s!
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A (continued) 'rift 4971 rogram Ideas and Innovative Approaches

.

Oitutibn and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

University of Pennsylvania
(continued) t

Lawrence Eisenbirg
Director, Energy Center
(215) 243 -8507' .-.

Horace I. Bomar, III
Director, Department of

Energy Management and
Conservation

(215) 243-8662

Energy Education

A graduate program in Energy Management and
Policy teaches energy. conservation throitgh the ,
physical, life, and social sciences, public policy,
busby, and city planning departments.

Heating Systems . ,
-----

All of the steam pipes in the heating system were
re-insulated when a review of steam bills from
the main meter compared to individual building
meters showed a 20 percent heat kiss.

Horace I. Bomar, III
Director, Department of

,Energy Management and
Conservation

(215) 243-0662

Incentive Program

Students plan and conduct annual conservation
contests, with cash prizes awarded to the dor-
mitories showing the greatest reductions in_
energy consumption.

. Horace Cliornar, Ill
Director, Department of

Energy Management and
- Conservation
(215) 243 -8662

Lighting 4daptations

After Astudents surveyed the lighting levels on
campus, the physical plant lowered or elimi-
nated lighting where potable and posters and
stickers informed the campus of these conserva-
tion efforts.

Horace I. Bomar. III
Director, Pepartment of

Energy Management and
Conservation

(215) 243-8662

Horace I. Bomar, III
Director, Department of

Energy Management and
Conservation

(215) 243-8662

Monitoring and Controls

Radiators whieh previously continually over:
heated older buildings are now controlled effec-
tively by electrical devices that constantly mea-
sure and maintain comfortable temperatures.

Rescheduling Building Use

Through consolidation, all students and faculty
living on campus are housed in a few dormi-
tories during die summer.

University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh. PA 15260

Edward Permar
Manager,

Mechanical Systems
(41) 624-5681

Monitoring and Controls

Fans were slowed down, a chiller was shut off,
temperatures were reduced. and several other
steps were taken to make the university's engi-
neering building efficient in energy use.
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Table A the 49# Program Ideas and 19novadve Approaches

Instituti and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

UMversiWof Rhode Island
Kinptig, RI 02881

Donald F. Kirwan
Co-Director, Office of

Energy Education
/ (401) 792-2478

M.N. PleterIlinkamp.
Energy Manager
(401) 792-2141

Information Sharing

Two physics professors organized a university
based Office of Energy Education which acts as
a statewide, centralized energy resource center
for elementary and secondary school teachers.

Power Plant Conversion

Aker ..uccessful results, in a pilot program, the
university is using waste crankcase oil as a sup-
plementary fuel in the central heating plant.

University of Rochester
Rochester, NY 14627

James O. Dungan
Aisistant Plant Director
(716) 275-4885

- University of Scranton
Scranton, PA 1$510

John S. Flanagan
Vice President 4.

(717) 961-7416

Heat Recovery

Hot water previously discarded from a science
building is now piped into the hot water syttems
instead of being allowed to no down the sewer.

Administiative

In order to cut energy costs the university hired
an energy officer, initiated a monitoring system
to correct energy problems as they were identi-
fied, and enlisted student support.

University of South Carolina
Columbia, SC 29208

H. Brunton
Vice President, Operations
(803) 777-5101

H: Brunton
Vice President, Operations
(80.3) 777 -5101

Commuter Conservation

The university operates a shuttle bu; system in
order to discourage students from driving from
class to class.

Solar Is istallption Variations

In order to give engineering students "hands on"
experience with a solar system, the university
built a passive solar system into a bus stop.

University of South Dakota
Vermillion, SD 57069

Richard L. Storm .
Director, Energy Programs
(605) 677-5341

Heating Systems

After finding that only 40 percent of the central
boiler's capabilities were being used, the univer..
sity installed a smaller unit and saved energy.

13o
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Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

vUniversity of Boob Dakota
(continued)

Richard L Storm
.Director, Energy Programs
(605) 677-5341

Heating Systems

The heat produced by leaving all electri9dighfs
On 24 hours a day reduced greatly the amounta .
heal needed from the more expensive oiViied
heating system.

Richard L Storm
Director, Energy Programs
(605) 677-5341

Rescheduling adding Use

A plan to reschedule custodians to work, during
the daytime failed to save energy and the auk
todians were returned to night shafts.

Richard L Storm
Director, Energy Programs
(605) 677-5341

University' of Southern
California-Idyilwild
ldyllwild. CA 92349

Carol Bass
Coordinator,

Energy Projects
1714) 659-2171

Window.Modifications

Clear plasticwiis tacked over all windows and in
some placed rigid insulation hoard was wedged
in to cover windows in order to improve'
building insulation.

Solar Inforni.4tion Sharing

This rural campBs offers "hands on study 'of
food production and simple construction tech-
niques in a solar greenhouse.

University of Tennessee-
Chattanooga
,chattanooga, TN 37402

Robert L. Camperlino
Superintendent of

1
Utilities .

(615) 7554521

c,,,) University of Tennessee-
Knoxville
Knoxville, TN 37916

William S. Alton. Jr.
Assistant Director,

Residence Hells
(615) 974-2571

Healing Systems

The university found it could tie the entire cam-.
pus into a new heating system which was orig-
inally installed to serve only half the campus.

Water Systems
dir

In an effort to combat rapidly rising sewer rates,
the university installed low-flow showerheads
and toilet dams to cut water consumption.

University of Texas-Austin
Atiitin, TX 78712

Miles L. Abernathy
Assistant Maintenance-

Engineer
(512) 471-4106

Cooling Systems

The university cooling system was altered to use
naturally chilled ground water collected from a
drainage system in place of the chilled and puri-
fied water previously bought from the city. -
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-Table A (continue* TN 497 Program Ideas andinnovativo Approaches

Institution and Principal Brief Description of Idea
Contact Person or Approach 'n

University of Texas-Health Campuswide Energy Conservation
Silence Oates
'San Antonio. TX 78284

Don L. Read
Associate Director,

Phisical Plant
(512) 6914241

Using mainly spare parts left over from con-
struction and renovation protects, the physical
plant staff designed and carried out many low-
cost energy conservation programs.

University of Texas -
Permian Basin .

Odessa, TX 79762
Jerry M. Redford
Director, Physical Plant
(915) 367-2305

...

Cooling Systemi

When air conditioning fans were slowed down,
complaints about temperatures stopped, elecjii-
cal consumption dropped, and tee life of t hetys-
tern's parts was increased. '

University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22903

Robert H. Barnett
Director,

Business Operations
(804)924-3654

Water Systems

Originally started to fight a drought an all-out
effort to conserve water on campus and in the
local community has succeeded in saving plant
operating costs as well

*.' University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195

John Heinz
Director, Physical Plant
(206) 545-1419

,Robert D. Wilkinson
, Manager. Energy Forum

Northwest
(206) 543-0980

Heat Recovery

The university developed a way to transfer the
excess heat given off by equipment running in
some buildings to a number of other buildings
through already existing underground piping.

Information Sharing

Through workshops. television programs, and
publication of conservation information, Energy

' Forum Northwest encourages communities to
take part in energy development and conser-
vation, .

University of West Florida
Pensacola, FL. 32504

Arthur H. Doerr .

. Vice President
(904) 476-9500

Campuswide Energy Conservation

The university's comprehensive program in-
dudes altering work schedules, reducing lighting
and room temperatures, and cutting back on hot
water as well as other conservation measures.

University of Wisconsin System
Madison, WI 53708

Gordon F. Brady
Engineer, Division of

Physical Plant
(608) 263-7330

Administrative

The central office wrote and distributed to all
campuses "Kilowatt Kruncher Kookbook," a
manual describing practical how-to-do-it ways
of cutting lighting costs.
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Institution and Principal
Contact Person

University of Wisconsin-
La Creme
La Crosse. WI $4601

Edward H. Cook
Engineer
(713) 415-3820 '

University of Wisconsin -
Madison
Madison, WI 53706

Thomas J. Murray
Director. Energy

Information Project
)263-2982

U of Wisconsin- '
Milwaukee
Milwaukee, WI 53201

Rudolph Tichy
Director of Facilities
(414) 963-4682

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Cooling Systems

When the old main hall was renovated to house
classes, cooling in an adjacent building was cut
back so its chilling unit could serve both buildings.

Information Sharing

.Working with several area newspapers, the engi-
netting department wrote a 14-part series of
articles on home energy use, local fuel facts.
national supplies, and energy technology.

Cooling Systems

By using cold water from nearby Lake Michi-
gan in its air conditioning system, the university
can shut clown chiller units for three months
each year.

University of Wbconsin-
Plattevilk
Platteville, WI 53818

Dennis I. Palmer
Assistant Director,

Auxiliary Services
(608) 3424845

University of Wisconsin-
River Falls
River Falls, WI 54022

-.Edward H. Cook
Engineer
(715) 425-3820

Information Sharing

The university continually runs energy aware-
ness campaigns, lecture series on conservation,
and new maintenance projects to keep the cam-
pus up iodate on the energy problem.
Heating Systems

University of Wisconsin-
Sheboygan
Sheboygan, WI 53081

Thomas Drews
Maintenance Supervisor
(414) 459-3722

The central steam heating plant is shut down
after 9:00 p.m. when the only requirement is for
hot water of which there is an ample supply in
insulated storage tanks.

Campuswide Energy Conservation

The university installed insulation and new heat-
is% ducts in rooms where perforated ceiling tiles
let heat escape; also switches to dim lights as
sunlight enters a room.

Upsals College
East Orange, NI 07019

William Walton
Vice President
(201) 266-7204

Campuiride Energy Conservation

The college uses heat timers, electric control
panels, water-saver discs in faucets, and added
insulation, along with other measures, in its con-
certed effort to reduce energy use.
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Table A (goifilausd) The 497 Pyagram Idea and innavelive Awned's,

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of Idea

Utah Technical College
Salt Lake City. UT $4107

Dale S. Cowgill
President
000 969-3411

or Approach
Campuswide Energy Conservation

Following some of die sus gestions of itsenergy
committee, the college optimized sch
analyzed utility expenses, and fixed up equip-
ment as part of its comprehensive energy pro-
gram.

Valencia Community College
Orlando, Fl. 32902

Robert W. Gilbert
Vice President
(303) 299-3009

Valley Forge Military Academy
Wayne' PA 19067

Major James P.
Hopkinson, Jr.

Chairman,
Science Department

(215)666.1900

Major James P.
Hopkinson, Jr.

Chairman.
Science Department

(215) 604800

Water Systems

The college designed and installed plastic flush
valve modifiers which cut the amount of water
used in campus restrooms by 50 percent.

Administrative

The institution establiAed.an energy advisory
council to develop ideas for energy conservation
which the staff can adopt.

Major James P.
Hopkinson, Jr.

Chairman,
Science Department

(215) 680-1800

Major James P.
Hopkinson, Jr:

Chairman, 0
Science Department

(215) 6834800

Administrative

The institution analyzes in the computer de-
partment information on oil consumption of
each building on campus to determine whether
the buildings are using fuel efficiently.

Computerized Energy Management

When a dormitory was renovated, the institu-
tion installed an electronic energy management
systent which reduced the amount of heating oil
used laved costs, and still maintained comfort.

Incentive Program

A $100 grart for energy education was used for
a poster ca mpaign to educate students on energy
misuse and overuse.

Wabash College
Crawfordsville. IN 47933

Theodore Bedrick
Registrar
(317) 362-1400

Incentive Program

One fraternity ran a campus energy savings con-
test and a light switch sticker program to en-
courage fellow students to conserve energy.
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Institution and Principal
Cbntact Person

Washington State University
Pullman, WA 99164

L.J. Spoonemore
Assistant Director.

Physical Plant
(509) 3354565

Washington University
St. Louis, MO 63130

W.F. Peg lar
Facilities Manager
010 889-5582

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Ventilation

To avoid wasting heated air, the university.in-
stalled an attachment in the ventilation system
to recirculate heated air one additional time be-
fore bringing in more fresh; cold air.

Lighting Adaptations

The bookstacks in the library are equipped with
30-minute timer switches so students can tem-
porarily light...an area while searching for
materials.

Wayne State University
Detroit, MI 48202

Edward A. Everett
Energy Manager
(313) 577-4311

Ventilation

Fans in a chemistry building were fitted with
speed, controls so that they could be used differ-
ently depending on building occupancy and ex-
periments going on.

Waynesburg College
Waynesburg. PA 15370

Dr. Joseph F. Marsh
President
(412) 6274191

Wellesley College
Wellesley. MA 02281

Mel A. Rida
Director, Physical Plant
(617) 235-0320

Alternative Energy Sou.ces

Half of the yearly gas supply comes from tap-
ping the methane trapped in a coal bed beneath
the campus.

Add A. Rida
Director. Physical Plant
(617) 235 -0320

Building Insulation

The installation of more than 1,000 thermal
windows and the addition of insulation in attics
have helped increase the heat retention capabil-
ity of the dorinitories.

Computerized Energy Management

A computer system monitors and manages all
energy consumption through 50 microproces-
sors throughout the campus.

Mel A. Rida
Director, Physical Plant
(617) 235-0320

Conservation in Design and Planning

An enclosed heated office was built in the large
supply warehouse to avoid heating the entire
building which was too costly for just a few
employees. ,

re
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Table A (continued) Ms 467 Rowan Wes and kmovithe Approechn

Institutiortand Principal
Contact Person

wont** College
(continued)

Acid A. Ride
Director, Physical Plant
(617) 235-0320

Adel A. Ride
Director, Physical Plant
(617) 235-0310

Mel A. Ride
Director. PhysiCal Plant
(617) 135-0320

Brief Description of Idea
or Approach

Cooling Systems

When six dogged cooling towers were fitted
with new types of filters..a rikiotenance prob-
lem was solved and energy needed to cool the
water was reduced considerably.

Heating Systems

The college installed an oxygen analyzer device
which increases the efficiency of the boiler and
works to maintain the best balance of oxygen
and fuel oil in the heating system. -

Heating Systems

The college proved to the state that it could bum
fuel oil with a higher sulfur content than the oil
previously used without polluting the air; the. rnew oil was much cheaper.

Mel A. Rida
Director, Physical Plant

1 (617) 235-0320

IV

Heating Systems

Individual hot water tanks were installed in out-
lying campus buildings where the long stretches .
of pipe in the central system lost too much heat
in transmitting the water.

Mel A. Ride
- Director, Physical Plant

(617) 235-0320

Incenth4 Program

A student energy committee led the campus to
reduce laundry and elevator use, to begin re-
cycling programs, and to use an energy "hot'
line for conservation suggestions.

Adel A. Rids
Director, Physical Plant
(617)235.0320

Mel A. Rids
Director, Physical Plant
(617)235.0320

,
Lighting Adaptations -

Rescheduling cleaning hours. installing timer
switches. and cutting the number of fluorescent
tubes were part of a project to reduce electrical
and cooling costs.

Water Systems

Low-volume showerheads which reduce water
flow hile maintaining pressure love reduced
the hot water used by more than one-half.
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Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Wellesley College
(continued)

Adel A. Rida
Director, Physical Plant
(6171235-0320

Brief Description of idea
or Approach

Water Systems

When the college is not in session, a large reserve
water tank is used to provide water during the
peak electrical demand hours when pumping
costs so much more.

Adel A. Ricia
Director, Physical Plant
(617) 235-0320

Window Modifications

A light plastic applied to the glass of a green-
house has lowered electrical costs, reduced
maintenance needs, and improved plant growth.

Wesleyan University
Middletown, CT. 6457

Peter H. Tveskov
Director. Physical Plant
(203) 347-9411

Peter H. Tveskov
Director. Physical Plant
(203) 347-9411

Administrative
r

Students. faculty and physical plant personnel
make up the Energy Conservation Action Com-
mittee which has eliminated a "we-they" obsta-
cle in achieving conservation results.

Campuswide Energy Conservation

A new water softening system, a large new chill-
er, and added devices to reibver waste heat
from boiler stacks are part of an attempt to
make the central plant energy efficient.

Peter H. Tveskov
Director. Physical Plant
(203) 347-9411 ..

Incentive Program

Occupants of 27 university-owned townhouses
received 2.5 percent of the money saved when
they reduced their electrical use during a campus
incentive program.

Peter H. Tveskov Power Plant Conversion
Director. Physical Plant
(203) 347-9411

Peter H. Tveskov
Directo. Physical Plant
(203) 347-9411

The boiler system was converted to burn natural
gas as well as fuel oil so the yearly supply of oil
could be estimated and bought early in bulk for
a lower price.

Rescheduling Building Use

The campus closes up all buildings except
research laboratories during the summer and
hires students who live in town to monitor the
buildings. ' ..
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Table A (continued) The 497 Program Ideas and Innovative Approaches

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

West Valley Community
College District
Campbell, CA 95008

Dr. Gerald V. Sharp
Director.

Educational Development
(408) 866-6499

Brief Description of Idea
or. Approach

Information Sharing '

The collegg's interest in local community conser-
vation practices successfully promoted the for-
mation of a governmental steering committee on
energy conservation.

West Virginia University
Morgantown, WV 26506

Dr. Paul W. DeVore ,

Professor, .

Technology Education
(304)293-3803

M. Dayne Aldridge
Director, Energy

Research Center
(304) 293 -2867

Energy Education

A graduate course offers three credits to ele-
mentary-and secondary school teachers in an in-
tensive. one-week study of energy topics and
curriculum.

Information Sharing

The Energy Research Center was established in-
dependent of any discipline at the university so
that all departments would use or work for this
clearinghouse on coal research.

Dr. David McCrory
Coordinator of

Field Services
(304) 293-3030

Information Sharing

Faculty members and students taught 25 work-
shops on energy conservation in the home to
economically depressed people in mral, senior
citizen. and community centers.

Dr. David McCrory
Coordinator of

Field Services
(304) 293-3030

Information Sharing

In a four-day workshop 90 professionals from
vanous communities were taught how to help
people in their areas conserve energy.

Dorsey D. Jacobs
Director, Physical Plant

, (304)293-4913

Dr. Paul W. DeVore
Professor.

Technology Education
(304)293-3803

Reducing Travel Costs

The physical plant office is working with a uni-
versity technology program to develop an elec-
tric van that could replace some of the 87 vans
used for personnel.

Solar Information Sha nog

Faculty members and students volunteered to
make a 50yearold home into an energy effi-
cient demonstration center using solar installa-
tions and insulation.
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Table A (continued) The Nit Program Weis and Innovative Approaches .

Institution and Principal
Contact Person

Brief Description of idea
or Approach

Western Illinois University
Macomb, II. 61455

Dr, James I.. Smith
Superintendent, Planning

and Construction
(309) 298-1834

Computerized Energy Management

A computerized energy management system
monitors temperature, pressure, humidity,
motor operation, and lighting on campus.

Dr., James I.. Smith
Superintendent, Planning

and Construction
(309) 298-1834

Rescheduling Building Use

One selling point in the decision to switch from
a quarter to a semester system was the energy to
be saved during a January interim shutdown.

Western Wisconsin
Technical Institute
La Crosse, WI 54601

Robert E. Beesor
Facilities Manager
(608) 785-9175

Incentive Program

Computer summaries of electric, gas, and oil
use in individual buildings a re circulated month-
ly to encourage occupants and maintenance per-
sonnel to conserve energy.

Westmar College
LeMars, IA 51031

Joseph Bottiger
'Business Manager
(712) 546-7081

Rescheduling BuildingUse

Students were encouraged to take independent
interim projects and internships off campus dur-
ing an extended winter vacation and interim
period so the campus could be closed up.

Joseph Bottiger
Business Manager
(712) 546-7081

Window Modifications
,..

Almost 50 percent of the windows on campus
are being sealed up with insulation and masonite
(which matches building exteriors) to save
energy.

Williams College
Williamstown, MA 01267

Robert A. Kozelka
Chairman,

Energy Committee
(413) 597-2324

Administrative

Recently an energy conservation committee was
added to the group of 20 standing committees
which govern the college.

Robert A. Kozelka
Chairman,

Energy Committee
(413) 597-2324

Campuswide Energy Conservation

Attics were insulated, storm windows were re-
placed, temperatures were set back, and lighting
was reduced in an overall attempt to make this
old campus energy - efficient.
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Table A (condom* The 497 Program Ideas and kmovatim Approaches

institution and Principal
Contact Person

Williams College
(continued)

Johit C. Holden
Mechanical Engineer
(413) 597-2301

Robert A. Kozelka
Chairman,

Energy Committee
(413) 597-2324

Robert A. Kozelka
Chairman,

Energy Committee
(413) 597-2324

Brief Description of idea
or Approach

Heating Systems

Heat loss and the reduction of oil temperatures
in a large oil storage tank were remedied by jn-
sulating the tank.

Incentive Program

One half of the money saved during a four-
month conservation contest was returned to the
residence halls that participated in the contest.

Incentive Program

The students' conservation program included
electing an "Energy Czar' for each dormitory,
adopting a conservation logo for posters and
T-shirts, and conducting an energy forum.

Williamsport Area
Community College
Williamsport, PA 17701

William W. Fritz
Dean
(717) 326-3761

Wisconsin Indianhead
Technical Institute
Shell Lake, WI 54871

Dr. Vasant Kumar
Coordinator, Research
(715) 468 -2815

Dr. Vasant Kumar
Coordinator. Research
(715) 468-2815

Heating Systems

Heat ducts were rearranged and doors were in-
sulated so that a college greenhouse could suc-
cessfully weather the cold winter.

Commuter Conservation

%
Van-pooling routes were established so that stu-
dents would not always have to drive their own
vehicles to school.

Energy Education

A two-year energy education program conducts
much of its research in an alternate energy
laboratory.

4
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Topical Listing of Institutions
According to Various Aspects

of Program Entry

Administrative Funitions
Campus Energy Audits, Studies,
Policies. Art lnstitute of Chicago,
Cornell. Memphis State. Morehead
State, Navarro, Nazarene Bible Col-
lege, North Carolina State, Ran.
dolph-Macon, Sierra Joint. Tufts;
Unity College, University of Mary-
land, University of Pennsylvania,
University of Scranton. University of
Wisconsin, Valley Forge Military
Academy

Leasing Agreements and Contracting
Outside Assistance. Gulf Coast, Lake
Erie College. Lehigh, Merritt, Na-
varro. Nazarene Bible College

On-campus Transportation Services.
Lincoln Land, University of Mary-
land, University of Maryland at East-
ern Shore. University of North Cam.
lina, University of South Carolina,
West Virginia University

Specialized Staff or Training Pro-
grams: City Colleges of Chicago,
Gulf Coast, Lansing, Louisiana State,
Lyndon State, Middle Tennessee
State, Middlebury, Sierra Joint, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, University
of Scranton

- -- - ..-- - -

Task Forces, Committees, Councils:
Fitchburg State, Gulf Coast. Hood.
Middle Tennessee State. Middlebury,
Morehead State. Rollins, Sierra Joint.
Susquehanna, Tufts, U.S. Nava(
Academy, University of Alabama,
University of Miami. University of
Montevallo, University of Pennsyl-
vania, Valley Forge Military Acad-
emy, Wellesley College, .Wesleyan
University, Williams College

Utility Rate Negotiations: Creighton,
Iowa Wesleyan, Midelbbury, Triton

Alternative Energy
Sources
Coal: See Power Plant Conversion

Earth Sheltering: See Insulation

Fusion: University of Maryland

Gas Wells:' Lake Erie College,
Waynesburg

Gasohol: Colby, Navarro, North
Dakota State School of Science,
Talladega

Geothermal: Lincoln Memorial,
Navarro, Oregon Institute of Tech-
nology

Note lbatmes of the institutions indicated. in abbreviated form under each heading,
are examples only. not a complete listing. Refer to the lull listing of institutions
in Appendix Table A
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Table BOWING* Topics Oils** of Institutions

Lake Water: See Energy Recovery
(cooling)

Ocian Power: U.S. Naval Academy

Solar: See separate solar listing

Waste Automotive Oil: See Power
Plant Conversion

Waste Products: Case Western Re-
' serve, Connors State, U.S. Naval
Academy

Wind_ PowerNlaware Tech,
Edison. Lincoln Land, SUNY at
Oswego

Wood Burning: See Power Plant
Conversion

Ca(mpuswido Energy
ConsorvoAlon
Benedict, Bennington, Bentley. Case
Western Reserve, Chattanooga State
Tech., Clemson, Erie. Community
College, Eureka, Georgia Southern,
Kingsborough, Lakeland, Lane, Lan-
sing, Lehigh, Lincoln Land, Loma
Linda, Marst Hill, -Middlebury,
Mount Marty, Nazarene Bible Col-
lette, Nichols, Penn Valley, Presenta-
tion, Prestonsburg, Rivier. St.
Mary's College of California, Seattle
Pacific. Solano, Southeastern Com-
munity College, SUNY at Brockport,
SUNY at Oswego, University of Ala-
bama, University of Delaware, Uni-
versity of Evansville, University of
Miami, University of Pennsylvania,
University of Pittsburgh, University
of Texas Health Science Center,
University of West Florida, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin at Sheboygan, Up-
sala, Utah Tech. Wesleyan Univer-
sity, Williams

CommutorConsorvoilon
Car-Pooling Assistance: Lake Erie
College, Manhattanville, St. Mary's
University. Wisconsin Indianhead

Independent Study Courses: Central
Piedmont. Coastline, Gulf Coati,
Kirkwood

Short Week/Long Week: Central'
Piedmont, Cleveland State, Colo-
rado Women's College, Gulf Coast,
Indian Hills, Manhattanville. Mor-
ton, Navarro, Spring Garden College

Computorind Enmity
Monfignenent
Amarillo, Anne Arundel, Catholic
University, Dean, Duquesne, Hahne-
mann Medical College, Howard Uni-
versity, Lane, Loyola. Cabe, i.oy-
ola University. McNeese Stale, Mad-
cepa County, Memphis State, Mt.
San Antonio, North Carolina State,
Northern Arizona, Oregon State,
Potsdam College of Arts and Science,
Princeton Rutgers, Southern Illinois
Univerity, Southwestern University,
Susquehinna, U.S. Naval Academy,
University of Delaware, University
of Iowa, University of Louisville,
Universitjr of Miami, Valley Forge
Military Academy, Wellesley, West-
ern Illinois University

ConsonoMon In
Design and Planning
Chattanooga State Tech, Guilford
College, Hood, Interarnericap Uni-
versity, Iowa State. Jefferson State,
Lebanon Valley, Maine Maritime
Academy, Mercy College, McNeese
State, Middle Tennessee State, Mid-
dlebury, Montclair State, Ramapo
College, Rhode Island Junior College,
San Jose State, Spokane Falls, Uni-
versity for Man at Kansas State, Uni-
versity of Michigan at Dearborn,
University of Pennsylvania, Welles-
ley



Table 6(continued) Topical Uatiog of Institutions

Cooling Systems
Cltiger Maintenance and Installation:
Boston University, Brabdeis, Cor-
nell, Notre Dame College. Ohio,
State,. Spring Hill, SUNY at -Stony
Brook. Tuskegee Institute, University
of Louisville, University of Massa-
chusetts at Boston, University of
Pennsylvania, University of Texas at
Austin, University of Texas at Per-
mian Basin, University of Wisconsin
at Latrosse, Wellesley

Chiller Shutdown: Clarkson College
of Techrsology,t Coe College, Mor-
ton, SUNY at Plattsburgh. SUN? at
Stony Brook, Tuskegee Institute.
University of Colorado Health
Science Center, University of Mary-
land, University of Oregon

Iducatlon Programs
for Credit
Energy Education: Colby, College of
Marin, College of St. Thomas, Col-
lege of the Atlantic, Daytona Beach,
Edison, Horry-Georgetown Tech,
Hunter, Indiana University. Kirk-
wood, Memphis State, Montclair
State. Morehead State, Navarro,
New Mexico Highlands, Oldahoma.
State, Piedmont Tech, Polytechnic
Institute. Ramapo College, S t. Joseph
College, Sierra Joint, Southeastern
University, Spokane Falls, Spring
Garden College, Taft, U.S. Naval
Academy, University of California at
San Diego Extension, University of
Cincinnati, University of Hartford,
University of Iowa, University of
Maryland, University of Massachu-
setts at Ainherst, University of North
Carolina, University of Pennsyl-
vania, University of Rhode Island.
West Virginia University, Wisconsin
Indianhead
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Solar Education: Ball State. Frevard. it
Butte Community Colltge, CentiliP
Arizona, College of the Atlantic, Edi-
son, Hamilton, lovfa State, Navarro,
University of Massachusetts at Am-
herst, University of Miami, Universi-
ty of North Carolina, University of
South Carolina, University of South-
ern California at Idyllwild

Energy Recovery .

Cooling Recovery: Cornell, SUNY at
Oswego, University of Oregon, Uni-
versity of Texas at Permian Basin..
University of Wisconsin at Milwau-
kee

Heating Recovery: cia'rk University,
Clarkson College,' Cornell, Drexel,
Lane, Lebanon Valley, Middlebury,
Mount Holyoke, Oberlin, Oklahoma
State, Princeton, Rockefeller Univer-
sity, San Francisco State, 'Solon°,
SUNY at Oswego. Taylor, University
of California at San Francisco, Uni-
versity of Missouri. University of
New Mexico, University of Roches-
ter, University of Washington,
Washington State,. Wesleyan Univer-
sity

Nesting Systems and
Boller Maintenance
Boiler Rental.. SUNY at Old West-
bury

Boiler Shutdown: Benedict, Coe,
Eastern Connecticut State, Hagler,
Loyola College, Macalester, Mem-
phis State. Seattle PacificAlniversity .

of Wisconsin at River Falls

Heat SInksiSelergy Recovery



. Tel* 9 (continuod) %Keg Listing of Institutions

Heating. Systems Conversions and
AlteratiOns: Cornell, Creighton, Fur-
man, Green Mountain, U.S. Naval
Academy, University of. Louisville,
University of Maine at Bangor, Uni-
versity of Michigan, _University of
Michigan at Dearborn, University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga, Wellesley
College, Williamsport Area Commu-
nity College

Hot Water Heaters and Systems:
ColoradoTftioinee's College, George
Washington University. Goucher.
Green Mountain, Macalester, Mil-
lersville, Navarro, Wellesley College

Radiator Adjustments: Coe. Mars
Hill, University of Connecticut, Uni-
versity of Maryland, University of
Pennsylvania

Special Boiler Systems: Central Mis-
souri State, Goucher, Middlebury,
University of Mary Hardin-Baylor,
University of Maryland, University
of South Dakota, Wellesley College

incontiva Programs
MultivMedia Promotion: American
International College, Iowa State,
Middlebury., New Mexico State at
Grants Branch, North Carolina
State. Rollins, St. Mary's College,
Southwest Texas State. Stetson, Tay-
lor, U.S. Naval Academy, University
of Colorado, Valley Forge Military
Academy. Wabash, Wellesley Col-
lege, Western Wisconsin Tech. Wil-
liams

Staff Incentive: Contra Costa, Fitch-
burg, University of Colorado

Student Incentive: Eureka. Hobart,
Lake Eric College. Northland- Penn-
sylvania State, Southwestern at
Memphis. Spring Hill College, Stet-
son, University of Pennsylvania, Val-
ley Forge Military Academy, Wesley-
an University. Williams
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Information Sharing
Demonstration Centeh and Research
Projects: Miami-Dade, Middle Ten-
nessee State, Morehead State, Olivet,
Ramapo College, Spolcatte Falls, U.S.
-Naval Academy, University for Man
at Kansas State, University of Mary-
land, University of Miami, Universi-
ty of Minnesota, University of South-
ern California at idyllwild, West
Virginia University

Non-Credit Courses and Certificates:
California State University and Col-
leges headquartered at Fullerton,
Coastline, College .of Marin, Florida
Keys,"Navarro, New Mexico State at
Grants Branch, North Dakota State
School of Siience, Taft, Unity, Uni-
versity for Man at Kansas State, Uni-
verlity of Miami, University of
Rhode Island, University of Southern
California'at Idyllwild, West Virginia
University

Publications, Audio and Visug Pre-
sentences: California State Universi-
ty and Colleges headquartered at Ful-
lerton, Central Michigan, Cornell,
Gulf Coast, Harvard, Loyola Univer-
sity of Chicago, Memphis State,
North Carolina State, U.S, Naval
Academy, University for Man at
Kansas State, University of Califor-
nia at San Diego Extension, Universi-
ty of Miami, University of Minne-
sota, Uniiersity of Washington, Uni:
versity of Wisconsin at Madison,
University of Wisconsin at Platteville

Seminars, Conferences, Workshops,
Forums: Bowling Green State, Butte
Community College, California State
University and Colleges headquar-
tered at Fullerton, Florida Memorial,
Iowa State, Lincoln Land. Loyola
University of Chicago, Martin, Mid-
dle Tennessee State, Morehead State,
Navarro, U.S. Naval Academy, Uni-
versity for Man at Kansas State, Uni-
versity of Alabama at Huntsville,



TAN (continued) Topical Listing ol institutions

University of California at San Fran-
cisco, University of Maryland at Bal-
timore County, University of Miami.
University of Minnesota, University
of North Carolina, University of
Rhode island, University of Washing-
ton, West Valley Community Col-
lege, West Virginia University

Services to the Public: Bowling Green
State, California State University and
Colleges headquirtered at Fullerton,
Clark University, Florida Memorial,
Governors State, Indiana University.,
Morehead State, New York Institute
of Technology, Olivet, Pennsylvania
State, Ramapo College, St. Joseph
College, University for Man at Kan-
sas State, University of California at
Son Francisco, University of Rhode
Wand, University of Southfrn Cali-
fornia at Idyllwild, University of
Washington, West Valley Communi-
ty College. West Virginia University

Solar Information: Ball State, Butte
Comnuinity College. Middle 'Ferules-
see State, Navarro, New Mexico
State at Grants Branch, Pima Com-
munity College. University for Man
at Kansas State University of South-
ern California at Idyllwild, West
Virginia University

Insulation
Doors: Maine Maritime Acaderily,
Williamsport Area Community Coln
lege

Earth Sheltering: Mercy College,
Spokane Fans, University of Minne-
sota

Roof: Cornell, Post, SUNY at Buf-
falo-Amherst. University for Man at
Kansas State, Wellesley College

Walls: Connors State, Cornell, Mid-
dlebury, University for Man at Kan-
sas State, University of Pennsylvan-,
ia, Williams College
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Windows: Brainerd, College of Great
Falls, Eureka, Graceland, North Da-
kota State School of Science, Penn-
sylvania State, Philadelphia College
of Art, SUNY Agricultural and Tech-
nical College, Tompkins Cortland,
University for Man at Kansas State,
University of Maine at Orono, Uni-
versity of South Dakota, Wellesley,
Westmar

Lek* Motor Cooling
See Energy Recovery (cooling)

Lighting Adkptations
Fixture AlteratiAs and Lamp Re-
placement. Beloit, Berea, California
Institute of Technology, California
Polytechnic, Catholic University,
Colorado Women's College, Cornell,
Gallaudet, Governors State, Lafay-
ette, Lake Forest, Louisiana State,
Mohave r' Valley, Montgomery,
Mount Marty, Northorn Michigan
University, Seattle Pacific Univer-
sity, University of Massachusetts at
Boston

Reductions and Removal: Middle
Tennessee State, Montgomery,
Mount Marty, North Dakota State -
School of Science, Pennsylvania
State, Ramapo College. Susquehan-
na, University of Pennsylvania, Uni- .

versity of Wisconsin, Wellesley.Col-
lege

Timers: Loyola University of Chi-
cago, St. John's University, Univer-
AV of Chicago, Washington Univer-
sity, Wellesley College

Monitoring and
Evaluating Systems
Evaluating Energy Data Benedict,
Chatham, Embry-Riddle, Lyndon
State. University of Delaware,, Uni-
versity of Hartford
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Topical Listingaf Instituteins

Resoltedallra. Mao
Central Methdlist College, Coe,
Louisiana State, Mary Baldwin Col-
.4ge, Memphis State, Morton, Mount
Marty. St. Michael's College, Univer-
sity of Dubuque, University of Penn-
sylvania, University of South Dako-
ta. Wellesley, Wesleyan University.
Western Illinois University, Westrnar

TAM OttlinuOtl) T

Mechanical Systems Control: Alvin
Community College, Bethel College
and Seminary, Broward, Macon Jun-
ior College. Mohawk Valley, Mt.
San Antonio. Penn Valley. Univer-
sity of Ca liforni. at San Diego, Uni-
vessity of Maryland. University of
Pennsylvania

Temperatuie Monitoring and Adjust-
ments: Allegheny, Art Institute of
Chicago, Benedict, Chatham, Embry-
Riddle, Gulf Coast, MiddleNenstes-
see State. Millersville State. Mount
Marty. New Mexico State, Oregon
State. Penn Valley, Southeastern
Community College, SUNY at Platts-
burgh, Susquehanna, University of
Connecticut, University of Delaware,
University of Maine at Bangor

Timers: College of 'the Holy Cross,
Gallaudet, Southeastern Community
College, University of Evansville,
University of Maine at Bangor, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin at Sheboygan

Power Plant Convarslon
Coal: North Dakota State School of
Science, University of Illinois at Ur-
bana Champagne, University of
Lowell, University of Maine at Ban-
gor, West Virginia University

Dual Fuel: Alvemia. Iowa Wesleyan,
Rosemont, Skidmore, Wesleyan Uni-
versity

Waste Automotive Oil: Northern
State College, Skidmore, SUNY at
Oswego, University of Rhode Island

Waste Products: Case Western Re-
serve U.S. Naval Academy

Wood Burning: Clarkson College of
Technology, Middlebury, Unity.
University of Maine at Bangor
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Solar
Passive Solar Systems for Heating
and Installation Variations: Ball
State. Hamilton, Illinois Wesleyan,
Interamerican University, Memphis
State, Merzer Coui.ty, Miami-Dade.
U.S. Air Force Academy, University
for Man at Kansas State, University
of Massachusetts at Amherst, Uni-
versity of North Carolina, University
of South Carolina

Solar Building Design: Clark College,
Hamilton, Jefferson State-, Montclair
State. Navarro. San Jose State, Uni-
versity for Man at Kansas State, Uni-
versity of North Carolina. University
of Southern California at ldyllwild

Solar Education Programs: See
Energy Education

Solar Greenhouses: College of the
Atlantic, Lincoln Land. Middle Ten-
nessee State, Suffolk County Come
munity College University for Man
at Kansas State, University of Mass-
achusetts at 4mherst, University of
Southern California at Idyllwild

Solar-Heated Swimming Pools: Cen-
tral Arizona, Colorado Women's
College

Solar-Heated Water: Bentley, Beth-
any, City College of San Francisco.
Edison, .arson State. Loyola Uni
versity, Middle Tennessee State.
Montclair State, Navarro, Pima
Community College. Seattle Pacific,
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University for Man at Kansas State,
' of Massachusetts at Am.

haat

Solar Photovoltaks: Mississippi
County Commuhity College. North,
wet tvlbsitsiPPI1uniorCollege

Solar
Seminars: See information

aring

Cha
Ventilation S ystem

mps and
Aiditistments
Ball State. Beloit, Interamerican Uni.
'versity, Marquette University. Mid.
clle Tennessee State, Missouri West
ern State. Neiv Mexico State, North
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Dakota State School of Science. Oli-
vet, SUN? at Binghamton, Susque-
hanna. U.S. Air farce Academy,
University of California at San
Diego, University of Loukville. Uni-
versity of Texas at Permian Basin.
University of Texas Health Science
Center, Washington State, Wayne
State, Wellesley. Williamsport Com-
munity College

Water Conservation
Devises
Eastern Illinois University, Hagler.
Mt, San Antonio, Unity, University
of Louisville. University of Tennessee
at Knoxville, University of Virginia.
Valencia Community College.
Wellesley, Williams
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Geographic Listing of institutions
stab')

Alabama
Jefferson State Junior College
Spring Hill College (2)
Talladega College
Tuskegee Institute
University of Alabama
University of Alabama-

Huntsville
University of Montevallo

Arizona
Central Arizona College
Maricopa County Community

College
Morthern Arizona University
Pima Community College

Arkansas
Mississippi County

Community College

California
Butte Community College
California Institute of

Technology
California Polytechnic University
California State University

and Colleges headquartered at
Fullerton

City College of San Francisco
Coastline Community

College (2)
College of Mann
Contra Costa Community

College
Loma Linda University

Merrift College
Mt. San Antonio College
St. Mary's Coll's,. of

Ca brnia
San Francisco State University
San Jose State University
Sierra Joint Community

College (2)
Solano Community College

District
Taft College
University of California-

San Diego (3)
University of California-

San Francisco (2)
University of Southern

West Valley Community
College Diltrict

Colorado
Colorado Women's College (4)
Nazarene Bible College
United States Air Force Academy
University of Colorado
University of Colorado Health

Science Center

Connecticut
Eastern Connecticut St-tte

College
Post College
St. Joseph College
University of Connecticut
University of Hartford d2)
Wesleyan University (5)

Note: The number of programs entered is indicated in parentheses.
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Delaware
Delaware Technical and

. Community College
University of Delaware

Diarist of Ceiumbia
Catholic University 42)
Gansu& College (2)
George Washington

University (2)
Howard University
Southeastern University

Florida
Brevard Community College
Broward Community College
Daytona Beach Community

College
Edison Community College (2)
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical

University
Hagler College
Florida Keys Community College
Florida Memorial College
Gulf Coast Community

College (6)
Miami-Dade Community

College
Rollins College
Stetson University (2)
University of Miami (2)
University of West Florida
Valencia Community College

Georgia
Georgia Southern College
Macon Junior College

Illinois
Art Institute of Chicago
City Colleges of Chicago
Eastern Illinois University
Eureka College
Governors State University (2)
Illinois Wesleyan University
Lake Forest College
Lincoln Land Community

College
Loyola University of Chicago (3)
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McHenry County Calm
Morton College
Southern Illinois University
Triton College
University of Chicago
University of Illinois
Western Illinois University (2)

Indiana
Ball State University (2)
Indiana Uttiversit-
Taylor University (2)
Univ 'ty of Evansville
W College

Iowa
Coe College (3)
Graceland College
Indian Hills Community College
Iowa State University (2)
Iowa Wesleyan College
Kirkwood Community College
University of Dubuque
University of Iowa
Westmar College

Menses
Colby Community College
University for Man at Kansas

State (4)

Kentucky
Berea College
Morehead State University (2)
Prestonsburg Community

College
University of Louisville (4)

Louisiana
Louisiana State University (3)
Loyola University (2)
McNees, State University

MOW*
College of 4he Atlantic
Maine Maritime Academy
Unity College (4)
University of Maine-Bangor (4)
University of Maine-Orono



WAC(:ant Musa Geographic Uslinsollastitudons

Maryland
Anne Arundel Community

College
Coacher College
Hood College
Loyola College
Montgomery College 43)
United States Naval

Academy.(17)
University of Maryland (11)
University of Maryland-

Baltimore County
University of Maryland-Eastern

Shore

Nissaaohusefts
American International College
Bentley College

c.-___Lgostoo University
Brandeis University
Clark University (2)
College of the Ha Cross
DeaQ Junior Con.#
Fitchburg State College
Harvard \University
Mount Hooke College
Nichols College
Tufts University
University of Lowell
University of Massachusetts- Amherst
University of Massachusetts-

Boston (21
Wellesley College (12)
Williams College (5)

Miohigsa
Central Michigan University
Lansing Community College
Mercy College of Detroit
Northern Michigan University
Olivet College (2)
University of Michigan
University of Michigan-

Dearborn (2)
Wayne State University

Minnesota
Bethel College and Seminary
Brainerd Community College
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College of St. Thomas
Macalester College
St. Marys College
University of Minnesota

MIStrille111101

Northwest Mississippi Junior
College

Missouri
Central Methodist College
Central Missouri State University
Missouri Western State College
Penn Valley Community College.
University of Missouri
Washington University

Moutons -
College of Great Falls

Nebraska
Creighton University

New Hampshire
Nate Dame College
Rivier College .

New Jersey
Mercer County Community

College
luiontdair State College (2)
Princeton University (2)
Ramapo College of

New Jersey (4)
Rutgers University
Upsala College

New Mexico
New Mexico Highlands

University
New Mexico State University-

Grants Branch (3)
New Mexico State University-

Las Cruces
University of New Mak°



Tokio C (contInuod) Goographlo Listing of Institutions

Now York
Clarkson College of

Technology (2)
Cornell University (9)
-Erie Community College
Hamilton College
Hobart- College
Hunter College
Kingsborough Community

College
Manhattanville College
Mohawk Valley Community

College
New York Institute

of Technology
Polytechnic Institute

of New York
Potsdam College of Arts

and Science
Rockefeller University
St. John's University
Skidmore College
SUNY Agriculture and Technical

College
SUNY at Binghamton
SUNY at Brockport
SUNY at Buffalo-Amherst
SUNY at Old Westbury
SUNY at Oswego
SLINY at Plattsburgh
SUNY at Stony Brook
Suffolk County Community

College
Tompkins Cortland Community

College
University of Rochester

North-Carolina
Central Piedmont Community

College (2)
Guilford College
Mars Hill College
Marten Community College
North Carolina State

University 12)
Piedmont Technical College
Southeastern Community College
University of North Carolina (4)

North Dakota
North Dakota State School of

Science (5)

Ohio
Bowling Green State University
Case Western Reserve University
Lake Erie College (2)
Lakeland Community
Oberlin College
Ohio State Univers
University of Ci, innati

V

Oklahoma
Connors State College
Oklahoma State University (2)

Orogon
Lane Community College
Oregon Institute of Technology
Oregon State University
University of Oregon

Pnnsylvanla
Allegheny College
Alvernia College
Chatham College
Drexel University
Duquesne University
Hahnemann Medical College
Lafayette College
Lebanon Valley College
Lehigh University
Millersville-State C011ege
Pennsylvania State University (4)
Philadelphia College of Art
Rosemont Collegi
Spring Garden College (2)
Susquehanna University (5)
University of Pennsylvania (10)
University of Pittsburgh
University of Scranton
Valley Forge Military

Academy (4)
Waynesburg College,
Williamsport Area Community

College
4.



Table C (continue* Geographic Listing of Methadone

Puerto Rico
lnterarnerican University

Rhode Island
Rhode Island Junior College
University of Rhode Island (2)

South Carolina
Benedict College
Clem Ion University
FunnanUniversity
Horry-Georgetown Technical

College
University of South Carolina (2)

South Dakota
Mount Marty College (3)
Northern State College
Presentation College
University of South Dakota (4)

Tonnes.**
Chattanooga State Technical

Community College (2)
Cleveland State Community

College
Lincoln Memorial University
Memphis State University (7)
Middle Tennessee State

University (15)
Southwestern at Memphis
University of Tennessee-

Chattanooga
University of Tennessee-

Knoxville

Timms
Alvin Community College
Amarillo College
Navarro College (12)
St. Mary's University
Southwest Texas State University
Southwestern University
University of Mary Hardin-Baylor
University of Texas-Austin
University of Texas Health

Science Center
University of Texas-Permian

Basin

149

Utah
Utah Technical College

Vermont
Bennington College
Green Mountain College (2)
Lyndon State College
Middlebury College (8)
St. Michael's College

Virginia
Mary Baldwin College
Randolph-Macon College
University of Virginia

Washington
Clark College
Seattle Pacific University
Spokane Falls Community

College (2)
University of Washington (2)
Washington State University

Most Virginia
Bethany College
West Virginia University (6)

Wisconsin
Beloit College
Marquette University
Northland College
University of Wisconsin-

La Crosse
University of Wisconsin-Madison
University of Wisconsin-

Milwaukee
University of Wisconsin-

Platteville
University of Wisconsin-

River Falls
University of Wisconsin-

Sheboygan
University of Wisconsin System
Western Wisconsin Technical

Institute
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical

Institute (2)
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Certificate of
Achievement Recipients

Summary of the Problem,
the Approach, and the Results

The Problem How to conserve energy at a mini-
mum cost.

Institution
Benedict College
Columbia, South Ciro line
Ca mpuswide Energy

Conservation The Approach: In order to reduce heating without
creating discomfort on campus, Benedict first
conducted a study of the specific heating needs of
each building on campus and of its heat retention
capabilities. From the findings, buildings were
fitted with storm.windows and with insulation
where needed; boilers were run on schedules to
match the individual building occupancy needs,
but were started only when temperatures dropped

. below 40°F. and never exceeding six hours with-
out turning off the system for a period; all ther-
mostats were set at government stipulated levels.
Additional conservation measures such as lighting
seductions and student incentive and energy pro-
grams helped to implement this plan.

9 The Results: Comparing the 1978 and 1979
heating seasons, the following was achieved:

Percentage
Decrease

71%

71%

14%

Reduction in:
Boiler use
Oil consumption
Electricity use

3,016 hours
323,900 gallons

130.000 KWH

The initial cost of the project was $28.907 and the
net savings during the first year of operation was
$91.419, resulting in a payback period of just four
months. In addition. the cut in the hours of boiler
operation eliminated many hours of employee
overtime.

Import..nce: Substantial savings were achieved
through simple measures by a college which has a
minimum of financial resources.

Not( This appends briefly summarizes the innovative approaches of the twelve amigo-
non. selected trim among the 497 entries submitted. for the Certificates of Achieve-
ment issued by the Academy in the Spring of 1980
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Table 0 (continued) Certificate of Achievement Redp lents

Institution
Summary of the Problem,

the Approach, and the Results
California State University
and Colleges headquartered
at Etp Sefton, California
La Jolla, California
Energy Education

The Problem: In 1975 concerned faculty Members
felt it important that energy education become a
part of the curriculum of California's elemen-
tary and secondary' schools,.

The Approacie The faculty pooled efforts and
ideas through the university's 19 campuses, devel-
oped an Energy Education Advisory Committee,
and later, a Technical Assistance Program. The
two activities became the Statewide Energy Con-
sortium, which drew upbn the expertise of scien-
tists, engineers, sociologists, economists, and
environmentalists to develop teacher education
programs. Efforts were then broadened to include
continuing education courses and the holdhg of
workshops about energy.

The Results: Three statewide conferences at-
tended by faculty members and interested teach-, en resulted in the production of a curriculum for
more than 400 energy-related classes in elemen-
tary and secondary schools and 52 continuing
education courses. At the request of the stnte, the
Technical Assistance Program prepared a manual
with energy efficiency guidelines for builders and
developers.

The consortium was chosen by the Department
of Energy to conduct small grants programs for
small businessmen and lay people; and has pub-
lished (and is constantly updating) a State Direc-
tory of Energy Consulting Services for Califor-
nians.

The consortium has been able to obtain the
greater part of its funding from corporations with
home bases in California.

Importance; The consortium's energy expertise
reaches from the 19 campuses to the elementary
schools and grassroots levels, and has helped edu-
cate about 150,000 people in energy conservation.

1 54
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Table 0 (continued) Canaan. of Achievement Recipients

Summary of the Problem,
Institution . - the Approich, and the Results

Cue Western Reserve The Problem: How to undertake a comprehensive
University energy conservation program at practically no
Cleveland, Ohio cost.
Comprehensive Energy

Program The Approach: Starting in 1973, the university
undertook a comprehensive energy conservation
program encompassing all 87 campus buildings at
virtually noi cost outside the plant maintenance
budget. /

Every possible energy cut was made, ranging
from rearranging class schedules to using fewer
buildings, lowering lighting levels and hot water
temperatuies, and recovering heat that would
otherwise be lost into the air, to turning off lights
between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. in rooms with
windows, and cutting library, bookstore, and
gymnasium hours.

Conference materials and videotapes were pre-
pared on how to audit energy use and became a
teaching tool at Case Western Reserve as well as
at other educational institutions.

The physical plant experimented with using
solid waste as an alternative boiler fuel. Alter-
native energy research and education programs
were made a part of the school of engineering.

The Results: The savings realized by many of the
programs are measured in terms of the decrease in
the number of BTUs actually used between 1972-
73 and 1978.79, as follows:

1972-73 - 1,691 matron BTUs
1978-79 - 1,147 million BTUs
Reduction in yearly
consumption -.544 million BTUs, or

32 percent of the
enermcon.sumption
six years earlier.

Importance: The thoroughness of the program
was shown by the university's ability to cut ener-
gy use for six years in a row with minim& expen-
ditures beyond the regular plant operating and
maintenance budget.
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Tab loD foontlocod) ConflIcato of 1tolgovomoot Recipients

Institution
Colby Comm* College
Colby; Kansas
Energy Education

Summary of the Problem,
the Approach, and the Results

ThelProbkas: How to expand the production of
gasohol.

The Approach: The college developed an "Alco-
hol Fuel Production Workshop" for local farmers
to teach them how to produce gasohol from grain
in small, farm-sire stills. The instruction in this
five -day course covers the economics involved in
gasohol production, the layout and deign of
gasohol stills and plants, the necessary agitations
and permits, the Icinds'of grain that can be used,
and what can be done with resulting by-products.
The course includes lectures, a specially prepared
textbook, videotapes, and "hands on" training in
the laboratory.

The Results: Colby has conducted 18 workshdps
with more than 800 participants whohave come
from 45 states and six foreign nations. The work-
shops now enroll bankers, accountants, profes-
sors, business persons, engineers, mechanics, and
welders.

The workshop program, which is located 230
miles from the nearest major city, has drawn the
attention of the U.S. Office of Education and the
Department of Energy. The Department of Energy
asked Colby to, run a special training program at
the collegi for directors of 40 gasohol production
programs across the country that the department
plans to support, using Colby's program and ma-
terials as the Irma.

Importance: Colby College has been 'described by
national energy officials as a pioneer in the field of
alcohol fuel production.

136
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TAO, 0 fcontinus1) Gala%of Achlwsmont ROCIPlerlbe

Summary of the Problem,
Institution ,the Approach, and the Results

'I14 Problem: How to reduce the costs of heat and
water in the university's large physical education,
center which houses a laundry in addition to the
swimming and diving pools.

The Approach: The university's large physical
educaticin center used great amounts of hot water
in the building's laundry and swimming and.div-
ing pooh. Costly drinking water was being used
to lower the temperature of the hot water released
from the laundry's heating system. This water had
to be cooled before itcould be discharged into the
sewer without causing heat damage to the pipes.

The hot water from the laundry's heating sys-
tem was rerouted and used by the swimming and
diving pooh' heating system, after which the
water became cool enough to be discharged di-
rectly into the sewer. The arrangement eliminated '
the need for buying drinking water for cooling
purposes and 'provided enough "free" heat to
maintain the 360,000 gallon swimming and diving
pools at a constant 80°F. temperature.

Drawl University
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Heat Recovery

/

The Results:

Initial investment $24.81)0

Annual savings from:
drinking water no longer
purchased to cool the
laundry discharge' 51,578
steam no longer purchased
for heating the swimming
and diving pools 9:635 511,213

Payback period 26 months

Importance: Standard heat recovery techniques
were applied to the specialized needs of the uni-
versity.

155
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Table 0 (continued) Certificate of Aildevement Redolent.

Summary of the Problem,
Institution the Approach, and the Results

Hamilton College The Problem: How to provide inexpensive classl
Clinton, New York room space near the observatory for astronomy
Solar Building Design students.

The Approach: The college designed' and con-
' structed an oblong, solar-heated, block building,

made of concrete, heavy insulation material, and
wood to provide classroom space near its obser-
vatory and to serve as a laboratory for solar
energy courses.

The Results; In 1977, the $30,000 cost of the solar-
heated building was less than that of a similar
building with a conventional electric heating sys-
tem. Each year 67 percent of the' heating comes
from the sun; the annual cost of electricity to heat
and light the building from October to April has
been only $120.

The building also demonstrates that a passive
solar energy -design can work in the cold and
cloudy northern climate of upstate New York.

Ir4ortance: This project shows that in a cold cli-
mate it is 'possible to save on the use of conven-
tional energy and be cost effective by using a sim-
ple solar energy' system; also, that, this can be
done for a small building at a small college.
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Tablel) (continued) Codified* of Achievement Recipients

Summary of the Problem,
institution the Approach,_and the Results

Lafa Vette College
Easton, Pennsylvarda
Lighting Adaptations

V

The Problem: How to find a cheaper way of cut-
ting energy consumption of fluorescent lights.

The Approach:. Two graduate engineering stu-
dents experimented with using a capacitor (a de-
vice normally used in wiring electrical systems) to
reduce the number of fluorescent lights but still
have an effective, efficient level of lighting. How-
ever, standard fluorescent fixtures will not oper-
ate if one of the two tubes is simply removed. The
capacitors, although not originally designed for
use in fluorescent fixtures, could work with minor
alterations, taking about five minutes for each
adaptation and installation. With a capacitor; the

A energy use of each flUorescent light is limited to
the amount needed fo run the one remaining tube.
The capacitors used cost $1.62 each, which was
much cheaper than the commercially popular
91.50 "phantom tube"a hollow tube designed
for the'same purpose.

The Results

Cost for the nine major buildings $ 4,425
Savings in the first year $12,000

Energy savings by the nine buildings 9%

The cost is a one-time expense; the savings con-
tinue year after year and grow as electrical costs
rise.

importance: The capacitor is an adaptation that
avoids the more expensive investment in commer-
cially popular conservation devices.

O
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Table D (continued) Certificate of Achievement Recipients
a

Institution

....1
Summary of th0 Problem;

the Approach, and the Results
Lincoln Land """ The Problem: Ho05 conserve energy at the col-
Complus ley-College lege and elsewhere.
Springfield, Illinois
Comprehensive Energy The Approach: In 1976 the college started "Ener-

Conservation gy Commitment," a program covering all aspects
of energy conservationfrom resource manage-
ment and planning to education offerings. Man-
agement measures taken included an energy
audit, installation of a computer system, in'
creased insulation, reduced lighting, a four-day
week summer schedule, and the building of solar
and wind generating systems on the horticulture
building. Energy education programs range from

:. college courses to gasohol workshops for the far.
mer and energy forums for interested persons.
Car-pooling and increased Ibass transit services
were organized for the campus community.

The college took on leadership in energy con-
. servation in the mjclwest by hosting conferences

for state college administrators and panel discus-
sions for government officials. The president
travels extensively to speak on energy conserva-
tion at national forums and post - secondary edu-
cation conferences.

The Results: Lincoln Land used bond funds to
cover most of the S508,000 capital expenses in-
curred. Most other programs were financed
through small local and federal grants and private
donations, along with registration fees for the for-
urns. Although the expected payback periods for
all projects range from one month to 16 years_ all
projects taken on by the college reflect its policy
that fairly major expenditures for conservation
are a one-time expense and will pay for them-
selves at different rates with the savings even-
tually multiplying.

Importance: This college does everything possible
to conserve energy. It makes small one-time capi-
tal expenditures with the thought that the savings
will multiply continually.

1 G 0
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Table if feeetineed) Certificate of Acitievernent iteeipleals

Institution
Summary of the Problem,

the Approach, and the Results
Middlebury College The Problem: How to reduce oil consumption in
MiddldiorY; Vermont the college's central power plant. .....

Power Plant Conversion
The Approach: In 1977 ,Middlebury tested a new
process for(bliming oil in its central furnace. The
process, called "Complete Combustion Condi-
tioner," works by mixing water and the fuel oil in
such a way that the resulting chemical reaction as
the mixture enters the Liles increases the surface
area of the oil. This improves the burning process
by raising the burning temperature (to over
3,0001.) and creating more efficient heat while
using less oil. The process also lowers the air in-
take of the boiler, which reduces heat loss and the
exhaust fumes that pollute the air.

The Results: trial month of November
1977, oil consu don was reduced 9 percent.
lowering costs b 2.100. In 1979 the process re-
duced the oil used by 70,000 gallons, also saving
9 percent.

The college incurred no out-of-pocket capital
expenses inasmuch as the system is leased to Mid-
dlebury at 5615 a month.

Importance: Middlebury was the first college to
experiment with this systum, which works for
buildings' and institutions with a centralized, oil-
burning furnace.

r- 159
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Table 0 f000fl000ll) Calif Into of Achlivonest Roe *lents

Institution
Summary of the Problem,

the Approach, and the Results
Skidmore College
Saratoga Springs. New York
Power Plant Conversion

The Problem: How to find a substitute for fuel oil
that would reduce costs.

The Approach: The college redesigned its heating
plant to bum 100 percent waste crank case oil in-
stead of fuel oil. In order to make the plan work.
the college had to add pumps and filters to the
existing fuel system and had to find sources that
could provide 600.000 gallons of waste oil a year.

Skidmore also had to convithe surrounding
community that burning waste oil would not
lute the local air. After this was accomplishedlhe
college not only earned the approval of the New
York State Department of Environmental Conser-
vation for a constructive idea, but also gained
corgmendation for removing from the area a large
quantity of waste oil which had been a trouble-
some pollutant of the rural watershed when used
for dust control on rural roads and when dumped
as a waste product into landfills.

The Results:

Cost of conversion
Payback peliod during the
first year
Annual3m*45110w expected

$ 25,500

9 months%

S234,600

Skidmore has arranged an annual collection pro-
gram with three suppliers of waste on, one of
which charges only for the cost of the truck used
and donat.s the 100,000 gallons of oil it supplies.

Importance: The project is not complicated and
had a low conversion cost with a rapid payback.
Skidmore is the first higher education institution
to use/Neste automotive crank case oil as the sole
fuel for its heating system.

1 2
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TAN 0 (oontinood) Cortiffeafe of Adtiovomood.flodplonto

Institution
Summary' of the Problem,

the Approach, and the Results_
University of California at

' San Disko-University
ExtensionN,
La Jolla. California
Energy Education

1

The Problem: How to educate a Wee number of
people about the need foiertergy conservation.

The Approach: The university's extension divi-
sion developed a course called "Energy and the
Way We Live," consisting of 15 weekly articles
run in 540 newspapers and for which credit is
given by 342 colleges. This course. designed by
energy experts from a variety of disciplines, ex-
plores energy technology and consumption. the
impact of differing values on energy policy, and
worldwide energy dilemmas.

The course can be used in conjunction with a
local newspaper running the series of articles, or
as a self-contained course, or for independent
study credit in an area where there is no partici-
pating college.

"Energy and the Way We Live" is an outgrowth
of the university's program. Courses by News-
paper. which was started through the annual pro-
duction of 15-week newspaper courses in 1913:
"Energy and the Way We Live" is the twelfth in
the series and the most far-reaching,

The Results: The course. started in January 1980.
had an estimated enrollment of 8.000 to 10.000
persons and an estimated readership of five mil-
lion persons (the combined lation of the
newspapers involved ere 15 million leaders).
Course mate ow being used for 450 ener-
gy policy forums being held in various commtini-
ties across the country; and for a series of half-
hour programs broadcast by National Public
Radio.

importance: "Energy and the Way We Live" is the
only national energy course of its kind. It draws
its material from energy experts around the world
and attracts both nontraditional and traditional
students.
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TablO 0 foontfousd) Coffl Nolo of Achieve /ow Recipients

Summary of the Problem, .

Institution the Approach, and the Results t
University of Delaware The Problem HOW to reduce energy costs on a
Newark. Delaware small budget in anticipation of purchasing a corn-
Monitoring and Controls Puler when funds become available.

' The Approach: In 1976 the university, finding
that the capital cost of a computerized energy
management system was beyond the capacity of
its then current budget. looked for a tempi:Irary
way to reduce energy costs. The conclusion: 40
percent of the temperature control and startup
functions provided by a computerized system.
could be done manually:, savings would be sub-
stantial if the staff concentrated on buildings
where energy use was high (39 out of the 113
buildings on campus). The activity. "Operation

. Bootstrap." employed 10'persons acting asener-
gy controlkrs" (five daytime. five at night). Their
salaries were charged against the gross savings of
the project. .

The Results:

Gress savings in energy. first two
, years (1977-78 and 1978-79) $507.319

Cost of the energy controllers and the
energy consultant for the project 205. 360

Net savings, first two years $302.000

The net savings were placed in a reserve account
and are now being used to finance the first phase
of an automated energy control system in nine
high energy use buildings. The manual system will
continue so that future savings can be used to ex-
tend the automated system further..

Importance: The plan provided immediate energy
savings within a budget that could not at the time
finance the capital cost of a computerized man-
agement system.

00
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Gallaudet College 78
George Washington University 78
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Navarro College
Nazarene Bible College
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St: Mary's College 105
St. Mary's College of California 105
St. Mary's University . 105
St. Michael's College .105
San Francisco State University . 32,106
San Jose State University 57,106
Seattle Pacific University 106
Sierra Joint Community College 106
Skidmore College 61, 106, 160
Solano Community College District 106
Southeastern Community College 107
Southeastern University 23,107
Southern Illinois University 107
Southwest TexasTexas State University 107
Southwestern at Memphis... 14, 107
Southwestern University 8,107
Spokane Falls Community College .107, 108
Spring Garden College 108
Spring Hill College 108
State University of New York (SUNY)

SUN? Agricultureand Technical College 51,108
SONY at Binghamton 108
SUNYat Brockport 109

- SUNYat Buffalo-Amherst 52,109
SUNYat Old Westbury 27,109
SONY at Oswego 3,109
SUNYat Plattsburgh 109
SUNY at Stony Brook 3,109

Stetson University 109,110
Suffolk County Community College 110
Susquehanna University 8, 35,110

T
Taft College 111
Talladega College 62,111
Taylor University 15,111

17o



. - .
Tompkins Cortland Community College
Triton College 5124, 1111.1

Tufts University . 111
Teiskegee Institute 42, 112

U -

.United States Air Force Academy 112
United States Naval Aca'demy 62,1 12, 113, 114
Unity College 114, 115
University for Man at Kansas State 19, 50, 115
Universitybf Alabama 115
University of Alabama-Huntsville 116
University of California-San Diego 20, 38, 116, 161
University of California-San Francisco 30, 116
University of Chicago 35, 116
University of Cincinnati 117
University of Colorado 117
University of Colorado Health Science Center
University of Connecticut 4427:111177

University of Delaware 47,,117,162
University of Dubuque 15.7
University of Evansville

.11117

University of Hartford / 118
University of Illinois-Urbana Champagne .118
University of Iowa 118
University of Louisville 7, 38, 42, 118, 119
University of Lowell 119
University of Maine-Bangor 27, 62,119
University of Maine -Orono 119
University of Mary H,fdin-Baylor 120
University of Maryllnd 27,48,120,121
University of Maryland-Baltimore County 121

1

University of Maryland-Eastern Shore 15,121
University of. chusetts-Amherst 122
University otIvi diusetts-Bost on 122
University of lv,limlii 7, 21,122
University of14161gan 39,122
University oNtchigan-Dearborn , 122, 123
University drMinnesota 52,123
University of Missouri 32,123
University of Montevallo 123
University of New Mexico 30, 32,123
University of North Carolina 16, 123,124
University of Oregon
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31,124
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University of Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh
University o f Rhode Island
University of Rochester
University of Scranton
University of South Carolina
University of South Dakota
University of Southern Calif ornia-Idyllwild
University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
University of Tennessee-Knoxville _

University of Texas-Austin
University of Texas-Health Science Center
University of Texas-Permian Basin
University of Virginia
University of Washington
University of West Florida
University of Wisconsin System
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
University of Wisconsin-Madison
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
University of Wisconsin-Platteville

1

University of Wisconsin-River Falls
University of Wisconsin-Sheboygan
Upsala College
Utah Technical College

V
Valencia Community College
Valley Forge Military Academy

W
Wabash College .

Washington State University
Washington University
Wayne State University .

Waynesburg College
Wellesley College
Wesleyan University
West Valley Cornmunity,College District
West Virginia University
Western Illinois University

9, 28,

3, 21, 42, 124, 1.25
48,125
21,126
31,'126

126
16, 126

. 126, 127
57, 127
28, 127

127
43, 127
4,12A

128
128
128

,, 128
16,128
43 129

129
129
129
129
129

4,129
4,130

130
130

130
131

16, 131
39,131
63,131

43, 53, 131, 132, 133
14, 28,133

134
14, 21, 22, 58,134

7,135
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Western Wisconsin Technical Institute 135
Westmar College 135
Williams College 135,136
Williamsport Area Community College 34,136
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical Institute . . . 17,136

1
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173
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Activities of the
Academy for Educational Development, Inc.

The Academy for Educational Development, founded in 1961 to help
U.S. colleges and universities solve some of their long-range educational,
administrative, and financial problems, has expanded steadily goer the
years. Today, the Academy is active not only in higher education, but
also in elementary and secondary education, in communications as an art
and as an increasingly important form of technology, in international af-

er lairs, in studies of the human life cycle, in helping to improve the facilities
of institutions that serve the public, in energy conservation and educa-
tion, and m a wide range of projects aimed at finding new ways to encour-
age older people to continue their active participation in American life.

The Academy serves its clients in the following ways:
«,.

Preparing long-range educational plans

Setting up and evaluating new educational programs

Planning . .id carrying out innovative experiments in the use of
educational facilities

Conducting workshops on management, instructional technology,
energy conservation, and other educational concerns

Improving educational management

Improving the process of settling disputes between nations

Helping colleges and universities find well-qualified administrators
and trustees; managing institutions on an interim basis

Counseling on institutional, organizational, and personnel problems
in an effort to find bettersolutions

Conducting studies and research on problems of aging, education,
energy conservation. communication, and international develop-
ment

Planning and administering experimental programs in developing
countries .

Sponsoring conferences on the human life cycle, and publishing the
results.

The Academy maintains lull-service offices at 1414 Twenty-second
Street. N W., Washington, D C 20037, telephone (202) 862-1900 where
the energy conserv.tion prilect is headquartered, and 680 Fifth Avenue,
New York, New York 10010, telephone (212) 397-0040.
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